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analysis as a focus marker can account for the variety of apparently unrelated functions. The 
analysis is based on a detailed study of the particle' s distribution in  spoken language using a 
database of five  Cayuga texts  by  four different speakers,  including three narratives, one 
procedural text  and a ehildren's version of a ceremonial text. 
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The primary concern of this thesis is to contribute to the linguistic description of Cayuga, a 
language of the Northern Iroquoian family, which also includes Seneca, Onondaga, Mohawk, 
Oneida, and Tuscarora. Cayuga is still spoken at the Six Nation Reserve in Ontario, Canada, by 
approximately one hundred speakers. Cayuga is  taught with some success in  an  emergent 
school program but in no case is it a child' s first language. The remaining adult speakers vary 
in their degree of fluency. 
A feature of the Northern Iroquoian languages is their especially rich inventory of particles. 
This study is concerned with a single Cayuga particle which has a widespread distribution and 
perfonns a broad range of apparently unrelated functions.  The particle ~  is  commonly 
translated as 'it is/that is', 'this' or 'that'. In other instances it is translated as predominant 
stress, or it is simply omitted in the translation. The particle can occur in alm ost any syntactic 
or semantic environment, but it is not obligatory in any context. The range of functions that 
have been assigned to this element is highly heterogeneous, and it includes deixis, emphasis, 
focus,  contrast,  predication,  declarative  mood,  assertion,  introduction  of nominal  and 
pronominal phrases, marking of non-events, and clause Iinkage. The element thus has to be 
considered part of Cayuga grammar. Despite the extensive linguistic work that has been 
dedicated to the Northern Iroquoian language farnily, theresearch on the Cayuga particle ne:' 
and its cognates in the other languages has been very limited. There is no consensus about the 
range of functions the particle perfonns. With this project I intend to  clarify the  uses and 
functions of this prominent particle. The suggested analysis - describing ~  as a focus marker 
- can account for the variety of its apparent functions. 
In Chapter Olle I summarize the previous research on ~  and the cognate particles in other 
Northern Iroquoian languages. Chapter Two describes the distribution of ~  in certain units of 
speech and in the entire discourse. Section 2.1  deflnes and discusses the speech units which 
serve as a frame of reference for the further analysis. Section 2.2 focuses on ~  when it is part 
of particle clusters, and  section 2.3  provides a detailed description of the  positions and 
environments in which the particle occurs. In section 2.4, the distribution of ~  is considered 
from  a wider perspective, looking at the particle's occurrence throughout entire texts and 
discussing the content and position of utterances introduced by ~.  In Chapter Three, I argue 
for the particle's analysis as a focus marker. Evidence for the focus analysis is drawn from the 
previous research, discussed in Chapter One, as weil as from a Cayuga text sampie. Chapter 
Four contains the conclusions of the study. 
The analysis is  based on a flve-text database. The texts originate from  four different 
speakers, two female and two male. Three text types are represented in the sampie: three 
narratives, one procedural text, and one hortatory text. The texts differ in the orthography in 
which they are presented. I have chosen not to unify the presentation, but to  maintain the 
transcription  provided  by  each  author.  Three  orthographies  can  be  distinguished:  a 
phonological transcription, a phonetic transcrlption, and the Six Nations orthography developed 
. by Reginald Henry. The main difference between the phonemic transcription and the Henry 
orthography used by Cayuga speakers at the Six Nations Reserve is the notation of obstruents. 
Voicing of obstruents is predictable before vowels and therefore not phonemic. In the Henry 
1 orthography, however, voiced and voiceless obstruents are distinguished. The following key 
will allow comparison of the different notations (cf. Mithun 1980). 
Henry:  Phonemic: 
d  =  ItJ before vowels 
t  =  Ith! before vowels, ItJ elsewhere 
g  =  /k/ before vowels 
k  =  /kh/ before vowels, /k/ elsewhere 
J  =  Igl 
A  further difference between  a phonemic transcription on  the  one hand,  and the Henry 
orthography and a phonetic transcription on the other is the recording of the fricative [f] which 
is a variant of Is/: 
Phonemic:  PhoneliclHenry: 
Isl ->  [f] I h_r 
[s] I elsewhere 
Finally one should note that a colon indicates vowellength and underlining of a vowel indicates 
voicelessness. Below, I provide some information about each text and its transcription. 
(a) Personal Anecdote in Cayuga by Howard Sky, from Foster (1980b): 
The text is an anecdote from the speaker' s own life. It is published in a phonetic as weil as 
in a phonemic transcription. I have chosen the phonetic one because it is closer to the Henry 
orthography used at  Six Nations. For convenience, I have chosen the more lexical English 
glosses rather than the ones that label grarnmatical categories.1 
(b) How to Hunt Rabbits, from Mithun and Henry (1980): 
This procedural text describes  methods of rabbit hunting as  they were used when the 
speaker was young. The source is presented in the Six Nations orthography. 
(c)  Ghost Story, from Sasse and Doxtador (ms.),  and Grandfather story by  Alta 
Doxtador, from Sasse (1993b):  . 
The 'Ghost Story'  is  a fictional  narrative that takes place 'in the olden days', and the 
'Grandfather Story' is a personal narrative about the speaker's grandfather. Sasse presents the 
texts in phonemic transcription. I do not indicate the morphemic breakdown he provides, and I 
have simplified his detailed glosses. In  the version presented here, the glosses reflect the 
approximate lexical meaning of the words in the given context, rather than the word roots and 
grammatical labels provided by  Sasse.  Naturally, I am fully  responsible for  any  possible 
1  In  the  case of the  'Personal Anecdote', this  means that I have combined the transcription of text A and 
the  gloss of text B. 
2 inaccuracies. The free translation in  both texts is a literal transcription of the speaker' s oral 
English translation. 
(d) Children's Version of the Thanksgiving Address, from my own work with Louise 
Hili in 1994: 
This text is the simplified and condensed version of a ceremonial Longhouse speech. 
Foster (1980a) says about the Thanksgiving Address: 
... [It] is probably the most familiar and frequently performed ritual event in Longhouse 
religious practice, being given in versions of varying length at the beginning ... of all 
formal community activities.  . .. Longer versions ...  last anywhere from 25 to 50 
minutes, and would be  given  as  part of the  introductory ceremonial activities of 
Longhouse caleIJdrical rituals ... at formal religious or political events. (1980a: 9) 
The Thanksgiving Address stands in the tradition of being expanded and contracted to fit 
various occasions, and the version presented here needs to be understood in terms of its special 
context. This is probably the shortest and simplest version in this tradition and is leamed by the 
youngest children in the Six Nations emergent school program. The text is transcribed in the 
Six Nations orthography. The glosses are mostly the on es provided by the speaker and only 
occasionally do I use grammaticallabels, as in the case of the so-called 'articJe'. Through out 
the thesis, the source is indicated at the end of each example. I use the following abbreviations: 
A  = Personal Anecdote 
R  = How to Hunt Rabbits 
G  = Ghost Story 
Gr  = Grandfather Story 
T  = Thanksgiving Address 
Numbers following these abbreviations indicate the unit numbers in  the original text. For 
example, (R4) stands for unit number four in the text'How 10 Hunt Rabbits'. 
Where examples from different Iroquoian languages are discussed (Chap.  1 and 3) the 
language is indicated following the example number. The languages are abbreviated as folIows: 
C  = Cayuga 
M  = Mohawk 
0  = Onondaga 
Oe  = Oneida 
S  = Seneca 
If  no language is indicated the example is Cayuga. 
3 1 Previous research 
This chapter is an overview of the previous research on the Cayuga particle ~  and its 
cognates in the other Northem Iroquoian languages. Three authors have worked on the particle 
in some detail.  Their findings  are  presented here  in  no  particular order, followed  by  a 
discussion of work by  other authors  who  mention  the  particle in  brief.  The sources are 
sumrnarized in Table I at the end of this chapter. 
1.1 Woodbury 
Woodbury (1980) examines the use of the Onondaga cognate of the Cayuga form ~. 
The Onondaga particle is naye' and also occurs as the shortened form na'.  2 The author argues 
that the function of the particle cannot be described appropriately if all of its occurrences are 
analyzed as being the same. The uses of the particle have to be considered in relation to their 
environment, rather than assurning a single unique function in all its occurrences. She analyses 
the particle as "having several domains of application with different, though related, functions 
in  each of the domains". Woodbury focuses on  the particle's functions  in  each of several 
domains  but  neglects  the  assumed  relatedness  of the  functions  in  her discussion.  She 
distinguishes three relevant domains, which differ in what kind of element ruL modifies:  I) a 
morpheme or word; 2) a sentence or clause; and 3) a discourse uni!. According to her findings, 
na' normally precedes the element with  which  it interacts.  Since the  modified elements 
basically differ in size, the three domains can be defined as a difference in the particle's scope. 
The scope is most narrow when it modifies a word or morpheme, broader when it modifies a 
sentence or clause, and broadest when referring to a whole discourse uni!. 
Woodbury describes an interesting alternation between ~  and its shortened form, ruL, 
in two dialects of Onondaga. In the New Y  ork dialect, the short form na' occurs in all three 
domains. The use of the longer form naye' is allowable, but perceived as old fashioned. In the 
Canadian dialect, the  two forms alternate according to  the scope of the particle; while na' 
occurs when  the  modified element is  a morpheme  or word, ~  modifies clauses or 
sentences, and discourse units. In the following I will refer to the form na' according to  the 
New Y  ork dialect, i.e. as occuning in all three'  domains. 
1.1.1 Scope over a word or morpheme 
In its narrowest scope, the particle adds contrastive meaning to the modified element. It is 
translated as  phonologically predominant stress in English. Whenever ruL has this narrow 
scope, and it precedes a morphologically complex word (i.e.  a content word rather than a 
particle), it modifies  a single morpheme,  namely  "a nominal constituent" of the  word. 
W oodbury presents the following examples: 
2  A general  pbonological development bas  led  to  tbe  deletion of Cayuga intervocalic glides. Witb  tbis  in 
mind, the Cayuga particle can be thougbt of as derived from  a proto form  similar to  tbe Onondaga particle, 
via loss of tbe glide and vowel assimilation (naye'  --> nae' --> nee'). 
4 (la)  O.  ne'tho  nihatfye:ha' 
thus  so.they.do.it 
...  how they do it. 
(1b)  ne'tho  na'  nihatfye:ha' 
tbus  so.tbey.do.it 
... how 1lw!. do it.  (p. 4) 
The two utterances constitute a minimal pair; they differ only in the presence of the particle n.a:.. 
The  particle  translates  into  English  as  predominant  stress  on  "they".  According  to 
Woodbury's statement above the morpheme that is modified by n.a:. in example (1) must be 
the pronominal prefix hati-, which refers to a third person plural masculine agent acting on a 
third person singular neuter patient. The only instance where na' modifies a whole word (as 
opposed to amorpheme) is when it occurs before another particle. The example below shows 
two instances of n.a:.. The fust modifies a particle, the second a content word (as in the example 
above). 
(2) O.  na'  6'  na'  he:na'  n~k~ 
also  bis.wife  PROX.DEM 
This is lJl.m his wife. (p. 5) 
In this example, ruL precedes the particle ~. The translation shows predominant stress on 
'also', its  English equivalent. To  summarize, in  its narrowest scope, na' modifies either 
another particle or the pronominal preftx of a content word. 
1.1.2. Scope over a clause or sentence 
When the  particle's domain  is  a clause or sentence ruL  indicates  declarative  mood. 
Woodbury presents the following examples, where the first utterance is a question and the 
second is a declarative statement. 
(3a)  O.  eksa'komi  kh~ katf  ehse:h~h 
pretty.girl  QU  ALT  sbe.is.cross 
I  s she pretty or is she cross? 
(3b)  eksa'kona  na'  ki'sh\;h  ehse:h\;h 
pretty.girl  ALT  sbe.is.cross 
(Either) she's pretty or she's cross. (p. 5) 
The  particles kate' and kf' sheh  bo.th  express alternatives like English  'or'. They  are in 
complementary distribution, with the former occurring in interrogative sentences and the latter 
in non-interrogative statements. Woodbury argues that ruL marks the contrast between the two 
clauses and, thus, the declarative mood. 3 
3Note that the presence of na:. is  not the only difference between tbe examples. Example (3a) contains the 
question particle ~  wbile example (3b) does not.  It is, therefore, not necessarily  the presence of na:. that 
marks the distinction between tbe  q uestion and the declaration. 
5 1.1.3. Scope over a discourse unit 
In the third use, ruL marks discourse units as non-events. Discourse units marked with ruL 
do not express events but rather provide evaluation and contextual orientation for the story 
events. In  this domain, ruL contrasts witli the particle ~  'now', which introduces event-
expressing discourse units. When it has this broadest scope, ruL typically occurs in a particle 
cluster preceding the modified unit. The occurrence of such clusters varies greatly from 
speaker to speaker. Apparently, their use is subject to stylistic variation. In exampk (4a) ~ 
introduces an event. Example (4b), introduced by ruL, is said as  an aside to the listener and 
comments on the event.4 
(4a)  O.  on~ tr hya' n~k\;  yak\;'  sahot6tahsyf 
tbey.say  be.revealed.bimself.again 
Then, they say, the rabbit appeared to hirn aga  in. 
ne'  kwa'yfah 
NOM  rabbit 
(4b)  na' k6:' hya' n~k\; on\;  tawatye\;hta'  wa'hona'ka:k  on\;  wa'hot6tahsy\;' 
it.is.flfSt  it.is.nigbt.for.tbem  be.revealed.bimself.to.bim 
It was their first night and then he appeared to hirn (aside to the listener). (p. 11) 
Woodbury notes that both ruL and ~-initial clusters "have cohesive functions in relation to 
the text as a whole, rather than actuallexical meanings ...  " (p.  11). 
To summarize, Woodbury suggests three domains of application in each of which the 
particle perforrns a different function. She assumes, however, that these functions are related. 
When na' modifies a morpheme or word, it expresses a contrast. When it modifies a clause or 
sentence it indicates declarative mood, and when it modifies a discourse unit ruL marks this 
unit as a non-event. 
1.2 Sasse 
Sasse (1988) describes the Cayuga particle ~  as a predicative deictic element. He glosses 
the particle 'that is' (in the 'Ghost Story') or 'assertive' (in the 'Grandfather Story'). Sirnilar to 
Woodbury,  he  approaches the  particle by looking  at its  use  in  different contexts.  He 
distinguishes  two  environments:  (1)  "in  isolation",  i.e.  without  a  content  word  but 
accompanied by other particles, and (2) with a content word. In isolation, ne:' has a confmning 
character and expresses something like 'that's it' or 'so it is'. An example is given in the 
greeting formula below. 
(5)  C.  sk~:no '  - - \;h~ ,  ne:'  ki'  ay\;:' 
peace  yes  tbat.is  ASS  it.seems 
Peace!  - - Yes,  so it seems. (1988: 196) 
Occurring with a content word, the particle indicates focus, by marking "highlighted material" 
(1993b: 3). Ne:' can focus anaphorically, or it can modify elements that follow. Sasse gives 
example (6) below, as instance of the anaphoric use. 
4In (4b), tbe  particle ~  does  not have scope over a discourse  unit.  11,  tbus, does not  conflict witb  tbe 
event-introducing function of na:.. 
6 (6)  C.  SQ:  hne:'  n' aht  tho : ky~h? 
who  is  that 
Who is that? 
ne:'  ki'  teyakyanQhsane:k~: 
thaLis  we  are  neighbors 
That's my neighbor. (1988:  196) 
According to Sasse's analysis, every content word in Cayuga, and Northern Iroquoian in 
general, is predicative. He claims that the assumed universal distinction between nouns and 
verbs - reference versus predication - is  not manifested in  these languages. This claim has 
implications for  an  analysis of the  particle. Sasse (l993a:  213)  presents  the  following 
examples. 
(7a)  C.  tw~ : w~:t  it is a duck 
(7b)  ne:' tw~:w~ : t  that's a duck  (weak contrast) 
(7c)  tw~:w~ : t  ne:'  what it is, is a duck  (strong contrast) 
Since according to Sasse, example (7a) by itself expresses the predication 'it is a duck', the 
occurrence of ne:' in (7b) and (7c) does not make the word twewe:t predicative. Rather, the 
particle adds contrastive meaning to the predication.5 
1.3 Bonvillain 
Like its Cayuga and Onondaga cognates, the Mohawk form ne' occurs in a who1e range of 
environments. Similar to the other authors, Bonvillain (1985, 1988) approaches the particle in 
terms of its distribution. She documents the range of environments that the particle can occur 
in and points out correlated changes in word order. The author distinguishes five environments 
which are defined by the syntactic or semantic function of the element that ne' precedes. In 
example (8) it introduces a noun agent.6 
(8)  M.  khna:' a  ki' ne'  jitsu  waluUu 
then  fox  he.said 
Then thisjox said  ...  (1985: 350) 
If  ne' precedes a noun patient, it is sometimes redup1icated, expressing emphasis and stylistic 
variation, as in (9). 
(9)  M ..  khne  ehlal  ya:kA'  wah6hsele'  ne'ne'  kwiskwis' 
then  dog  they.say  chased  pig 
Then the dog, they say, chased the pig.  (p. 350) 
5The analysis of all  content words as predicative is  controversial. Sasse (1993a: 213) cites e.g. Mithun  as 
representing the  counter position, 
6Since  Bonvillain  does  not  gloss  all  examples,  the  glosses  in  (9)  to  (11 )  are  mine  following  her 
discussion. 
7 In various instances, ru:.: contracts phonologically with other elements. This is the case when it 
introduces the pronominal morphemes i:'i (l.pers) and 0  (3.pers). Example (10) shows 
instances of both. 
(10) M.  kwah ki'  ni:'i  DI!:'e  liya'ti:saks 
tbars.it  I  bim  I.am.lookingJor.bim 
That's it, l'rn that one, l'rn looking for hirn.  (p. 350) 
The only syntactic environment where ~  occurs sentence-initially is when it precedes another 
particle, as in example (11).7 
(li) M.  oe'ki'  ya:kt..  sahatilihwata:se 
tbey.say  wben.tbey Jound.out.aIl.about.it 
Now this, they say, when they found out all about it  ... (p. 350) 
Before verbs, the particle "functions as a link between actions or between propositions and 
their explanation" (1985:351). The author provides the following example. 
(120 M.  toka'nu:wa  yoanele' oe'  yausayeteniya'tAhawe' 
maybe  it's.nice  we.take.ber.back.with.us 
Maybe it would be nice ifwe took her back with uso  (p. 351) 
Bonvillain (1988:  10) summarizes that ~  "serves to introduce and combine clauses, and to 
focus on irnportant words in the sentence". 
1.4 Other Sources 
In this section I summarize several sources which are not devoted to the particle in detail 
but only briefly mention it in passing. 
Lounsbury (1953: 100) describes the Oneida form ne: as "a particle with meaning sirnilar 
to that of a generalized third person independent or demonstrative pronoun". He states "It is 
nearly always a predicative element in a sentence; ... Such predication is then usually followed 
in turn by a descriptive phrase standing in apposition to ne: and describing it". He refers to the 
following example. 
(13) Oe.  Nahte'  oe:  thikAs  AIlhoskwAIlhutatih? 
wbat  IS.lt  wbicb  to.you.mouthful.protruding.in.cbeek.going a1ong.is 
What is that mouthful ofstuffthat you 're going along with? (p. 98) 
Michelson (1985: 3) calls the Oneida particle ~  a 'demonstrative'. It is listed twice in her 
description of the distribution of sentence-initial particle complexes. Occurring in  the first 
position of such clusters, it belongs to  the category 'emphatic' (sub ordinate to  the category 
'demonstrative '), and it is glossed  'this' or 'this is what'. When it occurs towards the end of a 
particle complex, the gloss is 'it, he, she, one'. In that position it is part of a paradigm with the 
demonstrative pronouns ka'ikA 'this' and thikA  'that'. Michelson (1981: 59) states that ne: 
"indicates change of subject". 
7  I  summarize as  nt.:.  +  particle  wb at  Bonvillain  describes  as  nt.:.  + demonstratives,  adverbials,  or 
locatives. 
8 Mithun (1986:108) refers to the Cayuga particle as a "deictic". She states that the deictic 
partieles in Northern Iroquoian have a secondary function: "They allow the speakers time to 
compose the utterance and permit an arrangement of information so that the hearer can process 
it most effectively." 
In his list of Cayuga particles and particle combinations, Foster (ms.) labels the form ~ 
as "declarative". The list also shows the particJe in combination with the emphatic pronouns: 
t.: (1. pers), and i:.s.  (2. pers). The sequences translate as  'jus!' plus pronoun: i:' ne:'  'just 
me/us', i:s ne:'  'just you'. The source does not indicate whether the stress in the English 
translation lies on the word 'jus!' or on the pronoun. 
Wallace Chafe (p.c.  1993) suggests that ~  and its cognates express assertion in all or 
most of their occurrences. A construction frequently attested in Seneca is one in which ~  is 
followed by the particle Jll:, which has properties of an article or nominalizer. Various particles 
can occur between the two elements. Chafe interprets the meaning of these constructions as 
something like, "it is the case that ... ", asserting the proposition that folIows. 
Ne:' ___  ne ...  "It is the case that ... " 
partiele slOI 
Consider the example in (14) which is quoted from Chafe (1985) 
(14)  S.  ne:'  n\f:k\;: ne  yaUitehso:t  wa:yate'nQhta::h 
!his  be.and.bis.grandmo!her  !hey.got.in 
A boy and his grandlrWther got in.  (p. 22) 
Cliffort Abbott (p.c.  1993) has contributed an  interesting example of the use of ne: in 
Oneida. In possessive constructions with the noun stern -aWA- 'belonginglpossession', ~ 
occurs as part of a paradigm with the free emphatic pronouns L (1. pers) and ill  (2.  pers.), 
replacing the emphatic  third  person pronominal forms  laulh;i:  (3.pers.sg.m.), akaulh;i: 
(3.pers.sg.f), ~  (3.pers.sg.zoic) and their respective plural forms. 
(15) Oe.  f:  akwa:wA  it is mine 
l.pers  l.sg.belonging 
i:se  sa:wA  it is yours 
2.pers  2.sg.belonging 
ne:  lao:wA  it is his 
3.sg.m.belonging 
ße:  aka:WA  it is hers 
3.sg.f.belonging 
Karin Michelson (p.c.  1993, from  Mercy Doxtador of Oneida Settlement, Ontario) has 
provided a slightly different paradigm for the same Oneida possessive expressions: 
9 (16) Oe  f:  ne:  akwa:WA  it is mine 
l.pers  l.sg.belonging 
i:se  ne:  sa:WA  it is yours 
2.pers  2.sg.belonging 
laulha:  ne:  lao:WA  it is his 
3.pers.m  3.sg.m.belonging 
akaulha:  ne:  aka:wA  it is hers 
3.pers.f  3.sgJ.belonging 
This paradigm shows that the partiele is  not ineompatible with the first and seeond person 
pronouns.  Here,  ne:  is  an  additional element in  the  possessive eonstruetion, intervening 
between pronoun and eontent word. 
Some other evidenee from  Oneida shows the interaetion of the partiele ne:  with the 
pronominal paradigm. Consider the examples below from Miehelson and Doxtador (1981: 9) 
in  whieh the utteranee of the names is eontrastive. They appear in  the eontext: "Is your (his, 
her) name X? No, my (his, her) name is not X. My (his, her) name is Susan (  ... )." 
(17) Oe  S6:s  ni  yukyats. 
Susan  l.pers  l.sg.be.named 
My name is Susan. 
A.:kwilut  ne:  luwa:ats. 
Abraham  3.m.be.named 
His name is Abraham. 
Katlf:n ne:  yutatats. 
Kathleen  3.f.be.named 
Her name is Kathleen. 
Instead of the emphatie first person pronoun i.;. whieh appeared in the paradigms given in (15) 
and (16), the example in(l7) shows the n-initial form nf.  In the third person, the particle ne: 
oeeurs. This shows a situation equivalent to Abbott's paradigm where the particle appears as a 
. member of the pronominal paradigm replaeing the forms for the third person. 
1.5 Overview 
The funetions that have been assigned to the particle in the Northem Iroquoian languages 
are  quite  heterogeneous.  They  inelude  assertion,  declaration,  foeus,  emphasis,  deixis, 
eonfirmation, the marking of non-events, eonneetion and introduetion of clausal and phrasal 
units, in  addition to  the effieient arrangement of information. It  is  also used as a stylistie 
element, and it displays properties of a third person pronoun. Table 1 briefly summarizes the 
sourees in alphabetieal order within eaeh language. 
10 Table 1 
CaYU2a  Seneca  Onondaga  Mohawk  Oneida 
ne:'  ne:'  naye'/na'  ne'  ne: 
Foster:  Cbafe:  Woodbury:  Bonvillain:  Abholt: 
declarati  ve  assertion  contrastive  (scope:  introduces  replacing tbird 
word or  nominal/  person free 
morpbeme)  pronominal  empbatic pro-
declarative mood  pbrases  nouns in 
(scope:  sentence  connective  possessive 
or clause)  between  nominal  constructions 
non-events,  elements 
cobesion stylistic  combines  verbal 
variation  (scope:  constructions 
discourse unit  empbasis 
focus 
Mitbun:  Lounsburv: 
deictic  predicative 
efficient  similar to 
arrangement of  generalized tbird 
information  person pronoun 
Sasse:  Micbelson: 
deictic  predicative  demonstrative 
element  empbatic 
contrastive,  occurs  in 
bigbligbting  possessive 
focus (witb content  constructions 
word)  cbange of subiect 
confrrming 
cbaracter (in 
isolation) 
assertion 
.  not oblieatorv 
11 2 Distributional analysis 
2.1 Definition of units 
For a distributional analysis of the particle n.e.:.:.,  it is necessary to  establish a frame of 
reference. One of the factors  that seems most relevant in  the particle' s distribution is its 
position  within certain speech units. Consequently,  these  units can  serve as  a frame ,of 
reference. The text sampIe on which this study is  based is  achallenge for the use of this 
criterion because not all sources are presented in  the same format.  That is, the individual 
sources do not give the same amount, or the same kind of information about the original 
spoken text. For example, some sources indicate pauses, while others do  not; some refer to 
intonation contour, while others neglect it.  All of the texts are presented in chunks, but these 
chunks  have not been established on  the  same grounds.  Foster (l980b) segmented the 
'Personal anecdote' with regard to intonation contour and pauses. The units he indicates are 
'lines' and  'tone units'. Lines are the numbered units in Foster's presentation of the text. He 
notes, 
...  the line cannot be defined strictly on syntactic grounds: sometirnes it consists of 
particles alone .. , , of a segment of a sentence ... ,  or even several sentences ... 
Rather, the line is defined on intonational grounds by certain features of pitch, accent, 
and pause. (l980a: 10) 
The lines in Foster' s text are divided into tone units which are indicated by comrnas.8 Mithun 
and Henry (1980) do not indicate her segmentation criteria for 'How to hunt rabbits', but their 
units resemble Foster' s lines in  length, and so I assume sirnilar criteria for both sources. 
Shorter segqJ.ents such as Foster's tone units are not indicated by Mithun and Henry. The units 
in 'How to Hunt Rabbits' and the larger segments presented by Foster match the units I am 
seeking to defme. Intonation contour and pauses, thus, seem to be suitable defining criteria. 
Sasse segmented the 'Ghost Story' (Sasse and Doxtador ms.) and the 'Grandfather Story' 
(Sasse  1993b) into pause units, i.e.  the speech that is preceded and followed by a pause. I 
assume that these speech units are comparable to Foster' s tone units. In Sasse' s texts, no larger 
units are indicated, however. That means that these two texts, as weil as the children's version 
of the  Thanksgiving Address from  my own field  work,  have to  be  segmented into units 
comparable to Foster'  s lines in order to compare the distribution of the particle ~  in the five 
sources. The segmentation of the 'Thanksgiving Address' is unproblematic since the recorded 
text is available. In the case of the 'Ghost Story' and the 'Grandfather Story' the situation is 
different. Foster' s defming criteria are intonation contour and pauses. 
Pauses are indicated in Sasse's texts and certain intonational features are also available: 
Cayuga words vary their accent according to their position in an utterance. In utterance medial 
forms, the last syllable generally carries the stress. Therefore, the stress pattern can be used for 
the segmentation of the texts. It is  not necessarily a sufficient feature, however, since some 
short words and most particles have no stress at all. If  such elements occur in the final position 
of an utterance the stress pattern does not indicate the boundary. Therefore, it is necessary to 
use additional criteria for the segmentation of the texts. In both stories, Sasse distinguishes 
8For better visibility I bave replaced tbe commas by  tbe symbol "I". 
12 short and long pauses. Longer pauses typically occur after a set of several pause units which 
are separated by short pauses. These sets of pause units often constitute segments comparable 
to Foster's lines. A further criterion for unit boundaries is the change of time and place (e.g. 
"and the next day  ... ") or change of participants. Combined these criteria allow one to segment 
the 'Ghost Story' and the 'Grandfather Story' into discourse units that are comparable to the 
segments in 'How to hunt rabbits' and the 'Personal anecdote'. 
To summarize, the text units that will serve as grounds for the distributional analysis are 
primarily defmed by pause length and intonation contour. Where necessary, text coherence (i.e. 
change of time, place, and participants is used in addition. The chunks of text defined by these 
criteria.will be called 'discourse units' in what follows. 
I have also attempted to defme these discourse units in terms of syntactic or other structural 
criteria independent from intonational features. To avoid confusion, I mention at this point 
already that the attempt was not successful. As the following discussion will reveal, discourse 
units are similar to 'sentences' as defined by Chafe (1987), and thus characterized by the lack 
of defming syntactic criteria. 
In my search for structural criteria, I have compared the discourse units described above 
with text segments posited by other scholars. Chafe (1987: 22) suggests 'extended clauses' as 
basic discourse segments. They are defined based on the concept of 'clause' and smaller 
structural units. These smaller unit are typically preceded and followed by pauses and can thus 
be considered equivalent to the previously mentioned tone units and pause units. Chafe (1987: 
40) distinguishes different types of these units on the basis of their components. They can be 
'clauses'  , 'pieces of clauses', 'orientation for clauses' (temporal, spatial, or epistemic), and 
'clausal disfluencies' (false starts, afterthoughts).9 'Extended clauses' are defined as groups of 
the smaller units that are associated with one and the same clause. That means, extended 
clauses are defined as a clause, i.e. a subject-predicate construction, plus all information that 
modify it such as information about time and location etc. The notion of 'clause' is, therefore, 
the crucial unit for text segmentation. He states the following. 
Since every extended clause is built around a subject-predicate construction, we are led 
to suppose that construction . . .  is crucial to language design. Clauses may have their 
satellite orientations and disfluencies, but such other intonation units remain just that: 
satellite to the basic subject-predicate construction. Language thus consists in a basic 
sense of aseries of predications. (Chafe 1987: 42) 
The question now is, whether the concept 'clause' can be used as a defining criterion for 
the discourse units found in the Cayuga texts. It turns out that a number of discourse units fit 
Chafe's definition of 'extended clause'. The utterance in (19), for example, is built around the 
clause ~hsatahahk 'you will walk'. 
(19)  ne:'  ga:o'  ni:yQ:  ~hsatahahk. 
that  less  sO.much  you.will.walk 
You have to walk a lot less. (R3) 
9Chafe also lists  'expression of agreement or understanding'. These seem to be most relevant for dialogues 
and will be ignored here. 
13 However, most discourse units include more than one clause. Consider the utterance in (20) 
which includes two predications: m:. 'she said' and ~  'you will sleep'. 
(20)  ne:'  alq,'  a:kf 
that.is  EvID  sbe.said 
<;S{;:tli'  ni:s  6:n<;h 
you. will.sleep  you(CONTR)  now 
That's what she said: You will sleep now. (GI9-20) 
Apparently, the defittition of 'extended clause' is too narrow to provide general defming criteria 
for discourse units. 
Serzisko (1992) accounts for structures as in (20) with what he calls the 'complex clause' 
("komplexe Prädikation"). Complex clauses are constructions that contain a propositional verb 
("Propositionsverb")  as  a  superordinate  to  a  predicative complement.  The category  of 
propositional verbs includes verbs of cognition, knowledge, perception, belief, feeling, volition, 
and intent, as  weil  as  verbs that express statements. IO  In  cornplex clauses, the  predicates 
together build one predicative unit. Serzisko claims that in such constructions, the concepts of 
illocution and proposition are split so that the superordinate predicate carries the illocutionary 
force, and the complement verb represents the proposition al part of the speech act. Following 
this, the superordinate verb 'say' in the complex clause in (20) expresses the illocution, while 
the complement predicate 'sleep' expresses the proposition. 
It turns out, however, that even if the notion 'clause' is expanded to cover both Chafe's 
'extended clause' and Serzisko's 'complex clauses' it is still not defined in such a way as to 
cover all  instances of discourse units because most of them consist of several clauses. The 
discourse unit in (21), for exarnple, includes four predications. The last two constitute a single 
complex clause, leaving three independent predications. 
(21)  ne:'  ki'  ky<;:' 
that.is  DECL  EMPH 
aha:tk~ :h  ak<;'  tho:ky~h  aha'ahthraniyQta:k6'  aha:ktQ:'  1<;'  f:wa:t 
be.got.up  EvID  tbat  be.basket.bang  be.examine  wbat  it.be.in 
That one (the boy) got up,  lOok the basket down and examined what was in. 
(G53-54) 
Obviously, broader criteria than the clause are needed for a structural definition of discourse 
uttits, since they vary considerably in the number of clauses they contain. Besides the 'complex 
clause', Serzisko proposes the concept of the  'clause complex'  ("Prädikationskomplex") 
which is defined as "any chain of clausal utterances that is intended as semantically coherent" 
("jede als inhaltlich kohärent intendierte  Satzäußerungsfolge".  Pasch  1983:  16,  cited in 
Serzisko 1992). A clause complex is assumed to signal a single illocution, i.e. it constitutes a 
single speech act. Together, the concepts of 'extended clause', 'complex clause', and 'clause 
complex' can account for the structure of a large number of discourse units. However, by 
Serzisko's definition (1992:  115-120), c1ause cornplexes necessarily contain at least one 
IOThe class of propositional verbs is similar to Givon's (1973: 891  ff.)  notion of M-verbs and C-verbs. 
14 predication that constitutes a step on the text-internal timeline.  By this condition, some 
discourse units are excluded. Consider example (22) from the beginning of the 'Ghost Story'. 
(22)  oe:'  akl;'  n,,:ky~  skanQhsa:t 
tbaUs  EVID  Ibis  bouse 
sh"  nhQ: 
COMP  place 
kae'trQ'  hQwaya~:'ah 
Ibey.lived  be.grandmotber.and.grandcbild 
There was this house, where a grandmother lived with her smoll grandson. (G5-8) 
In sum, neither Chafe's definition of 'extended clause' nor Serzisko's notions of 'complex 
clause' and 'clause complex' have been able to include all instances of discourse units, and I 
have been unable to find syntactic or structural criteria that could cover all instances of these 
units. Indeed, discourse units vary considerably in their structure and size. They share this 
feature with one of the intuitively most obvious units of language, the sentence, which has 
proved to be a serious challenge for linguistic definition. This is true for the sentence as a unit 
of written language, but even more so within the analysis of spoken language. Its problematic 
status has been widely discussed, and both Chafe (1980,  1987) and Serzisko (1992)  have 
contributed to the discussion from a discourse analysis perspective. One way of defining the 
sentence in spoken language is by final intonation - one of the criteria that are used to define 
discourse units. For instance Chafe (1987: 46) considers sentences to be units "which result 
from passing decisions regarding coherence and rhetorical effect". He states furthermore that 
"the obvious property of spoken sentences, as defined by the falling pitch intonation, is their 
variability in length". As Chafe (1980, 1987) points out, sentences can consist of a single 
pause unit or comprise an entire paragraph. With this parallel to intonational sentences, the fact 
that no  syntactic definition could account for all discourse units is  not surprising. I  will 
continue using the term  'discourse unit', but the notion of 'intonational sentence' can be 
thought of as equivalent. The distributional analysis of ne: ' will make reference to these units. 
2.2 Particle clusters 
Based on its position within discourse units, and the nature of the element which follows 
ne:', two main environments can be distinguished: (a) ne:' as the first element of a cluster of 
particles that introduces a discourse unit (or a clause within a discourse unit) as in (23a), and 
(b) ~  folJowed directly by a content word in medial position of a discourse unit as in (23b). 
(23a)  oe:'  gib  hf  hne:'  wagyes'ageh  ne'  a:hsad6:wa:t 
tbis  also also  too  iUs.easy  tbe  for.you.to.bunt 
Also, it is an easy way to hunt, as weIl.  (R77) 
(23b)  kahyatQhsra'ke  ky,,:'  nhQ:  aha:ya'k  oe:'  "tkateny~:~hs 
be.newspaper.on  EMPH  pi ace  be.cut  ASS  l.will.copy 
he cut a piece on (=from) the news  paper; that's what I should copy. (Gr35-36) 
15 While these environments' are typical for the distribution of~,  they are not the only ones 
possible. The particle can also occur at the beginning of a discourse unit directly followed by a 
content word as in example (24). 
(24)  ne:'  ~hsehsage:t  e:gwa:dih  h\;hs6da:  \;:n n'aohaM:dih  degyohQ:do:t 
that  you.will.bend.it  other.side  you. will.hook.il  on.the.other.side.of.the.road  anolher. whip 
tohQ:  h\;hs6da: 
lhere  you.will.hook.il 
You will bend it and hook it onto another whip on the other side oi  the road. (R63) 
Theoretically, the occurrence of ne:' in (24) can be considered a unit-initial particle cluster with 
a single member. In other words, it is unclear whether the described environments are in fact 
syntactically different. 
Particle clusters with ne: ' as their first element do not appear only in the initial position of 
discourse units, but several can also occur in medial position. So far, it seems that the initial 
clusters indicate or coincide with unit boundaries since they typically introduce intonational 
sentences. I will argue that the medial clusters also serve the function of introducing units of 
speech. They introduce smaller segments within a discourse unit.  Often, these non-initial 
particle clusters are preceded by a short pause. Interestingly, the English translation of units 
with medial particle clusters often includes a subordinate clause. This does not necessarily have 
irnplications for the status of the Cayuga text segments, and I do not generally consider the 
medial clusters to be a subordination device since the same clusters are found at the beginning 
of discourse units and in medial position. It is beyond the scope of this project to address in 
detail whether clauses introduced by  non-initial clusters have  independent status or are 
subordinated. 
The particle clusters which introduce discourse units or clauses within discourse units 
perform various discourse functions.  I would like to clarify how I use the term  'discourse 
function' before continuing the discussion of the environment and functions of the particle ~.  \ 
Mithun (1984: 329) states that evidential particles in Iroquoian occur more often than is 
necessary for "specifying the degree of reliability of an utterance". Sirnilarly, deictic particles 
occur "more frequently than is necessary to keep reference straight". This suggests that these 
elements perform a function beyond their inherent lexical or grarnmatical meaning. Mithun 
describes the properties of such particles as folIows . 
. . . the particles seem ... to' have less salience to the speakers. If  a speaker slows down for 
clarity or dictation ... the particles tend to disappear .... Speakers are almost uniformly at 
a loss to translate them.  . .. they tend to cluster around speciflc statements which speakers 
would like to hedge . .. . They tend to occur in very long strings particularly ... around 
elements of high communicative value to the discourse. They allow the speaker to regulate 
the flow  of information so as to  be most easily understood by  the hearer. If too many 
short,highly irnportant units of information were to occur in  rapid succession, a hearer 
might not be  able to take them in all at once with their proper force. Strings of particles 
perrnit the speaker to arrange irnportant information such that it arrives in proper intervals. 
In addition, ...  proper rhythrn can affect the hearer's willingness to listen. (Mithun 1984: 
329) 
16 Given functions like marking elements of high communicative value, regulating the flow 
of information, and influencing the  hearer' s willingness to listen, it becomes clear that the 
primary function of discourse markers is not to express the content of communication, but to 
provide ways of successfully transmitting it.  Another kind of discourse function  has been 
suggested by Woodbury (1980). The functions she assigns to the Onondaga particles ~  and 
lliL (Cayuga ru:..;.J  is that of marking events and  non-events respectively. In  this case, the 
discourse function consists of classifying the communicative content. The same is true for 
evidential markers which classify the reliability or the source of information. 
Some particles are discourse markers in all of their occurrences. Speakers tend to comment 
that they "don't me an  much  of anything,  really"  (Woodbury  1980:  3).  Others perform 
discourse functions only in certain environments, and speakers' ability to translate them varies 
from instance to  instance.  Still other elements which I will  call  'lexical particles', never 
function as discourse markers, or they do so only to the extent that content words could. They 
have a definable lexical meaning and are normally translated without problems. It seems that 
the harder a particle is to translate, the more likely it is that it has discourse functions. However, 
certain lexical  meanings  are  compatible .  with  discourse functions  while  others are not. 
Translatability is, therefore, not a reliable criterion for deciding whether a particle performs 
discourse functions in a given context or is used for its lexical or grammatical content only. 
In Table 2, I summarize the most common particle combinations that show ~  in initial 
position. The clusters are presented with respect to positional slots. The listed particles are the 
most frequent, but further particles can intervene in various positions. 
Table 2  ne:'-initial particle clusters 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
ne:'  gi'  h<;'  gy<;:'  g<;:s  hne:'  hQ:ni:'  thogy<; 
ag<;'  n<;:gy<; 
di'  thQ 
hni' 
The table is  an  abstraction of various particle clusters found in the  text sampie. It can be 
misleading to  some extent because not all elements co-occur. Elements which occur in the 
same column are in complementary distribution. The positional slots have to be understood on 
a theoreticallevel. To illustrate, consider the particle~,  in the fourth position in the table. In a 
number of examples, this particle occurs direct1y after~,  and thus, in the second position of 
a cluster. However, when it co-occurs with the particles ~  or ~  it always follows these 
elements. From its position with respect to these other particles, ~  gets assigned to the fourth 
position. Where it does occur in the second position, direct1y  following~,  it is assumed to be 
preceded by unfilled slots. The positional slots of the table, thus, have to be distinguished from 
'surface' positions. 
17 2.2.1 Positional slots 
2.2.1.1 First position 
The clusters discussed in this seetion are introdueed by the particle ~.  There are similar 
clusters whieh show the  partieles ~  or ~  ('then, now, when') in initial position. The 
relation between these and the ~-initial clusters will be diseussed in seetion 2.4. 
2.2.1.2 Second position 
The seeond positional slot is oeeupied by the panieies ä,  ru:.,  or~.  The form ä  is 
glossed as 'declarative' in  the  'Ghost Story' and the  'Grandfather Story'. In  'How to  hunt 
rabbits', it is labeled 'just'. Sasse (1988:  196) suggests that lti.:. is an 'assenive particle'. The 
particle ru:. oeeurs only twiee in the data base. In both eases it follows ne: ' direetly. On the 
basis of these two oceurrenees alone, it is not clear whether the particle indeed oecupies the 
second positional slot. However, two authors mention a relation between the forms gL. and.dL 
which suggests that they occur in the same position. Sasse (1988: 197) mentions explicitly that 
gL. and .dL occupy the "enclitic position after the first element in the sentence" ("enklitische 
Position nach dem ersten Won des Satzes"). He claims that through their fixed position these 
particles mark sentenee boundaries. Foster (ms.) notes an opposition between gL. and .dL and 
suggests an association with 'topic change' (gL) and 'consequence' (.dL). He glosses the latter 
particle 'so, thus'. The third element that oceurs in this position is the evidential marker ~, 
whieh expresses hearsay. Its origin in the verb form ~  'she said' is still phonologieally and 
semantieally transparent. 
2.2.1.3 Third position 
In all its oeeurrenees, the particle hni' immediately follows ~.  Nevenheless, I am not 
eonvineed that hni' shares the seeond positional slot with the partieles diseussed above. In its 
funetions it is similar to the particle ~,  and the two forms are in eomplementary distribution. 
For these reasons I suspeet that hni' and ~  share the  third slot of particle clusters. Both 
partieles are  translated  as  'also', but they  differ in  the  units  they  modify  and  are  not 
interehangeable. The examples in (25) show the differenee in the particles' use. The form ~ 
introduees an eompletely new idea to the diseourse whieh is generally expressed by the entire 
diseourse unit introdueed by the particle cluster. 
(25a)  ne:' hf  hne:'  akahsha:'s  tho:ky~  hne:' 
ASS  also  I.remember  that  ASS 
Also I remember that one 
tshikatatrihQnyanihnhe' s  k\;:s 
I.learn  usually 
when I used to go to school 
tho  katQkohth:i' [sh\; h\;'trQ'] 
there  I.pass 
I used to pass there [how he livedJ (mistake) 
18 sh\;  nhQ:  hl(' trQ' 
COMP  place  be.lived 
where he lived. (Or22-25) 
In contrast, the form hni:' adds a concept to a 'list' that has been mentioned in the previous 
discourse, typically in the same discourse unit. The concept introduced by ne:' hni' is therefore 
normally a sub-segment of a discourse unit. It corresponds to English 'also' in the sense of 'as 
well as', or 'too', as illustrated in (25b) below. 
(25b)  hOYllti'Qhne:'  hne:' 
be.knew  .  ASS 
he was good at whatever he was doing 
haya'taha' 
be.painl 
he was a painter 
ne:'  hni'  hakYlln'athif  hni'  kll:S 
ASS  also  be.aclor  also  usually 
and he was also a performer. (Or6-8) 
One could say that the two particles perform the same function on  different levels of the 
discourse, i.e.  that they differ mainly in the kind of concept they introduce. With hni:', the 
'headline' or superordinate category of the 'list' is expressed in the previous discourse, ('he 
was good at whatever he was doing' (25b». In the case of~,  the superordinate category is 
the discourse itself. In exarnple (25a) the particle introduces another memory to  a narrative 
which consists of episodes about the speaker' s grandfather. The concepts that are introduced 
by ~  are entire illocutions. This is especially clear in example (25a), where the illocutionary 
verb 'remember' is expressed overtly. 
In one case, the particle sequence  he' ne: ' occurs in the final position of a discourse unit. 
The speaker explained that the particles modify the preceding discourse. One can say that this 
cluster is  a mirror image of the sequence ne:' hlt , which only occurs at the beginning of a 
discourse unit. The example is given in (26). 
(26)  ne:'  hn· ,  1: 
also 
gwe:gQh 
all 
sQgwadllna'trae:wih  nl(k~h  ohwl<iageh  I 
Ibe.food.lbat.be.bas.given.us  tbis  on.eartb 
de:dwadllnQhQyoha'  h~' ne:' 
we.alJ.give.tbanks  and.also 
And we give thanks for all other foads that the creatar has given uso  (17) 
2.2.1.4 Fourth position 
The fourth position in Table 2 is filled by the three particles ~,  ~,  and ~  which can 
co-occur. The reason I do not distinguish positional slots for these forms is that they do not 
have fixed positions with respect to each other. The ordering given in the table is the most 
19 frequent one, but the text sampIe includes examples of different orders as weil. It is possible, 
though, that the order is more rigid than it appears and  that cluster boundaries have  10  be 
investigated more thoroughly. Consider for example the utterance in (27). 
(27)  ne:'  ki'  hne:' 
ASS  DECL  ASS 
ThaI'  s what it is 
ky~:'  ka:tQ  hne:'  hakhsotlq;h~:' 
EMPH  I.say  ASS  be.was.my.grandfatber 
What I say is about my grandfather. (Gr87-88) 
The particle hL  follows the form  hne:', which contradicts their more common ordering. 
However, the two particles are separated by a pause. This suggests that ~  possibly does not 
build a cluster with the preceding hne.:..:., but rather should be grouped with the words that 
follow. An examination of pauses and discourse unit-internal intonation might reveal evidence 
for a more rigid ordering within the clusters under discussion, but since not all sources of the 
text sampie indicate pauses, I will not investigate this further in the present study. 
The particle ~  is labeled as  'emphatic' in the 'Ghost Story' and 'Grandfather Story', as 
weil as in Foster's Cayuga particle list (ms.). Its glosses in  'How to hunt rabbits' vary. They 
include 'then', 'is', and 'it is'. It is clear that these are not literal glosses for the particle, but 
only rough  associations with  parts  of the  English translation.11  The particle ~  marks 
information as customary and is translated as  'usually' or 'used to' in all sources. The third 
element, hne:', indicates 'emphasis' and  'contrast' according to  Foster (ms.).  Sasse (1993, 
p.c.) considers it a variant of the particle ne:'. He gl os ses both forms as  'that is' in the 'Ghost 
Story' and as 'assertive' in the 'Grandfather Story'. In  'How to hunt rabbits' the  particle is 
glossed with an  underlined proximal demonstrative Clhis).  The author does not provide an 
explanation for this form of the gloss, but one can assume the underlining to express emphasis 
and/or contras!. 
2.2.1.5 Fifth and sixth positions 
It is unclear whether the fifth and sixth positions in Table 2 can really be distinguished. The 
particles of these slots co-occur in only two examples, and their ordering is different in each 
case. The particle hQ:ni'  expresses a causal or purposive relation. It is translated as  'why' or 
'because'. The particles in the sixth position of the table are demonstratives12 Cayuga makes a 
two-way distinction in demonstrative words:  thQ(~y!(h) refers to distal entities and nd~y!(h) to 
proximalones. The variants with the ending -iY.!(h are emphatic forms.  They are probably 
fusions of the basic demonstratives !hQ and!l!(;. with the emphatic particle ~.  The status of 
the demonstrative particle, 1Q.;., with respect to the paradigm is unclear. The form is glossed as 
'the one' throughout 'How to hunt rabbits'. 
IIThis is tbe ease for many particle glosses in  'How to Hunt Rabbits'. In  the following, I will only refer to 
those glosses tbat are eonsistent lhrougbout tbe  text. 
12 Tbe  sourees vary  in  their transcription of tbe demonstratives. Besides tbe ortbograpbie difference for 
stops ([t-] vs.  [th-n, the transeriptions vary in  the presenee of a final  [-bI. 
20 2.2.1.6 Further particles 
The particle hwa' only occurs after the demonstratives thogyeh or nv:  gyvh.  Mithun and 
Henry (1982) translate it as  'this time', and the same gloss is used in the 'Ghost Story' and the 
'Grandfather Story'. A further form which should be mentioned is the particle.!!YL 'it seems', 
which probably occupies a slot after the demonstrati ves. 
2.2.2 Cluster boundaries 
The discussed particies modify each other in such a way that the clusters behave like single 
entities. It  is  sometimes problematic to  determine  the  final  boun~ary of these  particle 
sequences. The occurrence of a content word is adefinite indication of the cluster boundary. It 
is not clear, however, whether all particies that occur between the beginning of an utterance and 
the first content word necessarily constitute a single cluster. Consider for example the two 
utterances in (28). 
(28a)  ne:'  hne:'  tO:gyl;h  ne'  agwal;'h6:ta'  agwayasta' 
this  lhi.s.  that  this  we.seuraps.with.bushes  we.call.it 
This is the one where we set traps. (RS7) 
(28b)  ne:'  ki'  hne:'  nl; :ky~ ne'  i:'  I Alta Doxtador  ru:  kya:sQh 
ASS  DEO..  ASS  this  REF:  ISG.PRO  ISG.PRO  I.am.named 
So as to me. as  Jar as I am concemed my name is Alta Doxtador. (Gr89-90) 
Both utterances show clusters as presented in Table 2 followed by the particle ne' (with short 
vowel as opposed to  ne:') which is traditionally considered a noun phrase marker (Foster 
1989) or a nominalizer (Woodbury  1980). It shows some properties of an  article and is in 
most cases translated as such. According to Sasse's analysis (1993a, 1993b), this particle has 
referentializing functions;  it  subsumes the predicative force of the element it modifies. For 
example, ne' can modify a text segment which is  introduced by the temporal particle nvh 
'when' "in which case a construction with a clearly subordinating character arises" (Sasse 
1993b: 171). An example is presented in (29). 
(29)  I;kyaQtka:tQ  ne'  nl;h  I;hsyQ' 
I.will.have.fun  when  you.  will.come 
I will haveJun whenyou come  (Sasse 1993b:I72, ex. (34)) 
As presented in section 1.4, Chafe (1993 p.c.) suggests for Seneca that the particle sequence 
ne:' (  ... 1 ne, which is frequently expanded by intervening particles, has a meaning similar to "It 
is the case that ...  " modifying the following proposition. This position suggests that the article-
Iike particie ne' is part of the initial particle cluster. My stand on these examples is different: I 
posit the existence of a cluster boundary before the particle ne'. Given its referentializing and/or 
nominalizing function, 1 assume that ne' builds a constituent with the element(s) that follow(s) 
it. In (2Sa) it goes with the verb agwa~ ' h6:ta '  'we set traps with bushes'; in  (2Sb) it refers to 
the first person pronoun i:'. 
21 2.3 Distribution within discourse units 
In  this seetion I present all  instances of ~  that occur in  the text sampIe. The data is 
organized in  tenns of the particle's context. Section 2.3.1  presents examples of ne:' as the 
initial particle of a cluster introducing a discourse unit or a clause within a discourse unit. 
Section 2.3.2 discusses occurrences of ne.:.:. where it is  not part of the clusters presented in 
Table 2. The data is ordered in groups according to the elements in the immediate environment. 
2.3.1 ne:'-initial particle clusters 
This  section  is  concerned  only  with  clusters  of the  type  discussed  m  2.2.1.  The 
combinations of the particles which were presented in Table 2 are so multifarious that it is 
impossible to discuss each occuning cluster separately. It appears that not all particles of a 
cluster have the same 'weight', but that some contribute more to the character and function of 
the cluster than others. The data is presented in groups that are defined by the particles with 
more  'weight' (I will come back to this feature in Chapter 3). These are  the elements which 
occupy the second, third, fifth, and sixth position al slot of Table 2. The particles of the fourth 
position seem to have the least restrictions and occur with almost all other particles presented in 
the table. Some examples are discussed in more than one group. 
2.3.1.1 ne:' gi' ... 
The particle ~  is one of the most common particles in  ~-initial clusters. It is attested 
with almost every particle presented in Table 2. In some instances, clusters consist only of the 
sequence ne:'  ~', as in (30) below. 
(30)  ne:' gi'  I  gaditshen<;' shQ:' ah  I  'Qgwanllhsgwa<;dQ' 
tbey.are.tarne.ones  we.bad.some.domestic.animals 
tsh<;  (nhQ:weh)  gwf  drQ'  . 
wbat  (place)  (=wbere)  we.were.living 
Weil, we used to have some domestic animals at horne.  (AI) 
g~:s I 
fonnerly 
In most cases, however, further particles follow. The combination with the fonns hne:' or 
~  from the fourth position is a recurrent pattern. 
(31)  ne:'  ki'  ky<;:'  n<;:ky~  hwa' 
(32) 
Ibat.is  DECI..  EMPH  Ibis  Ibis. time 
This is what we are talking about now. (GI) 
ne:' 
Ibat.is 
ki'  ky<;:' 
DECL  EMPH 
aweht'akf  hota'Qh 
pretending  be.sleep  . 
tha1's what it was, he was pretending to be asleep, (G26-27) 
22 (33) 
(34) 
oe:' 
tbat.is 
ki'  ky\;:' 
DECL  EMPH 
aha:tkt:h  ak\;'  tho:kyth  aha'ahthraniyQta:k6'  aha:ktQ:'  \;'  f:wa:t 
be.golup  EvID  tbat  be.baskeLbang  be.examine  wbat  be.in 
That one got up, took the basket down and examined what was in.  (053-54) 
Re:' gi' gy\;' ne'  I  'aagyadnnwihs'a:' 
we.two.made.an.agreement 
We agreed I'd buy itfrom him. (All) 
'\;hihnf:nQ' . 
I.will.buy.iLfrom.bim 
(35)  Re:'  ki'  hne:' 
ASS  DECL  ASS 
That's what it is 
ky\;:'  ka:tQ  hne:'  hakhsotk\1h~:' 
EMPH  I.say  ASS  be.was.my.grandfatber 
what I say is about my grandJather. (Or87-88) 
(36)  Re:'  ki'  hne:'  n\1:ky~ ne'  i:' 
ASS  DECL  ASS  tbis  REF  ISGl'RO 
so as to me, as Jar as I am concerned 
Alta Doxtador  ni:  kya:sQh 
ISG.PRO  l.am.named 
my name is Alta Doxtador. (Gr89-90) 
Sometimes gL is directly followed by a demonstrative, as in examples (37) to (39). 
(37)  Re:'  gi'  thQ:  \1hsyanh\1:'  o:n\1h  t6:gy\1h. 
tbat  just  tbaLone  you.will.follow.its.tracks  then  tbat 
That is the one whose tracks you will  Jollow. (R17) 
(38)  Re:'  gi'  tQ:  \1hsyanh\1: 
tbat  just  tbe.one  you.will.track 
That is the one you will track. (R22) 
(39)  Re:'  gi'  t6:gy\1h  tsha'gay'ada:t  ogyan~sehdQ  awagyanahseht gp 
tbis  just  tbat  tbe.same.body  iLbas.bidden.its.tracks  iLbides.its.tracks  usu,a1ly 
ne:'  tQ:  hQ:ni'  a:Y\1:'  ~:tshQ:  ha'dedzona'skoda'Qh. 
tbat  tbe.one  wby  one.could.say  a1l.over  it.bas.bopped.tbere 
They all belong to the same one who has hopped all over 10 hide its tracks. (R32) 
The cluster in the following examples contain a temporal particle. 
(40)  Re:'  gi'  o:n\1h  tohQ:  "hsda' 
tbat.is  just  now  tbere  you. will.stop 
That is where you will stop. (R34) 
In one instance gL occurs with the causa! particle h2;.n[. 
23 (41)  ne:'  gi'  hQ:ni'  ahf:'  gy~:gwa'  hne:hwa'  a:gatr6:wi'  gy~:gwa'  hne:hwa' 
that  just  why  I.thought  maybe  perhaps  I.would.tell  if  perhaps 
sQ:ga:'ah  e;;hodi'nikwiie;;da'  ne;;:gy~h  hwii  she;;h  niga:ye;;:. 
someone  they.will.understand  this  and  how  so.it.is.done 
That is why I thought perhaps I might tell about it so that they might understand 
how it is done. (R5) 
The text sampIe contains two examples with the form gi.h with final  [h) "instead of agIottal 
stop. I  assume this to be a variant since it  has the same distribution as gi'..  Consider the 
examples in (42) and (43). 
(42)  ne:'  gih hne:'  kYQhfrehtgQh  do: 
that  all  depends on  iLfollows  how 
It all depends on how far you go.  (R75) 
niyo:we' 
so.it.is.far 
(43)  ne:'  gih  hf  hne:'  wagyes'ageh  ne' 
this  also  also  too  lLIS.easy  the 
Also, it is an easy way to hunt, as weil. (R77) 
he;;hse:' 
you.will.go 
a:hsad6:wa:t 
for.you.to.hunt 
Three times, clusters containing ne:'  ~i' are found to introduce c1auses within discourse units 
as in (44) and (45). 
(44)  gwahs 
just 
she;;h  nitga:de'  we;;ni'kl!ha:nf:YQ:t  ne' 
how  So.iLstands  the.hoop.will.hang  that 
he;;we;;nQhwii:wi't  she;;h  we;;ni'kl!ha:nf:YQ:t 
e;;tgadakse' 
iLwill.run 
iL will.stick.its.head  where  the.hoop.is.hanging.there 
ne:'  gi' 
thaLis  just 
ne' 
that 
The hoop will hang just high enough so that when the rabbit comes running, it will 
stick its head right inside of  it.  (R67) 
(45)  ne:' 
thaLis 
kye;;:' 
EMPH 
hne:' 
thaLis 
nf 
and.then 
a'QtehsrQ:nf'  aeyakf 
she.prepare.herself  she.go.out 
ne'  hohs6:t  aweht'akf 
ART  grandmother  pretending 
ne:'  ki'  ahanihna:t6:k  QtehsrQnyahnQh  kye;;:' 
thaLis  DECL  he.felt  she.prepare.herself  EMPH 
He noticed that she was getting ready. (G23-25) 
In example (46), however, the cluster introduces direct speech and therefore stands in the initial 
position of an utterance. 
(46)  ne;; ,  ki'  kye;;:'  a:kf  ne:'  ki'  kye;;:'  asatkaht6' 
and.then  DECL  EMPH  she.said  thaLis  DECL  EMPH  you.saw.it 
So now she said: That's what it iso  You saw it. 
ke;;:s  t'aQ 
usually  NEG 
kh6:wihs 
I.  tell 
a:satahQhsi:y6hs  tl;'  ho'tf 
your.ear.good  what  kind 
You wouldn't listen what I keep telling you.  (G81-83) 
24 2.3.1.2 ne:' di' ... 
The cluster ne:' di' appears twice in the text sampie. In both instances no further partieles 
follow. 
(47) 
(48) 
ne:'  di' 
so 
th\;'  gi' ne' 
not (=but) 
d'eQgwanahsgwa\;'  neo  I  ga<;dan~hgwi 
we.did.not.bave.domestic animal  horse 
thohge  nhQ:  n\;:  hezwagathr6:wf: . 
back  then  tbis  I.am.telling.about.it.back.tben 
But we didn 't own any horses at the time I'talking about. (Al) 
ne' 
ne:' di' 
so 
ha'gYQ'  I  k~segwaa '  I ne'  thaga:wf 
I.arrived.tbere  tbe.pitcbfork 
n<;gy~nhwa'  ne' 
be.bas.given.me 
tsh<; niga:' 
tbis 
wbo  (Ule.one) 
hakhnahsgwanihahda:nf:  'ahatk~th6' neo  I  hakhn6'~ tshe 
be.lent.me.some.domestic.animals  be.saw.it 
",bat  wbat.kind.of.fork.it.is 
nigahsegwao'  d~hl 
my.uncle 
'ahf I ne:'  ni:'  do:g~s  'Qgetsy'QlanQwa:kdf  n\;:  nigahsegwao'd~h. 
be.said  me  really  it.makes.me.bungry .for.fisb  tbis  wbat.kind.of.fork.it.is 
Welt,  when I got to my uncle's and he saw the old pitchfork I'd gottenJrom the guy 
who 'd loaned me the horses, he said, "That fork realty makes me hungry for fishl ". 
(Al3) 
2.3.1.3 ne:' agf!' ••• 
The sequence ne:' al1e'  occurs only in two sources by the same speaker. The presence of 
the cluster could be a feature of the speaker' s personal style or dialect, or due to the nature of 
the texts. The 'Ohost Story' is the only fictional text in the collection, and in the 'Orandfather  I 
Story'  the particle ~  appears precisely in that part which is introduced by  'when he  was 
younger', which most likely treats events that the speaker does not remember herself (since 
she is talking about her grandfather). Oiven this, it seems that the text type is the relevant 
factor, rather than the speaker's style. Frequently the evidential is followed by the customary 
particle ~  as in the examples below. 
(49)  ne:' 
ASS 
So 
ak~' 
EVID 
k\;:s  hne:' 
usually  ASS 
ne:'  ka<;kwa'  nhQ:  ah\;nanataf  tho:k~h 
ASS  somewbat  place  they.camp.set  tbat 
it seems whenever' they stopped somewhere camping 
n\;'  k\;:s  n\;:kye  ath\;:na:t  hne:' 
and,tben  usually  this  they.danced  ASS 
then these people danced. (Or53-55) 
25 (50)  ne;'  akf' 
ASS  EVID 
kl,':s  tho:kye  hohtsakw'enQ:nf: 
usually  that  he.fist.made 
tf  haha:'  kyl,':' 
what  he.take  EMPH 
thl,"  hne:' 
NEG  ASS 
He 's got his hands closed up,  it doesn 't show what he holds. 
t' eOyl,':teht 
NEG.it.know.possible 
(51)  ne;'  akf'  kl,':s  a:y~:' 
(52) 
ASS  EVID  usually  it.seems 
And it seems 
athQwanQhähk  se'  tho:ky~ nf 
he.scalp.picked.up  after.all  that 
he scalped him really that one (the man he danced with).(Gr64-65) 
ne;'  akf  k\;:s  ne:' 
ASS  EVID  usually  ASS 
And the white women really 
akonahtrQhk 
it.scared.them 
they got  Jrightened 
k\::s  to:s  ne'  kaehnyQ'Qh 
usually  certainly  REF  they(t).are. white 
akyakotfhe:ht  ak\:'  kp  akonikQhahtQ'trQ:' 
they.shouted  EVID  usually  they.mind.lost 
they screamed, they all Jainted. (Gr70-72) 
(53)  ne;'  akf  kl,':s  eya:kl,"s  tkQhae  sQ:he'  ne:'  nl,"  e:'  I,'h6:ta' 
that.is  EVID  usually  she.go.out  at.times  at.night  that.is  and.then  again  you. will.sleep 
It happened that she used to go out at nighttime when he would sleep. (G9-10) 
In two cases the evidential particle is followed by a demonstrative. 
(54)  ne:' 
that.is 
akf 
EVID 
shl,'  nhQ: 
COMP  place 
kae'trQ' 
they.lived 
nl,':kye  skanQhsa:t 
this  house 
hQwayatr~ :' ah 
be.grandmother.and.grandchild 
There was this house, where a grandmother lived with her small grandson. (G5-G8) 
26 (55)  oe:'  ak~'  tho:ky~h 
thaUs  EVID  that 
a:yf  ahatshahnfk  t~hs he ' tk~h  niyo:we' 
it.seems  he.get.scared  too  high  far 
But it seems he got scared, it is far 100 high. 
ahf  ak\;'  ohta'kehshQ:'  ne:'  tshQ:  nltka:tQ:koht 
he.said  EVID  low.spots  tbaUs  only  I.will.pass 
So he said: It is the low spots only that I will pass. (064-66) 
The data includes three examples where ne:' aIW' introduces a clause within a discourse unit. 
They are given in (56) to (58). 
(56)  n\;'  ak\;'  kp  tho:ky~  hne:' 
and.tben  EVID  usually  that  ASS 
And that one (the grandfather) 
n\;h  athlt:na:t 
when  tbey.danced 
when they would dance 
oe:'  ak~'  k\;:s  tho:ky~  hohtsakw'enQ:nf: 
ASS  EVID  usually  that  he.fist.made 
he 's got his hands closed up (like afist). (Or57-59) 
Twice, ~  precedes the verb form a:&6'  'she said', from which it originates. The two words 
are distinguished only by the length of their initial vowel. The examples below illustrate this 
sequence  . • 
(57)  n\;'  e:'  a'QtehsrQnyahnQ:' 
and.tben  again  she.prepared.herself 
Ityeyakf 
she.  will.go.out 
a:y~ : ' 
it.seems 
And again she started getting herself  ready, it seems she will go out. 
oe:' 
that.is 
ak~ ' 
EVID 
a:k~' 
she.said 
Itslt:ta'  m:s  6:n\;h 
you.  will.sleep  you(CONTR)  now 
That's what she said: You will sleep now. (017-20) 
27 (58)  n\;'  e:'  a'QtehsrQnyahnQ:'  a:y~:' 
and.tben  again  sbe.prepared.berself  it.seems 
\;yeyak~' 
sbe. will.go.out 
oe:'  ak~'  a:kf 
tbat.is  EVID  sbe.said 
S\;ta'  ru:s  6:n\;h 
you.sleep  you(CONTR)  now 
And she said: You sleep now. (046-49) 
2.3.1.4 ne:' hni:' ... 
The particle ~  'also' norrnally introduces segments that are smaller than discourse uruts. 
In 2.2.1.3, I have described its function as 'adding a concept to a list'. The nature of the 'list' or 
the relation of the listed concepts is typically expressed first within the same discourse unit. In 
example (59) the 'list' consists of elaborations of the statement "He was good at wh at ever he 
was doing". 
(59)  hoy\;ti'Qhne:'  hne:' 
be.knew  ASS 
he was good at whatever he was doing 
haya'taha' 
be.paint 
he was a painter 
oe:'  boi'  haky\;n'atha'  hni'  k(;:s 
ASS  also  be.aclor  also  usually 
and he was also a performer. (Or6-8) 
Example (60) below shows the same structure. 
(60)  ha'te:YQ:  se'  hni'  ho'tf  haway\;hQ's  k\;:s 
it.is.amount  after.all  also  kind  be.knew.bow  usually 
All different kinds 01 things also he knew to make 
oe:'  bni' 
ASS  also 
and also 
k(;:s 
usually 
eksa\;tahkhwa'  ky\;:'  hru  niyohtQ's  ne:' 
cupboard  EMPH  also  it.is.sucb  ASS 
cupboards, also that sore 01 things he made 
28 
k\;:s  hahsrQ:nfh 
usually  be.tbing.make oe:'  hni'  kl):s  ne'  hl)nathnQhsQnyahnQ:nyQh  hni' 
ASS  also  usually  REF  tbey.bouse.make  also 
there were also those who build houses (carpenters), he also 
shakoyenaw'  aseh 
be.belp.tbem 
used to help thern.  (Or42-46) 
kl):s 
usually 
The children'  s Thanksgiving Address is structured as  a list of things for which thanks are 
given. It is the only source in which the cluster ne:' hni:' introduces discourse units instead of 
smaller segments.  In  some respects, the entire text can be  seen as  a  single speech act, 
expressing the clause 'We give thanks for x'. This explains why ne:' hni: ' introduces discourse 
unilS in this source. 
(61)  oe:'  hni'  gwe:gQh 
also  all 
jidl)hsQah (short for jidl)'l)sQah)  aWl)heg6:wa'  gQwadig6wanlih 
birds.of.many.variety  eagle  is.their.leader 
We give thanks for all the birds and the eagle is the leader of  the birds. (T5) 
(62)  oe:'  hni:'  gwe:gQh 
also  all 
sQgwdl)na'trae:wÜl  nl)k~h 
!be.food.thal.be.bas.given.us  tbis 
de:dwadl)nQhQyoM'  hl)' ne:' 
we.all.give.tbanks  and.also 
ohwl)jageh 
on.eanb 
And we give thanks for all other  foods that the creator has given uso  (17) 
(63)  'hru "  d  ~  ,  oe:  eyo:w,,:wl)nye 
also  wind(!be air is going around) 
And give thanks for that we still have winds. (1'9) 
(64)  oe:' hni:' 
(65) 
also 
I)ndeka:  ga:hgwa:h  sedwahjah 
day  sbape  (= sun)  our.big.hrotber 
deshedwanQhQhkwa' 
we.care.a.greal.deal.for.birn 
We give thanksfor our brother the sun.(T13) 
oe:'  hni:  atedwanQhQ:' 
also  we.give.tbanks.to.birn 
nl)k~  ohw\)jageh 
!bis  on.eartb 
gaehkwf:y6:  hohka'wl)h 
tbe.good.word  tbal.be.left 
sganyadaiy6'.  ne' 
Handsome.Lake  ART 
And also toHandsome Lake who brought us the good word. (T15) 
29 2.3.1.5 ne:' (  ... ) hl!'  ... 
The text sampie contains three ~-initial clusters that include the particle h(.. In all these 
cases, h(. is accompanied by the particJe hne: '. Consider examples (66) to (68). 
(66)  oe:'  h~'  hne:'  akahsba:'s 
ASS  also  l.remember 
Also I remember that one 
tshikatatrihQnyanihrthe' s  kp 
tho:ky~  hne:' 
tbat  ASS 
l.learn  usuaBy 
when I used to go to school 
tho  katQkohtba' [ sh~  h~'trQ'l 
tbere  I.pass 
I used to pass there [how he livedJ (rnistake) 
sh~  nhQ:  h<;'trQ' 
COMP  place  be.lived 
where he lived.  (Or22-25) 
(67)  oe:'  h~'  hne:'  tQ:  sh<;nh6:  onatade:nYQ'  gwa'YQ' 
tbat  wbere  l!!is.  tbe.one  wbere  tbeir.roads.are  rabbits 
We do it where the rabbits' roads are.  (R58) 
(68)  oe:'  gih  hf  hne:'  wagyes'ageh  ne' 
tbis  also  also  (00  It.1s.easy  tbe 
Also, it is an easy way to hunt, as weil.  (R77) 
a:hsad6:wa:t 
for.you.to.bunt 
The discourse unit in  (69) below shows the particle ne: '  in  final position preceded by h(. 
'also'. Without inquiry on my part, the speaker provided the information that the cluster refers 
back to the previous discourse. 
(69)  oe:'  hni:'  gwe:gQh 
also  aB 
sQgwd<;na'trae:wih  .  n~k~h 
tbe.food.tbal.be.bas.given.us  tbis 
de:dwad<;nQhQyoha'  h<;'  ne:' 
we.a1l.give.tbanks  and.a1so 
ohw~jageh 
on.eartb 
And we give thanks for all other foods that the creator has given uso  (T7) 
2.3.1.6 ne:' (  ... ) hQ:ni' ••• 
As discussed earlier, the particle hQ;nL expresses a causal or purposive relation. The text 
sampie includes five examples ofthe sequence ne:' ho:ni' which are given below. 
(70)  oe:'  hQ:ni:'  to:gy~h  onQ'a:'geh  ~hsf:'a:k 
tbat.is  wby  tbat  on.its.bead  you.will.sboot 
And that is because you will shoot at its head. (R47) 
30 (71)  ne:'  gi'  bQ:ni'  ahi:'  gye:gwa'  hne:hwa'  a:gatr6:wi'  gye:gwa'  hne:hwa' 
that  just  wby  I.thougbt  maybe  perbaps  I. would.tell  if  perbaps 
sQ:ga:'ah  ~hodi'nikwa~da'  n~:gyeh  hwa  sh~h  niga:y<;:. 
someone  they.will.understand  tbis  and  bow  so.it.is.done 
That is why I thought perhaps I might tell about it so that they might understand 
how it is done.  (R5) 
In the exarnples below, the particle &  intervenes between ~  and M.;.nL.  It is glossed with 
'also' in Foster (ms.), and as  'after all'  by Mithun and Henry (1982: 564). The glosses in 
exarnples (72) and (74) are not litera!. 
(72)  ne:'  se'  bQ:ni'  onQ'a:'geh  <;hsf:'a:k  ~'tha:hsretg~ht  o'wahQ' 
this  that  wby  on.its.bead  you.will.sboot  not  for.you.to.ruin  meat 
You will shoot it in the head so that you will not ruin the meat. (R53) 
(73)  ne:'  se'  bQ:ni'  ogyanl!hsehdQh 
that  is  because  it.bas.bidden.its.tracks 
That is because it has hidden its tracks there. (R37) 
The form  se~e:s in the exarnple below is glossed as 'usually'. It is possibly a fusion of the 
customary particle ~  and the element &. 
(74)  ne:'  seg~:s  gy~ :'  bQ:ni:'  tga'de'  ohQ:da:k'ah  kraida:k'ah  gish~h hQ:  g<;tsgo:t 
tbat  usually  iUs  because  it.is.mucb  near.a.busb  near.a.tree  or  tbere  it.sits 
That is how you have to do it because many times it happens that it will be sitting near 
a bush  or a tree.  (R43) 
Only once does a cluster including ne.:.:. and hQ:ni:' occur in the medial position of a discourse 
unit. It introduces the clause ha'dedzona'skoda'Qh 'it has hopped there'. Note that the form 
~  'it seems' is not a verb but an evidential particle. 
(75)  ne:' 
tbis 
gi' 
just 
t6:gy~h  tsha'  gay' ada:t  ogyanl!hsehdQh 
tbat  tbe.same.body  it.bas.bidden.its.tracks 
awagyanahseht  g~:s 
it.bides.its.tracks usually 
ne:' tQ:  bQ:ni'  a : y~:'  e:tshQ:  ha'dedzona'skoda'Qh. 
that tbe.one  wby  one.could.say  all.over  it.bas.bopped.there 
They all belong to the same one who has hopped all over to hide its tracks. (R32) 
The data shows one more instance of the sequence ne:' hQ:ni'. It is unclear whether exarnple 
(76) should be considered a ~-initial cluster or an instance of a cluster that starts with the 
temporal particle ~  'now, then, when'. 
(76)  ehsyanihsak  se'gye:'  wa'heh  o :n~h ne:'  bQ:ni'  heyohe:  wagyes'ageh 
you.wiU.look.for.tracks  you.know  before  now  this.is  because  more  it.is.easy 
You look for the tracks first, because it is easier. (R55) 
31 2.3.1.7 ne:' (  ... ) to:gyeh •.• 
The distal demonstrative to:gyeh  'that' occurs in  a vast number of ne:'-initial particle 
clusters. In the text sampIe it co-occurs with particles of all but the third positional slot. Most 
examples show to:gyeh following particles of the second andJor fourth position. 
(77)  ne:'  to:gy~h  ne'  {!hsr{!'ho:d{!'  gaya:sQh 
(78) 
(79) 
(80) 
that.is  that  IS  you.will.set.a.trap  it.is.called 
That is what you call setting a trap. (R64) 
ne:'  gi' 
this  just 
t6:  gy~h  tsha' gay' ada:t  ogyanl\hsehdQh  awagyanahseht 
that  the.same.body  it.has.hidden.its.tracks  it.hides.its.tracks 
g{!:s  ne:'  tQ:  hQ:ni'  a:y{!:'  ~:tshQ:  ha'dedzona'skoda'Qh. 
usually  that  the.one  why  one.could.say  all.over  it.has.hopped.there 
They all belong to the same one who has hopped all over to hide its tracks. 
(R32) 
ne:'  gi' 
this  just 
g{!:s  to:gnh  ne'  n~h  'awat!<hfrQnihs'a:'  ga{!gwa'nhQ:weh 
usually  'that.is  this  when  iLgets.ready  somewhere 
n{!watijhseht 
so.it.will.hide 
This  i~ when it is geuing ready to hide somewhere. (R38) 
ne:' 
that.is 
ak{!' 
EVlD 
tho:ky~h 
that 
a:yf  ahatshahni'k  thr{!hs  he'tk~h  niyo:we' 
it.seems  he.get.scared  too  high  far 
But it seems he got scared, it is tar too high. 
ahf  ak{!'  ohta'kehshQ:'  ne:'  tshQ:  n{!ka:tQ:koht 
he.said  EVID  low.spots  that.is  only  I.will.pass 
So he said: It is the low spots only that I will pass. (G64-66) 
(81)  ne:'  ak{!'  k{!:s  tho:ky~  hohtsakw'enQ:ni:  thf  hne:'  t'eoy{!:teht  {!' 
(82) 
ASS  EVID  usually  that  he.fist.made  NF.G  ASS  NEG.it.know.possible  what 
haha:'  ky{!:' 
he.take  EMPH 
He 's got his hands closed up,  it doesn 't show what he holds. (Gr63) 
ne:'  gy{!:'  g{!:s  to:gy~h 
this  IS  usually  that.is 
o'grQ:gYQhne:'. 
it.has.snowed 
hwa'  ne'  gy~:gwa' sad6:wa:s  ne:'  n{!h 
and  this  maybe  you.hunt  that  when 
Now maybe you are hunting when it has snowed. (R6) 
• 
32 (83)  ne:'  se'  gy\;: ,  g\;:s  to:gyth 
tbis  you.know  usually  tbat 
shllnhQ:  ohadenYQ' . 
wbere  roads.are 
hwa'  n\;h  sQheh  n\;h 
is  wben  nigbt  wben 
gadidaksenQgye' s 
they.run.around 
This is how it is, you know, at night, when they run around near their roads. (R2l) 
(84)  ne:' g\;:s  to:gyth hwa' daga:gy\;:ht  tQ:  t6h  ha' ge:'  sh\;nhQ:  onatade:nYQ'. 
that  usually  tbat  is  !.started.witb  the.one there  !.went  wbere  tbeir.roads.are 
The first thing I would normally do would be to go where their roads are. (R1O) 
(85)  ne:'  gp  to:gy~h a:YII:'  daodo'kda:gye'  sh~h  n'adegana'skwe:s. 
(86) 
(87) 
that  usually  tbat  one.could.say  il.lessens  bow  so.jumps.are.long 
Then the jumps seem to lessen in length. (R24) 
ne:'  hne:'  to:gy~h  ne'  agwa\;'h6:ta' 
this  lhi.s.  that  this  we.set.traps. with.busbes 
This is the one where we set traps. (R57) 
agwayasta' 
we.call.it 
ne:'  e:'  to:gyth  hwa'  tohQ:  \;hsr\;'h6d(  sh\;nhQ: 
tbat  again  tbat  is  tbere  you.will.set.a.trap  wbere 
ka:gQ:h  se'gy\;:'  n6ne:'  ohQdagQhshQ' 
in.the.woods  because  you.know  in.tbe.busbes 
otQ:dQ:ni: 
tbere.are.many.busbes 
That is where you will set a trap this time, somewhere in the woods, because there is a 
lot of  brush there, you know. (R6l) 
I have expressed doubts as to whether the demonstratives and the causal particle ho:ni: ' occupy 
different slots. In one instance, however, ho:ni:' and to:~eh  co-oceur. 
(88)  ne:'  hQ:ni:'  to:gy~h  onQ'a:'geh  \;hsf:'a:k 
thaUs  wby  tbat  on.its.bead  you.will.sboot 
And that is because you will shoot at its head. (R47) 
Possibly, this example can be explained by a cluster boundary before the  demonstrative 
element. The exarnple is from  'How to  hunt rabbits'  where intermediate pauses are not 
indicated. Lastly, there is one instance of acluster with ne:' and tho:k;yC; in medial position of a 
discourse unil. It is given in example (89) 
(89)  nll'  akll'  kp  tho:ky~ 
and.then  EVID  usually  tbat 
And that one (the grandfather) 
nllh  ath\;:na:t 
wben  they.danced 
when they would dance 
hne:' 
ASS 
ne:'  ak\;'  k\;:s  tho:kyt  hohtsakw'enQ:nf: 
ASS  EVID  usually  that  be.fist.made 
he 's got his hands closed up (like afist), (Or57-59) 
33 2.3.1.8 ne:' (  ... ) nll:gYllh ••. 
The proximal demonstrative  ne:~yc 'this' occurs less often than the distal one. In most 
cases, further particles intervene between ~  and  m;:~yC. Consider the following examples. 
(90)  ne:'  ki'  hne:'  n~:ky~  ne'  i:' 
(91) 
ASS  DECL  ASS  tbis  REF  ISG.PRO 
so as co me, as far as I am concerned 
Alta Doxtador  ni:  ky:i:sQh 
ISG.PRO  I.arn.narned 
my name is Aha Doxtador. (Or89-90) 
ne:'  aklf'  n~:ky~ 
tbat.is  EVID  tbis 
shlf  nhQ: 
COMP  place 
kae'trQ' 
tbey.lived 
skanQhsa:t 
bouse 
hQwayatr~:'  ah 
be.grandmotber.and.grandcbild 
There was this house, where a grandmother lived with her small grandson. (05-08) 
(92)  ne:'  kylf:'  n~:kye  ne'  hlfska:thro:wf' 
ASS  EMPH  tbis  REF  I.will tell.you 
This is what I will tell you.  (Gr  1) 
The next example is special in that ne:~eh  is both preceded and followed by particle.ru:.:.. 
(93)  ne:'  ne'  n~:gy~h  ne'  gwa'yg'  g\f:S  agwa:d6:wa:s  tshige:ksa:'ah. 
tbis  is  bow  it  rabbit  used.to  we.hunt  wben.I.was.a.ebild 
This is how we used to hunt rabbits when I was a child. (R 1) 
The text sampie shows one instance of the cluster  ne:' ne:k;ye in medial position of a discourse 
unit 
(94)  'o:n~ gYIf'  I  'agfhsakM' 
I. went.to.look.for 
gi' ne'  osthg:dni' I 
(some).bay 
tho 
tbat 
nhQ:we 
place (wbere) 
ha'ge:' I 
I.went.there 
thl;' drg'  nlfgy~nhwa '  ganedagg:  gwa:dfh I ne:'  n~:ky~ ne' I 
tbis  be.was.living.lbere  tbis  in.tbe.LowerEnd  direetion 
khnoha'  degaQdlfhng:de:'  ne:'  i:'  ne'  khno'~  n~:h I 
my.motber's  brotber  we  my.unele  tbis 
khn6'z~  thünghQkhwa' . 
my.uncJe  I.was.related.to.birn 
thiinghQkhwa' I 
I.was.related.to 
So I went Iooking for same over where my uncle lived in the Lower End of  the 
reserve -- my mother's brother, my uncle as I was related co him (A4) 
34 2.3.1.9 ne:' (  ... ) uz: ... 
The particle lQ;. appears in four ~-initial  clusters, three of which introduce discourse units. 
(95)  oe:'  gi'  thQ:  \?hsyanh\?:'  o:n\?h  t6:gy\?h. 
that  just  thaLone  you.will.follow.its.tracks  then  that 
That is the one whose tracks you will follow. (Rl7) 
(96)  oe:'  gi'  tQ:  \?hsyanh\?: 
that  just  the.one  you.will.track 
That is the one you will track.  (R22) 
(97)  oe:'  g\?:s  tQ:  degan'asgwe:s ga\?gwa'  nyo:'  ha'deyona'skwahgw\?h  toh  nyo:' 
that  usually  that  iLhas.long.hops  it.is  far  it.bas.jumped.away  that  far 
t6:gy\?h 
that.is 
That is usually when it has hopped quite a ways. (R39) 
The fourth instance occurs within a discourse unit, where it introduces a clause. In this 
sequence ne:' to: is followed by the particle ho:ni'. 
(98)  ne:' gi' t6:gy\?h  tsha'gay'ada:t  ogyanahsehdQh  awagyanahseht g\?:s  oe:'  tQ: 
thi  just  that  the.same.body  iLhas.hidden.its.tracks  it.hides.its.tracks  usually  that tbe.one 
hQ:ni' a:y\?:'  ~:tshQ: ha'dedzona'skoda'Qh. 
why  one.could.say  all.over  iLhas.bopped.there 
They all belong 10 the same one who has hopped all over to hide its tracks. (R32) 
2.3.1.10 ne:' (  ... ) o:nfh / nf'  ... 
, 
Exarnples that show ne:' followed  by  one of the temporal particles are in  some cases 
translated by temporal subordinate clauses. Only once does the long form ~  occur in  a 
ne:' -initial cluster. 
(99)  oe:'  gi'  o:o~h  tohQ:  t~hsda' 
that.is  just  now  there  you.will.stop 
That is where you will SlOp.  (R34) 
In most instances the shortened variant neh or the form ~  appears.13 
(100)  oe:'  o~h 
this  DOW 
syan\?M:wi' 
you.track 
n'adesgana'skwe:sQ's 
so.jumps.are.long 
o:n~gwa'  a:y\?:'  to:gy~h hwa' 
now  one.could.say  that  is 
n~:tshQ: 
less 
As you follow the tracks. the hops seem  10 get shorter and shorter. (R29) 
13For the distinction between  ndI and ~  see section 2.4. 
35 (101)  oe:'  o!)h  <;thsatwada:se'  o:n<;h  gao'  n'ad~:thse:' 
that  tben  you.will.come.around  now  back  you.will.come.back 
lfyou can 't see hirn, go one way or the other, making a track in a circle, then coming 
back. (R50) 
(102)  oe:' 
thaUs 
o!)h 
wben 
toh 
that 
n<;ya:w<;h  h<;wiltgatsha't 
so.it.will.bappen  it.will.come.off 
sh<;nhQ:  hesoda:hQh . 
wbere  you.have.booked.it 
n~:gy<;h  hwa'  ga<;ho:t 
this  bere  trap 
And when that happens, the part of  the trap that you hooked on will come right off. 
(R68) 
(103)  oe:'  se'gy<;:'  g<;:s  to:gy~h  hwa' 
this  you.know  usually  that  is 
,. 
sh<;nhQ:  ohadenYQ' . 
wbere  roads.are 
o!)h 
wben 
sQheh 
nigbt 
n<;h  gadidaksenQgye' s 
wben  they.run.around 
This is how it is, you know, at night, when they run around near their roads. (R21) 
(104)  oe:' 
tbaUs 
ky<;:' 
EMPH 
hne:'  of 
thaUs  and.tben 
a'  QtehsrQ:nf' 
sbe.prepare.berself 
aeyakf 
sbe.go.out 
aweht'akf 
pretending 
ne' 
ART 
hohs6:t 
grandmotber 
ne:'  ki'  ahanihna:t6:k  QtehsrQnyahnQh  ky!;:' 
thaUs  DECL  be.felt  sbe.prepare.berself  EMPH 
When she prepared herself  10 go out, the grandmother, he was pretending, he noticed 
that she was getting ready, (G22-25) 
In exarnples (lOS) to (107), a cluster with ~  or ~  stands in medial position introducing a 
c1ause within a discourse unit. 
(105)  ne:'  gy<;:'  gp  to:gy~h hwa'  ne'  gy~:gwa'  sad6:wa:s  oe:'  o!)h 
tbis  is  usually  that.is  and  this  maybe  you.bunt  tbat  wben 
o'grQ:gy~hne:'. 
it.bas.snowed 
Now maybe you are hunting when it has snowed. (R6) 
(106)  6: 
Ob 
a:y<;:'  gi' 
one.could.say just 
hne:'  g<;:s  ~' 
tbis  usually  not 
gwahs di'  i:nQh  oe:' 
too  far  tbis 
o!)h 
wben 
<;hsyanhae:'  t6:gy<;h. 
you.will.track  tbat 
It gene  rally seems like it is not 100 far that you have to follow the tracks. (R25) 
36  1 
1 (107)  ne:'  ak~' 
thaUs  EVID 
Ifh6:ta' 
he.will.sleep 
kp  eya:k~'s  tkQhae  sQ:he' 
usually  she.go.out  at.times  at.nigbt 
oe:' 
thaUs 
01)'  e:' 
and.then  again 
It happend that she used 10 go out at nighttime when he would sleep. (09-10) 
2.3.1.11 Other ne:'·initial clusters 
The groups discussed above cover a1rnost all ~-initial particle clusters in the data. The 
exarnples below show clusters with ~  followed by the particle ~  or ~  of the fourth 
.position of Table 2.  Such clusters appear only twice at the beginning of a discourse unit. I 
assume the form ~  in exarnple (108) to be a fusion of the particle ~  (which also occurs 
in isolation) and the custümary particle ~. 
(108)  oe:'  segl):s  ne'  swe'ge:hah  h~na~hnf:nQh  glf:s  ne'  gwa'YQ'  gylf:' 
that  usually  tbat  long.ago  they.sell  used.to  this  rabbit  then 
A long time ago, they used to seil rabbits. (R71) 
(109)  oe:'  gy~:'  e:' 
this  then  again 
wagyes'  ageh. 
it.is.easy 
gado:g~: ·  n,hsye:'  ~hsa:d6:wa:t 
certain.way  how.you.will.do  you.will.hunt 
Now there is a certain way 10 hunt that is a lot easier. (R2) 
to:gy~h  ne' 
that  is 
i:s6' 
much 
Two exarnples show the sequence ne:' ke:s in medial position of a discourse unit. I interpret 
the medial sequence in (110) as a partial repetition of the initial cluster. 
(110)  oe:'  aklf'  k~:s  oe:' 
ASS  EVID  usually  ASS 
And the white women really 
akonahtr(jhk 
it.scared.tbem 
they got  frightened . 
kl):s  to:s  ne' 
usually  certainly  REF 
akyakotfhe:ht  ak~'  k~:s  akonikQhaht(j'trQ:' 
they.sbouted  EVID  usually  they.mind.lost 
they screamed, they all fainted. (Or70-72) 
(111)  ha'te:y(j:  se'  hni'  ho'tf  haway~h(j's 
iLis.amount  after.all  also  kind  be.knew.bow 
All different kinds of  things also he knew to make 
ne:'  hni' 
ASS  also 
and also 
klf:S 
usually 
eksa~tahkhwa'  ky~:'  hni  niyoht(j's  oe:' 
cupboard  EMPH  also  it.is.such  ASS 
cupboards, also that SOTt of  things he made 
37 
kaehnyQ'(jh 
they(f).are.wbite 
k~:s 
usually 
kl):s  hahsrQ:run 
usually  he.tbing.make ne:'  hni'  kp  ne'  h~nathnQhsQnyahnQ:nylih  hni' 
ASS  also  usually  REF  tbey.bouse.make  also 
there were also those who build houses (carpenters), he also 
shakoyemiw' aseh 
be.belp.tbem 
used to help them (Or42-46) 
2.3.2 ne:' in other environments 
k~:s 
usually 
The data presented in this section are grouped according to the type of  elements ne:' occurs 
with and according to the particles' initial or medial position within discourse units. 
2.3.2.1 Preceding content words 
In a number of examples, the particle ne: '  stands directly before a content word, in most 
cases before a verb. In this environment, it rarely occupies the initial position of a discourse 
unit. The text sampie shows only one such instance which is presented in example (112). Ne: ' 
precedes the verb tehsehsa~e:t 'you will bend it'. 
(112)  ne:' 
that 
tt:hsehsage:t  e:gwa:dih 
you.will.bend.it  otber.side 
degyohli:do:t  tohQ:  hl;hs6da: 
anotber.wbip  tbere  you.will.book.it 
hl;hs6da:  I;:n  n'  aohaha:dih 
you.will.book.it  on.tbe.other.side.of.the.road 
You will bend it and hook it onto another whip on the other side ofthe road. (R63) 
All further examples show the particle in medial position. Consider the utterances in (1l3) to 
(116). 
(1l3)  T6t'!Q:  ni:yQ:  ne:'  ahi:'  aeswatli:dl;h 
that  sO.mucb  tbat  l.tbougbt  you.would.bear 
And that is about as much as I thought you would like to hear. (R92) 
(114)  kahyatQhsra'ke  kyl;:'  nhQ:  aha:y~i'k 
be.newspaper.on  EMPH  place  be.cut 
he cut a piece on (=from) the newspaper 
ne:'  \;tkateny~:t\;hs 
ASS  l.will.copy 
that'  s what I should copy. (Or35-36) 
(115)  ahslih  ne:'  tshike:ksa:'ah  thohke  nhli: 
still  ASS  l.cbild  there  place 
Still when I was a child at that time 
akahsha:'s  ki'  kl;:S 
l.remember  DECL  usually 
I remember 
38 ahsQh 
still 
still 
k\;:s  sh", 
usually  COMP 
where he sat 
nhQ:  h\;tsk6:t  sh\(  nhQ: 
place  be.S3t  COMP  place 
kwa'  thoh  haoiholli:stha' 
some  there  be. work 
he was doing his work there. (Gr  13-17) 
(116)  'o:n~ gi' gy\;'  I  'ahf  hao'  deza gi' gyf ne:' I 
then  be.said  Okay 
Then he says,  "Okay, I'Il seil it to you. " (A9) 
'~gQyad~hninQ's gi' . 
I.  will.sell.il. to.you 
Example (1117) includes two instances of ne:', one preceding the predicate hQwatehni:nQh 
'they buy' and one following it. The next element is the word katiy'ata'QnYQ'  'picture'. It is 
unclear whether the second ~  modifies the preceding or the following content word. 
(117)  otka're'  kp  hatihnyQ'Qh  tho  n\(th\;:ne' 
It.ls.many  usually  tbey.are.wbite  there  tbey.wen! 
Often white men would come to the place where 
kp  h\;'trQ' 
usually  be.lived 
he lived 
ne:'  hQwatehni:nQh  ne:' 
ASS  he/lbey(?).buy  ASS 
they used 10 buy 
katiy'ata'QnyQ'  ne'  hahsohs 
lbey.piclures  " REF  be.painl 
the pietures he painted. (0r9-12) 
sh\;  nhQ: 
COMP  pi ace 
In two instances where ne: ' is followed by a conte nt word, it occurs as the final element in a 
cluster that starts with the temporal particle (o:)n"h 'now, then, when'. 
(118)  n~h  kwa'  ne:'  saey6'  ne'  hohs6:t 
wben  some  lbaUs  sbe.enter  ART  grandmotber 
In the meantime his grandmother came back. 
a'Qnihna:t6:k  kQtakye'  th\('  t'eska'ahthra:nf:yQ:t 
sbe.felt  rigbt.away  NEG  NEG.it.baskelbang 
She noticed right away that the basket was not hanging anymore. (073-74) 
39 (119)  'o:n~gi'gy{!'  akf'  I  'o:nl) 
now 
she  ne:' I  hQ:gwe  n{!gy~nhwa' 
then  Lsaid  already  a.man  this.one 
hakhnahsgwanihahda:ni:  tSYQhwfga:t  I  wadfhahe:'  m 
he.lent.me.some.domestic.animals  a.team  a.hayrack  also · 
n{!gy~nhwa' I 
this 
ne' g'adrehda'  I '{!tgahagye'  n{!:  {!tgesthQdr'akhwae' . 
a.wagon  it.  (the hayrack).will.be.on.it  this  Lwill.go.after.the.hay.there 
So I say,  "This guy loaned me a team of  horses with a hayrack and a wagon to go and 
get it with  ...  (A8) 
2.3.2.2 Between negation markers 
Ne: '  also occurs  between the  two  parts  of the  Cayuga verbal  negation construction 
consisting of the free negation particle the' and the prefixed negation marker te' -.  The data 
include three instances of this. In  two cases, ne:' is followed by other particles, among these 
the form ke:s 'usually'. 
(120)  thohkeh 
then 
t{!nihsa'keh 
wall.on 
ka' ahthrani :YQ:t 
it.basket.hang 
k{!:s 
usually 
There used to hang a basket on the wall. 
t{!'  kwa'  ho'[f 
what  some  kind 
th{!'  k{!:s  t'aQ  a:hQwaho:wi' ·  t{!'  ho'tf  i:wa:t 
NEG  usually  NEG  she.would.tell.him  what  kind  was.in 
There was something in it but she wouldn 't tell hirn what it was. 
a:kf  ak{!'  kp 
she.said  EVID  usually 
thf  ne:'  t'eo:w{!h  ne'  eks'ashQ:'ah  n{!hna:ye:ye:' 
NEG  that.is  NEG.belong  ART  children  with.hands.do 
She said all the time: It is not meant for children to touch. (G 11-16) 
(121)  thf  ne:'  k{!:s  t'ehahyatQhsra{!ti:  ne:'  tshQ:  sh{!h 
NEG  ASS  usually  NEG.he.paper.knew  ASS  jus!  COMP . 
It's true that he didn 't know the paper (=didn'l know how 10 readY 
thohke  ky{!:'  ni:yoht  ne:' 
there  EMPH  it.is.such  ASS 
Ihat's how it used 10 be that time 
ne'  hatik{!htsihshQ'  thf 
REF  they.are.old  NEG 
the old men didn 'I 
thohke  nhQ:  ky\;:' 
there  place  EMPH 
ne:'  k\;:s  ahsQ  t'ehatihyatQhsra\;ti's 
ASS  usually  still  NEG.they.paper.know 
yet know how 10 read.  (GrI8-21) 
40 2.3.2.3 Preceding pronouns 
In  one discourse unit,  the particJe immediately precedes the free emphatic first person 
pronoun f:', as in (122) below. 
(122)  'o:n~gY\i'  I 'agihsakha'  gi' 
I. went.to.look.for 
ne'osthQ:dra' 
(some).hay 
tho 
that 
nhQ:we 
plaee  (where) 
ha'ge:' I 
I. went.there 
th\i'drQ'  n\igy~nhwa'  ganedagQ:  gwa:dih I ne:'  n\i:ky~ ne' I 
this  he. was.living.there  this  in.the.Lower.End  direetion 
khnoha'  degaQd\ihnQ:de:'  ne:'  I:'  ne'  khno'z~  n~:h 
my .mother' s  brother  we  my.uncle  this 
khn6'z~  thiinQhQkhwa' . 
my.unele  I.was.related.to.him 
thiinQhQkhwa' I 
I. was.related.to 
So I went looking for some over where my uncle lived in the Lower End of  the reserve 
--my mother's brother, my uncle as I was related to hirn.  (A4) 
Three further instances show variants of the first and second person emphatic pronouns with 
initial !l. As presented in section 1.3, Bonvillain (1985: 350) suggests for Mohawk that the !l-
initial pronoun forms originate in  contraction with preceding ne' (Cayuga ne: '). It should be 
noted however, that the !l-initial Cayuga pronoun forms are normally considered contractions 
with the article-like particJe ne' (cf. Mithun and Henry 1982: 553). The two cases of !l-initial 
pronoun forms from the text sampIe are given in (123) to (125). 
(123)  ne:'  ki'  hne:'  n\i:ky~ ne'  i:' 
ASS  DECL  ASS  this  REF  ISG.PRO 
so as 10 me, as far as I am concemed 
Alta Doxtador  ni:  kya:sQh 
I SG.PRO  I.am.named 
my name is Alta Doxtador. (Or89-90) 
(124)  n\i'  e:'  a'QtehsrQnyahnQ:'  a:y~:' 
and.then  again  she.prepared.herself  iLseems 
\iyeyakf 
she.will.go.out 
And again she started getting herself ready, it seems she will go out. 
ne:' 
thaLis 
akl;' 
EVID 
a:kf 
she.said 
~spa'  ni:s  6:n~h 
you.will.sleep  you(CONTR)  now 
That's what she said: You will sleep now. (017-20) 
41 (125)  n~'  e:'  a'  QtehsrQnyahnQ:'  a:y~:' 
and.then  again  she.prepared.herself  it.seems 
~yeyakf 
she. will.go.out 
ne:'  ak\;'  a:kf 
thal.is  EVID  she.said 
s\;ta"  ni:s  6:n\;h 
you.sleep  you(CONTR)  now 
And again she prepared herself, it seems that she will go out, and she said: You sleep 
now.  (046-49) 
2.3.2.4 Following temporal particles 
In three instances ne: ' occurs in a cluster that starts with the temporal particle o:neh 'now, 
then, when', or its shortened variant neh. The examples are presented in (126) to (128). 
(126)  'o:n~ gi' gy\;'  akf'  I 
then  I.said 
'o:n~ 
now 
she  ne:' I  hQ:gwe 
already  a.man 
hakhnahsgwanihahda:nf:  tSYQhwf ga:t  I  wadfhahe:'  m 
n~gy~nhwa' 
this.one 
he.lenLme.some.domestic.animals  a.tearn  a.hayrack  also 
n~gy~nhwa' I 
this 
ne' g' adrehda'  I '\;tgähagye'  n\;:  \;tgesthQdr' akhwae' . 
a.wagon  il.  (the hayrack).will.be.an.it  this  I.will.go.afteLthe.hay.there 
So I say,  "This guy loaned me a team of  horses with a hayrack and a wagon to go and 
get it with. " (A8) 
(127)  n~h  kwa'  ne:'  saey6'  ne'  hohs6:t 
when  same  that.is  she.enter  ART  grandmother 
In the meantime his grandmother came back. 
a'Qnihna:t6:k  kQtakye'  th\;'  t'eska'ahthra:nf:YQ:t 
she.felt  righl.away  NEG  NEG.il.baskel.hang 
She noticed right away that the basket was not hanging anymore. (073-74) 
(128)  n~h  ne:'  tho:ky~h 
when  ASS  that , 
and when it was that ,that one (the grandfather) 
athatoh:i:k 
he.pressed 
squeezed it 
akatiya:kf  n\;:ky~ 
they. wenl.out  this 
this one came out 
hne:' 
ASS 
42 2.3.2.5 Preceding other particles 
The following examples are different from the particle clusters discussed in section 2.3.1 in 
that the sequences below do not constitute recurring patterns. Each cluster occurs only once or 
twice.  I would like to suggest that the elements following ~  do  not perform discourse 
functions but are used for their lexical content. Clusters of this  type rarely occur at the 
beginning of a discourse unit. The text sam  pie includes only two examples. In (129), ne: ' is 
followed  by  the  particle ~  'Iess'.  In  example  (130)  the  following  particle is he:ge: 
'necessary' . 
(129)  oe:'  ga:o'  tti:yQ:  ~hsatahahk. 
that  less  sO.mucb  you.wiU.walk 
You have to walk a lor less. (R3) 
(130)  oe:'  he:g~:  \;hsya'daniyQdaJewaQ:' 
thaI  necessary  you.will.unbang.bodies 
All you have to do is take rhe bodies down. (R80) 
Examples of this type are more frequent in the medial position of a discourse unit. In (131), 
the particle he:ge:' 'necessary' occurs again, preceded by ne:' and the evidential particle ~  'it 
seems, it is likely'. 
(131)  a:y\;:'  g\;:s  wa'ne:'  h\;:ne:'  oe:'  'Qh  he:g~: ' 
one.could.say  usually  today  tbey.think  tbat  it.seems  necessary 
It seems as if  nowadays, they gene rally rhink thar all you have to do to see them is to go 
into the bush. (R82) 
In  two cases, ~  is followed  by  the particle ~  'just, only'. In  example (132), ~ 
modifies the preceding content word ohta'kehsh6: ' 'the low spots'. 
(132)  ne:'  ak\;'  tho:ky~h 
tbat.is  EVID  tba t 
a:yf  ahatshahnfk  thr\;hs  he'tk~h  niyo:we' 
it.seems  be.gol.scared  too  high  far 
Bur it seems he gor scared, ir is far too high. 
ahf  ak\;'  ohta'kehshQ:' oe:'  tshQ: n\;ka:tQ:koht 
be.said  EVID  foot.Locative  that.is only  I. will.pass 
So he said: Ir is the low spots only that I will pass. (G64-66) 
In (133) below, the sequence ne:' tshQ:  is followed by the  particle~. Mithun and Henry 
(1982)  translate this  form  as  'how'. Foster (ms.)  assigns the  label  'demonstrative'  and 
mentions  'which'  and  'how'  as  frequent  glosses.  Sasse  (l993b)  uses  the  label 
'complementizer'. He suggests a function sirnilar to that of the article-like particle ~,  namely 
subsumption of predication. Sheh also occurs in lexicalized combinations such as sheh nhQ: ' 
'what place = where'. 
43 (l33)  th\;'  ne:'  kp  t'ehahyatQhsra\;u:  oe:'  tshQ:  sh\;h 
NEO  ASS  usually  NEO.he.paper.knew  ASS  just  COMP 
It's true that he didn 't know the paper (=didn 't know how to readY 
thohke  ky\;:'  ni:yoht  ne:'  thohke  nhQ:  ky\;:' 
there  EMPH  it.is.sucb  ASS  tbere  place  EMPH 
that's how it  used to be that time 
ne'  hatik\;htsihshQ'  th\;' 
REF  they.are.old  NEO 
the old men didn't 
ne:'  k\;:s  ahsQ  l'  ehatihyatQhsr~tr  s 
ASS  usually  still  NEO.they.paper.know 
yet know how to read.  (GrI8-21) 
In the next examples, ~  precedes the  particle cornbinations  ~:t sho:'  'all ab out' , i:isheh 
(probably Jti:. + shdD  'or', and se'\,ye:' (probably &.  + gye.;J which is glossed as  'you know'. 
(134)  skahsiyani:yQ:tQ'  tshQ:  ne'  hothrQ:nf: 
smng.bang  just  ART  be.wears.it 
ohQtakQhshQ:' ky\;:'  oe:'  t:t shQ:' 
busb.in  EMPH  tbat.is  all.about 
His clothes were hanging in strings - through the bushes, all about. (G79-80) 
(135)  ~'hne:' skhao'df ta'deyodohw~z6hQh 
not  tbis  anything  not.is.it.needed 
n\;:gy\;h 
this 
kao'da'  oe:'  gish~h 
gun  that  or 
You don 't need any equipment, no gun or bow or anything. (R78) 
ne'  ad6da:' 
tbat  bow 
(136)  tohgeh  ne'  oe:'  se'gy~:'  gwahs  \;hsat'eny~:d\;'  ne'  ~sakl!hnra'k 
tben  this  tbat.is  you.know  most  you.will.ny  tbat  it.will.look.at.you 
Then, you know, the hardest part is when it is looking at you. (R46) 
Example (l37) shows ne:' preceding the partieles kaekwa' 'sornewhat' and nb.Q.;. 'place' which 
are translated together as 'whenever'. 
(l37)  ne:' 
ASS 
So 
ak\;' 
EVID 
k\;:s  hne:' 
usually  ASS 
oe:'  ka~kwa'  nhQ:  ah\;nanataf  tho:k~h 
ASS  somewbat  place  tbey.camp.set  tbat 
it seems whenever they stopped somewhere camping 
n\;'  ~:s  n\;:ky~  ath\;:na:t  hne:' 
and.then  usually  this  they.danceed  ASS 
then these people danced. (Gr53-55) 
44 2.3.3 Summary 
The examination of the particle's distribution with respect to the surrounding elements and 
its position within discourse units reveals a correlation between these two parameters. As the 
first element of specific particle clusters, ne:' most often occupies the  initial position of 
discourse units. When it is not part of such clusters, the particle tends to  appear in medial 
position. In the further analysis it will be considered whether these two environments correlate 
with differences in the function of the particle. 
It appears that the ne:' -initial particle clusters modify the discourse units they introduce. In 
the following section I describe how discourse units that are introduced by ne: ' are distributed 
throughout entire texts and what kind of information they express. 
2.4 Distribution of ne:'-initial discourse units 
Besides the position of ne' with respect to  discourse units, its distribution throughout an 
entire text is of equal irnportance. Here, not only formal criteria such as  the occurrence in 
certain positions in the text should be considered but also the text content. This section is 
concerned with the distribution and classification of discourse units which are introduced by 
the particle. 
In the first position of particle clusters, ru:..:..:.  stands in complementary distribution to the 
temporal particle o:neh 'then, now, when' and its shortened form neh. Sasse (ms. and 1993b) 
recorded two phonologically similar temporal particles and maintains that they are distinct. 
Besides ~  (and its short form~,  which he assigns the gloss 'when', he lists the particle 
~,  which he glosses as 'and then'. Because not all authors make this distinction I discuss the 
two  particles together.  According  to . Woodbury's (1980)  discussion  of Onondaga,  QJlI< 
(Cayuga ~  marks discourse units expressing events, while!llL (Cayuga nD  marks 'non-
events'. In order to benefit from this observation, the meaning of event vs. non-event has to be 
clarified. An event can be defined as a time-consuming act that marks progression on a text-
internal  timeline  (cf.  Grimes  1975, Chap.  3). A  timeline  is  the  sequential structure  of 
successive acts that constitutes the story. A non-event refers to  information that does not 
advance the  text's tirneline or 'event line'. Non-events include information such as where, 
when, or how something happens, rather than that it happens. 
The distinction between events and  non-events is restricted to  those text types which 
present information in a temporal order. Longacre (1976) presents a distinction of four text 
types: narrative, procedural, expository, and hortatory texts. He bases the distinction on  the 
features [± projected] and [± succession]. The feature 'projected' refers to whether something 
has happened or willlshould happen. The feature 'succession' refers to temporal progression. 
Thus, only texts that are classified as [+ succession] allow the distinction between events and 
non-events. Following Longacre these are narrative and procedural texts. The classification is 
surnmarized in Table 3 (Longacre 1976: 200, cited in Serzisko 1992). 
45 Table 3 
The text sampIe used in this study includes three narratives and one procedural text. The 
fifth  source, the children's version of the Thanksgiving Address, will be  classified as  a 
hortatory text. This source is the only one where a distinction of events and non-events is not 
possible, and it is also the only source in  the sampie which does not show the opposition 
between ru;,;,:. and the temporal particles ~  or ~.  Before I discuss the individual texts, it 
might be useful to clarify the meaning of the temporal particles in their function as discourse 
markers. The lexical meaning of these elements is somewhat like 'now, then, when', i.e. they 
mark a temporal relation. At the beginning of a discourse unit, the particles typically convey 
temporal succession from the previous context to  the  discourse unit they introduce, or they 
indicate a temporal ordering of information expressed within that unit. This means that the 
particles explicitly express the connection to a tirneline, and therefore, by definition, introduce 
events. 
In the following I will outline the structure of each text. The goal is  to  show (a) where 
discourse units occur which are introduced by ru;,;,:.,  (b) what kind of information they express, 
and (c) how they are distributed in comparison to discourse units that start with the temporal 
particles ~  or o:neh. Each source is outlined in a table that indicates the initial particle, the 
content of the discourse units, and a classification of the expressed information. I use  the 
numbering of the original sources which means for the  'Grandfather Story' and the  'Ghost 
Story' I indicate the numbers of the pause units which constitute each discourse unit. There is 
no indication of pauses within discourse units, however. The particle column shows either the 
particle ru;,;,:.,  one of the temporal particles, or a dotted line (---) which means neither of the 
particles in question occur in the initial position of that unit. The tables only make reference to 
initial occurrences of the particles. Medial instances of  ru;,;,:. and the temporal elements are not 
included in the discussion. Each unit is ciassified as expressing a specific type of information. 
The main distinction of information types is that between events and non-events. As defined 
above, events mark progression on a text-internal tirneline while non-events do not. Grimes 
(1975) distinguishes four types of non-events. What he calls 'setting' covers the information 
of "where, when, and under what circumstances actions take place" (p. 51). The category of 
'background'  information  includes "explanations  and  comments about what  happens". 
Grimes states that, "certain events are told as background, not as part of the event sequence" 
and that 'background' information "is an attempt to explain" (p.56).14  'Evaluations' through 
which speakers teil how they feel ab out reported information are the third type of non-events. 
Grimes' last information type is called 'collateral' which "instead of telling what did happen, 
teils what did not happen" (p.  64). Besides these information types suggested by Grimes I 
apply the categories 'introduction ' and 'closing' for utterances that corrunent on the text-telling 
141n  cases  wbere  babitual  actions are  described  1 find  the  classification  difficult because  tbey  could  be 
eitber 'background' or  'setting'  in  that they express under wbat circumstances actions take  place. 
46 itself. Discourse units of this kind are not restricted to the beginning or the end of a text but 
they are most common in this environment. The c10sing remark in (138) gives an example. 
(138)  T6t'iQ:  ni:yQ:  ne:'  ahi:'  aeswat(j:d<;h 
that  sO.mucb  that  I.thougbt  you.  would.bear 
And that is about as much as I thought you would like to hear. (R92) 
2.4.1 Personal Anecdote 
Unit  Particle  Content  Info Type 
1  ne:'  ne:' gi'  gaditshen\;'sh(j:'ah  'QgwanJlhsgwa<;d(j'  setting 
they.are.tame.ones  we.bad.some.domestic.animals 
g~ : s  tsh<; (nh(j:weh)  :gwfdr(j' . 
formerly  wbat  (place)  (=wbere)  we. were.living 
Weil. we used Ta have same domestic animals at horne. 
2  ne:'  ne:' di'  th\;'  gi' ne'  d'eQgwanahsgwa<;'  setting 
so  not (=but)  we.did.not.bave.domestic animal 
ne' ga<;dan~hgwi ne'  thohge nhQ: 
borse  back  tben 
n\;:  hezwagathr6: wi: . 
this  I.arn.telling.about.it.back. tben 
But we didn 't own any horses at the time I'm talking about. 
3 
___  15 
n<;: gi' gy\:, g<;gwi~hneha gwadi  o:n\;h  event 
this  early.spring  direction  tben 
'ag\;nadesthQdro 'kdf ne' gyonhosgwaQtsh(j:'  a 
they.ran.out.of.their.bay  a.number. witb.projecting.cuds (=cows) 
gadi'dr(j' 
they. were.living 
Early one spring the cattle back horne ran out 01 hay. 
15The  initial particle of this discourse  unit is  glossed as  'tbis'  wbicb is  in  accord witb  its  transcription as 
proximal demonstrative. It is possible that  tbe  form  is actually an  instance of tbe  temporal particle ~  or 
~.  Tbe enlire text sarnple  includes only a few  instances of initial particle clusters witb a demonstrative 
in  Ibe flfSt  position. 
47 4  o:n~ 
5 
6 
7 
8 
'o:n~  gy~'  'agfhsakM'  gi' ne' osthQ:dra' tho nhQ:we  event 
I.went.to.lookJor  (some).bay  tbat place (wbere) 
ha'ge:'  th~'drQ'  n~gy~nhwa' ganedagQ: 
I.went.tbere  be.was.living.tbere  tbis  in.tbe.Lower.End 
gwa:dfh  oe:' n~:ky~ ne' khnoM'  degaQd~hnQ:de:' 
direction  tbis  my.motber's  brotber 
oe:'  f:'  ne'  khno'~ n~:h tehinQhQkhwa' 
we  my.uncle  this  l.was.related.to 
khn6'z~ tehinQhQkhwa' . 
my.uncle  l.was.related.to.bim 
So I went looking for some over where my uncle lived in the 
Lower End ofthe reserve -- my molher's brother, my uncle 
as I was related to him. 
tho nhQ:we  ha'ge:'  ahiya'aQdQ:'  th~'  g~'  event 
tbat.place  I.went.tbere  I.asked.bim  NEG(=wbetber)  QU 
deh6:yf  ne'  osthQdra'  aahad~hnf:nQ' 
be.didn't.bave  hay  that.be.would.sell 
When I got there I asked him if  he didn 't have some hay he 
could sell me 
'6:h  ahf  agyf  tho DI!:' ne'  'aagad~hnf:nQ' osthQ:dra' 
be.said  I.bave.it  tbat  I.would.sell.it  bay 
'ahf 
be.said 
"Sure, " he says,  "I've got some to seIl to you, " he says. 
event 
da:  :hf  d~' di  ho' df  nS;hsye:'  h~tsha:'  event 
and  be.said  wbatever  will.you.do  youwill.take.it.back.tbere 
n~:  zathahf:ne'  tho  'ajYQ' 
!his  you.are.walking  tbat  you.arrived 
"But, " he says,  "howare you going 10 get it back with you 
when you came here walking?" 
'o:n~ gi' gy~' akf'  'o:n~ she  oe:' hQ:gwe  n~gy~nhwä' 
tben  I.said  now  already  a.man  !his.one 
hakhnahsgwanihahda:nf:  tsY.Qhwfgä:t  wadfhahe:' ni 
be.lent.me.some.domestic.animals  a.team  a.bayrack  also 
n~gy~nhwa' ne' g'adrehda'  '~tgahagye'  n~: 
!his  a.wagon  it. (tbe bayrack).will.be.on.it  tbis 
~tgesthQdr'akhwae' . 
I. will.go.after .tbe.hay .tbere 
So I say,  "this guy loaned me a team of  horses with a 
hayrack and a wagon to go and Ret it with. " 
48 
event 9  o:nc 
10 
11  oe:' 
12 
13  oe:' 
'o:n~ gi' gyC' 'ahf  hao' deza gi' gyC'  ne:' 
tben  be.said  Okay 
'cgQyad~hninQ's gf' 
I. will.sell.it.to. you 
Then he SayS,  "Okay, /'ll seil it to you. " 
n~:gy~ ne'  ahagaad6:g~s  do  nih6:Q'  ah~' 
this  be.fixed.a.price  bow  bow.mucb.be.made.it  be.said 
degrQ  : g~'  nigahwihsda:ge  ne' skahaehmi:t. 
eigbt  in.all  bow .mucb.money.it. was  for.one.load 
So he set a price for it: he says,  "It'll be eight dollars a 
load. " 
event 
event 
oe:' gi' gy~' ne' 'aagyadnl1wihs'a:'  '~hihni:nQ' .  event 
we.two.made.an.agreement  I. will.buy .it.from.bim 
We agreed /'d buy itfrom him. 
a'ohf  n~:h tho  hQza:ge:'  n~:h ha'ga:d6:wf' 
the.next.day  tbis  tbat  I.went.back.there  tbis  I.drove.tbem.tbere 
tsYQhw~'  ga:t  ga~dan~hgwfh  agad' idre:' 
a.team  it.bauls.logs(=borse)  tbey.dragg.it 
n~gy~nhwa' 
tbis 
g'adrehdowa:n~h wadf  habe: ,  d~gyakhnQdaah 
a.large. wagon  a.bayrack  we.two. will.put.iLon.there. 
ne' osthQ:dra'. 
bay 
The next day I went back and hitched the team of  horses up, 
and they hauled this large wagon with the hayrack for us to 
put the hay on. 
event 
ne:' di' ha'gYQ'  kllhsegwaa' ne' thaga:wf  n~gy~nhwa '  event 
so  I.arrived.tbere the.pitcbfork  he.bas.given.me  this 
ne'  tsh~ niga:'  . hakhnahsgwanihahda:nf:  ' ahatk~th6 ' 
wbo  (the;one)  be.lenLme.some.domestic.animais  be.saw.it 
ne' hakhn6'~ tsh~  nigahsegwao ' d~h  'ahf  oe:' ni:' 
my.uncle  wbat  wbaLkind.oUork.it.is  be.said  me 
do:g~s 'Qgetsy'QtanQwa:kdf  n\;:  nigahsegwao'd~h. 
really  iLmakes.me.bungry Jor.fisb  tbis  wbaLkind.of.fork.iLis 
Weil, when I got to my uncle 's and he saw the old pitchfork 
I'd gottenfrom the guy who'd loaned me the horses, he said, 
"Thatjork really makes me hungry for fish!". 
The 'Personal Anecdote' shows fOUf discourse units that are introduced by~.  Two OCCUf 
at the beginning of the text and express the setting of the story. The two nh.-initial discourse 
units towards the end of the anecdote are c1assified as events. Both units express infonnation 
of a special status. Discourse unit (11) C'we agreed l'  d buy it from him ') is the outcome of the 
49 five preceding units in which the deal has been discussed. The final discourse unit has special 
status because it contains the punch line of the anecdote, a pun with the word for 'pitchfork'. 
The temporal particles introduce three discourse units in  the middle of the text and all are 
classified as events. 
2.4.2 Ghost Story 
Unit  Particle  Content  Info Type 
1  ne:'  ne:'  ki'  ky\;:'  n\;:ky~  hwa'  intro 
tbaUs  DECL EMPH  tbis  tbis.time 
This is what we are talking about now. 
2-4  ne:' 16  ne:'  swe'keh  i:s6'  kaha:to:tQhk  setting 
tbaUs long.time.ago many  it.tree.stood 
sh\;  nhQ:kp  enakrenYQhk  ne'  QkwehQ:weh 
COMP  plaee  usuaUy  tbey.lived  ART  real. person 
A long time ago, there was a Iot 0/ wood where the Indians 
used to live. 
5-8  ne:'  ne:'  ak\;'  n\;:ky~ skanQhsa:t  sh\;  nhQ:  setting 
tbaUs  EVID  ttiis  house.be.in  COMP  plaee 
kae'trQ'  hQwaya~:'ah 
tbey.lived  be.grandmother.and.grandson 
There was this house, where a grandmother lived with her 
small grands  on. 
9-10  ne:'  ne:'  ak\;'  k\;:s  eya:k\;' s  tkQhae  sQ:he'  ne:'  nf  setting 
tbaUs EVID  usually  she.go.out  at.times  at.night  thaUs  and.then 
e:'  \;h6:ta' 
again  he.will.sleep . 
It happened that she used 10 go out at nighttime when he 
would sleep. 
11-12  --- thohkeh  t\;nihsa'keh  k\;:s  ka'ahthrani:yQ:t  setting 
tben  wall.on  usually  it.basket.hang 
There used 10 hang a basket on the wall. 
16Sasse'S transcription of tbis diseourse unit starts witb ~.  However, the particle is followed by tbe form 
swe'kCh  'Iong time  ago', whieh  normally oeeurs following tbe  so-called artiele ~  (with a short vowel). 
Besides  that,  the  form  is  not  aecompanied  by  tbe  other  particles,  as  is  typieally  the  ease  for  ne.::.  in 
introductory position.  For these  reasons,  I consider this  oeeurrenee of ~  in  Sasse' s transcription  to  be 
questionable and do not include it  here. 
50 13-16  ---
17-20  nc:;' 
21 
22-25  ne:' 
26-27  ne:' 
28-31  n( 
tc:;'  kwa' ho'tf thc:;'  kc:;:s  t'aQ  a:hQwaho:wf  tc:;'  ho'~ ' 
what same  kind  NEO  usually  NEO  she.  would.tell.him what kind 
f:wa:t  a:kf  akc:;'  kc:;:s  th\1'  ne:'  t'eo:wc:;h  ne' 
was.in  she.said EVID  usuaUy NEO  that.is  NEO.it.belong  ART 
eks'ashQ:'ah 
children 
There was something in it but she wouldn 't tell hirn what it 
was.She said all the time: 1t is not rneant Jor children to 
touch. 
setting 
nc:;'  e:'  a'QtehsrQnyahnQ:'  a:y~:'  c:;yeyakf  . event 
and.then again  she.prepared.herself  it.seems she.will.go.out 
ne:'  akc:;'  a:kf  c:;sc:;:t<i'  ni:s  6:nc:;h 
that.is  EVID  she.said  you.will.sleep  you(CONTR)  now 
And again she started getting herself  ready, it seems she will 
/(0 out  ... That'  s what she said: You will sleep now. 
ayeyakf  ki'  t6:kc:;hs  event 
she.wenlout DECL  certainly 
So she went out. 
ne:'  kyc:;:'  hne:'  nf  a'QtehsrQ:nf  aeyakf  ne' 
that.is EMPH  that.is and.then  she.prepare.herself  she.go.out  ART 
hohs6:t  aweht' akf 
grandmother  pretending 
QtehsrQnyahnQh  kyc:;:' 
she.prepare.herself  EMPH 
ne:'  ki'  ahanihna:t6:k 
that.is  DECL  he.felt 
When she prepared herself  to go out, the grandmother, he 
was pretending, he noticed that she was getting ready. 
ne:'  ki'  kyc:;:'  aweht'akf  hota'Qh 
that.is DECL  EMPH  pretending  he.sleep 
That'  s what it was, he was pretending to be asleep, 
event 
event 
nc:;'  shc:;  ne:'  teshakokahm5:  tc:;'  ho ' ~'  tc:;'  ho'~'  event 
and.then  COMP  that.is  he.watched.her  what  kind  what  kind 
niyQkyeha'  ne'  hQ:nfh  nc:;h  ayeyakf  nc:;'  honQhtQ' 
she.do  ART  reason  when  she.went.out  and.then  he.mows 
tc:;'  nc:;ha:ye:' 
what  he.will.do 
and in reality he was watching her what she was doing, 
because when she went out he would know what he will do. 
51 32-34  --- a'  QhthraniYQta:k6'  akf  nl;'  a'etahk6'  kwa'  event 
sbe.basketbang  EVID  and.tben  sbe.took.out  some(tbing) 
owa:ya'  thoh f:wa:t 
wings  tbere  it.is.in 
She took the basket down and took out something. It was 
wings that was in there. 
35-38  n~'  n~'  ak~'  a'ehf  ska:t shQkwa:tih  akYQtwayah~'  event 
and.tben EVID  sbe.put.on  one  on.eacb.side 
sbe.put. wings.on.berself 
And then she put them on, one on each side, she put the 
winl?s on, 
39-40  nl;'  n~'  akl;'  tkahnokak~:t  ha'I;:'  event 
and.tbell  EVID  tO.door  sbe.went 
went 10 the door, 
41-42  nl;'  nl;'  akl;'  a:kf  he'tkl;hshQ:' nl;ka:tQ:koht  event 
and.tben  EVID  sbe.said  up  I.will.pass 
and said: 11 's hil?h over thaI I will pass. 
43  nl;'  nl;'  akl;'  a:y~:'  ~'  kwa' takokYl;hl;thwaht  event 
and.tben  EVID  it.seems wbat  some  bitber.it.pulJed.her 
And then something jerked her 
44-45  --- kaQkwatshQ:'  ha'~:'  akye:~'  event 
wberever  bitber.go  sbe.flew.off 
and she disappeared, she flew off. 
46-49  nl;'  n(  e:'  a'  QtehsrQnyahnQ:'  a:y~:'  ~yeyakf  event 
and.tben  again  sbe.prepared.berself  it.seems  sbe.will.go.out 
oe:'  akl;'  a:kf  ~ta'  ni:s  6:nl;h 
tbaLis EVID  sbe.said  you.sleep you(CONTR) now 
And again she prepared herself, it seems thaI she will go out, 
and she said:  You sleep now. 
50-52  --- ayeyakf  ki'  to:k~hs  th~'  nQha'  skaho'tf  event 
sbe.went.out DECL  certainly  NEG tbis.time  be.kind.of 
t'eyakohsti:stQh  ne'  ka'ahthranf:YQ:t 
NEG.sbe.paied.auention  ART  it.basket.bang 
Then she went out, this time she didn 'I pay at all attention to 
the hanl?inl? basket. 
53-54  ne:'  oe:'  ki'  ky~:'  aha:tk~:h  ak~'  tho:ky~h  event 
tbatis DECL  EMPH  be.got.up  EVID  tbat 
. 
aha'ahthraniYQta:k6' aha:ktQ:  ~'  f:wa:t 
be. basket.bang  be.examined  wbat  iLis.in 
That one (the boy) got up, lOok the basket down and 
examined whal was in. 
52 55-58  oe:'  17  tsi~:'ah  ak~'  background 
birds  EVID 
oe:'  ak~' oe:' 
that.is EVID  that.is 
oe:'  ak~'  oe:'  tsit\?:' ah 
that.is  EVID  that.is  birds 
owa:ya'  tho  fwa:t 
wing  there  it.is.in 
Birds, that's what it was, what it was was birds, their wings 
were in there. 
59  nf  n~'  ne:'  oh~hstQh  background 
and.thell  thaUs  they.are.dried 
And they were dried out. 
60-61  nl;'  nl; ,  akl;'  athatwayahf  tkahnokah~:t ha'he:'  event 
and.then EVID  he.wings.put.on.hirnself  tO.door  he.went 
tho  naha:ye:'  shl;  ni:y6ht  asha:ko:kf  ne' hohso:t 
there  he.did  COMP  it.is.such  he.saw.her  AR T  grandrnother 
He put them on himse/j, went to the door, and he did what he 
saw his Krandmother do. 
62-63  --- a:kf  akl;'  k~:s  he'tk~hsh(j:'  n~ka:t(j:koht  background 
she.said  EVID  usually  up  I. will.pass 
She used to always say: It is the high spot that I will pass. 
64-66  oe:'  oe:'  ak~'  tho:ky~h a:yf  ahatshahnf'k  t~hs he'  tk~h  event 
thaUs  Ev  ID  that  it.seems  he.got.scared  too  high 
niyo:we' ah~'  ak~'  ohta'kehsh(j:' oe:'  tshQ:  n~ka:t(j:koht 
far  he.said  EVID  low.spots  that.is  only  I. wilI.pass 
But it seems he got scared, it is far 100 high. So he said: It is 
the low spots only that I will pass. 
67-69  --- akl;'  tho  tshQ:  he:yoht  thoya'taky~h~thwaht  event 
EVID  there just  it.is.such  hither  .it.his.body .pulled 
1\;'  kwa'  ho't\?' nl;'  ohQtakQhshQ:' tshQ:  n'aka:ya:t 
what  some  kind  and.then  it.bushes.is.in  just  in.that.direction 
All of  a sudden something dragged his body, through the 
bushes in that direction. 
171 consider the first line of this unit a false start. It is followed by a long pause and a particle cluster 
which is then repeated after another long pause. Is seems like the speaker had to solve the problem how to 
get to the lexical item Qwa'yf 'wing' after sbe started tbe utterance witb the word tsil;"ab 'birds' wbicb 
is  not in  fact wbat tbe boy found in  the basket. 
53 70-72  o:n\<h  o:n~h n\<'  ahoya'ti'tJt:'  thoh  kaha:kQhshQ:' \<:tshQ:'  event 
now  and.then  it.his.body.dragged  there  it. wood.is.in  all.over 
thoh 
there 
Something dragged his body all through the woods, all over. 
73-74  n\<h  n\<h  kwa' ne:'  saey6'  ne'  hohs6:t  event 
when  some  thaLis  she.entered  ART  grandmother 
a'Qnihna:t6:k kgtakye'  th\<'  t'eska'ahthta:ni:YQ:t 
she.felt  right.away  NEG  NEG.it.baskeLhang 
In the meantime his grandmother came back. She noticed 
ril?ht away that the basket was not hanl?inl? anymore. 
75-76  nf  n\<'  ak\<'  tkanhokah~:t  ha'~:'  tho:ky\<  ha'ehthaf  event 
and.then EVID  10 door  she.went  that  hither.spoke 
a:kf  tgtahehsha:  th6:ky\<h 
she.said  hither.you.bring.him  that 
So she went to the door and spoke out, she said (to the 
spirit): Brinl? hirn back, that one. 
77-78  --- tatshi:hah  ky\<:'  tshg: n\<'  tQtakotka:e'  tho:kye  event 
short.time  Emp  jusl  and.lhen  hither.sound.came.to.ber  thaI 
thoh  thoh  saka'ke'  a:y~ht sh\<  nhQ:  i:ye:t 
there  there  rag.bit  COMP  place  she.stood 
In just aminute asound came towards her and that one was 
dropped back like rags where she was standing. 
79-80  --- skahsiyani:yg:tQ' tshQ: ne' hothtg:nf:  ohQtakQhshQ:'  ky\<:'  background 
it.stting.bang  just  ARTbe.  wears.it  it.bushes.is.in  EMPH 
oe:'  ~:t shg:' 
thaLis  all.about 
His dothes were hanging in strings - through the bushes, all 
about. 
81-83  n\<'  n\<'  ki'  ky\<:'  a:kf  oe:'  ki'  ky\<:' asatkaht6'  event 
and.then  DECL  EMPH  she.said  that.is  DECL  EMPH  you.saw.it 
th\<' kp  t'ag  a:satahQhsi:y6hs  ~'  ho'tf  kh6:wihs 
NEG  usually  NEG  your.ear.good  what  kind  Ltell 
So now she said: That's what it iso  You  saw it.  You wouldn 't 
listen what I keep telling YOU. 
The 'Ghost Story' contains eight discourse units that are introduced by ~.  They include 
the introductory phrase and the three following units which express part of the temporal, 
spatial, and habitual setting for the story. The discourse unit (55-58) contains a description and 
is classified as background information. Four  ~-initial discourse units express events. They 
describe the moments of highest tension and the key information for the understanding of this 
mystery story. Also, a number of discourse units introduced by ~  express a change of the 
54 subject or of the discourse topic. In discourse unit (22-25) the boy appears for the first time as 
the subject. In unit (53-54) he occurs as the subject again after it has been reported what his 
granny was doing. In (55-58) the wings are introduced as discourse topic for the next three 
units. The story includes ten discourse units with the particle ~  or ~  in initial position. 
Nine are categorized as events, and in one case (unit (59»  ~  introduces a descriptive phrase 
which is classified as background. The ~-initial discourse units occur at the beginning and in 
the center of the text while the temporal particles appear in the center and towards the end of the 
'Ghost Story'. 
2.4.3 Grandfather Story18 
Unit  Particle  Content  Info Type 
1  ne:'  ne:'  ky\;:'  n\;:ky~ ne'  h\;ska:thro:wf'  intro 
ASS  EMPF  tbis  REF  I.will tell.you 
This is what I will tell you. 
2-8  --- ne'  swe'keh ne' hakhsotk\;h~ : '  James Beaver hayasQhne:'  setting 
REF  long.ago  REF  be.  was.my .grandfatber  be. was.called 
hahS\;:no:ta'k  hoy\;ti'Qhne:'  hne:' haya'taM' 
be.name.stood  be.knew  ASS  be.paint 
ne:'  hni'  haky\;n'atha'  hni' k\;:s 
ASS  also  be.actor  also  usuall y 
A  long time aga my grandfather whose  name was  James 
Beaver, he had a standing name (=he was famous),  he was 
good at whatever he was doing he was a painter and he was 
also a performer. 
9-12  --- otka're'  k,,:s  hatihnYQ' Qh  tho  n\;th,,: ne'  shl<  nhQ:  setting 
it.is.many  usually  tbey .are. wbite  tbere  tbey.went  COMP place 
k,,:s  hl;'trQ'  ne:' hQwatehni:nQh  ne:'  katiy'ata'QnYQ' 
usually  be.lived  ASS  be.buy  ASS  tbey.pictures 
ne'  hahsohs 
REF  he.paint 
Often white men would come to the place where he lived, they 
used to b~  the pictures he painted. 
18The punctuation of ihe Englisb  translation  within discourse units is mostly mine. 
55 13-17  ---
18-21  ---
22-25  ne:' 
26-28  n~' 
29-31  ---
ahsQh ne:'  tshike:ksa:'ah thohke nhQ:  akahsha:'s  ki' 
still  ASS  l.cbild  there  pLace  l.remember  DECL 
k~:s  ahsQh  kp  sh~  nhQ:  h~tsk6:t  sh~  nhQ:  kwa' 
usually  still  usually  CaMP place  be.sat  CaMP  place  some 
thoh haoihota:stha' 
there  be.work 
Still when I was a child at that time I rememher still where he 
sat, he was doinR his work there. 
setting 
th~' ne:' k~:s  t'ehahyatQhsra~tf:  ne:' tshQ:  sh~h thohke  background 
NEG  ASS  usually NEG.be.paper.knew  ASS  just  CaMP tbere 
ky~:'  ni:yoht  ne:' thohke  nhQ:  ky~:'  ne'  th~' 
EMPH  it.is.sucb  ASS  there  pLace  EMPH  REF  NEG 
hatik~htsihshQ'  ne:'  k~:s  ahsQ  t ' ehatihyatQhsra~tf's 
they.are.old  ASS  usually still  NEG.tbey.paper.know 
It's true that he didn't know the paper (=didn't know how to 
read), that'  show it used to be at that time, the old men didn 't 
yet know how to read. 
ne:' h(hne:'  akahsha:'s  tho:ky~ hne:'  setting 
ASS  also  l.remember  that  ASS 
tshikatatrihQnyanihnhe' s  k~:s  tho  katQkohtha' 
l.leam  usually  tbere  l.pass 
sh~  nhQ:  h~'trQ' 
CaMP place  be.lived 
Also I rememher that one when I used to go to schooll used 
to pass where he lived. 
n~'  n~:ke ska:t  tho:ky~  sQkah~kYQhQkye' 0:  ahf:'  event 
and.then  tbis  one  that  l.left  ?  I.tbougbt 
h~kYQ'  hya:  h~hiyatlcihtho' 
l.will.enter  for.now  l.will.see.bim 
And at this one time there I was on my way home all oJ a 
sudden I thought I would stop in Jor a little while I will see 
him. 
kwahs  wa'he  tshQ:  ahaway~n~:ta'  [e]hahs6hs  e:'  event 
really  just.now  just  be.finished  be.paint  again 
tho:ky~h  kahQwa' ne:'/ne' kaya'ta:' 
that.one  it.boat  ASSIREF  it.picture 
He just shortly finished his painting again, that one it was a 
boat, the picture. 
56 32-36  n~' 
37 
38-41  ---
42-46  ---
47 
48-51  ---
n~'  ahakahQ:tQ:'  ahf  tanhQ:  syatQ:  ~' 
and.tben  be.asked.me  be.said  bere.place  you.write.Imp  wb at 
kaya:sQ  n~:ky~ kahQwa'  kahyatQhsra'ke ky~:'  nhQ: 
il.is.named  tbis  il.boat  be.newspaper.on  EMPH  place 
aha:ya'k ne:' ~tkateny~:~hs 
be.cut  ASS  I.will.copy 
Then he asked me he said write right here what this boat is 
called; he cut a piece 01 paper Irom the  newspaper; that's 
what I should copy. 
event 
to:k~hs  ki'  hne:' akhya:tQ:'  ky~:'  event 
certainly  DECL  ASS  l.wrote  EMPH" 
It was really what I wrote. 
sQ:kwa'  ky(Q. thone:' n'oht  w~tQkwa'  ka~kwa '  nhQ: 
wbo.some  EMPH  !bere  ever  at.some.time somewbere place 
hotihni:nQ'  tho:ky~h hwa'  ka\;kwa'  nhQ: nika:y( 
!bey.bougbt.it  tbat  tbis.time  somewbere place  il.set 
Someone,  whoever it was at so me  time  somewhere,  they 
bought it that one somewhere it iso 
background 
ha'te:YQ:  se'  hni'  ho'W haway~hQ's kp  ne:' hni'  background 
it.is.amount after.all  also  kind  be.knew.bow  usually  ASS  also 
k\;:s  eksa\?tahkhwa' ky\?:'  hni  niyohtQ's  ne:' kp 
usually . cupboard  EMPH  also  it.is.sucb  ASS  usually 
hahsrQ:nfh  ne:'  hni' k\;:s  ne' h\?nathnQhsQnyahnQ:nyQh 
be.!bing.make ASS  also  usually REF  tbey.bouse.make 
hni' k\?:s  shakoyenaw'aseh 
also  usually  be.belp.tbem 
All different kinds 01 things also he knew to make and also 
cupboards, also that sort 01 things he made, there were also 
those who build houses (carpenters),  he  also used to help 
thern 
heyohe:  tshihQkw'eta:se:'ah  background 
more  be.person.new 
When he was younger. 
ky\?'Qh  ahQwati:nha'  n\?:ky~ hatihnYQ'Qh 
EMPH  tbey.bired.!bem  !bis  tbey.are.wbite 
[a  )th\?nataw\?nyeh  honathnQhkw' athnitkehQ' 
!bey.stir  !bey.medicin.seU 
Really they were hired by these white men, they travel about, 
they seil medicine. 
57 
setting 52  --- Ttohka: ki'  nih<;:nQ:  hne:'  QkwehQ:we  ne'  setting 
severaJ  DECL  they.are.amount  ASS  real.person  REF 
ahQwatf:nha' 
they.bired.tbem 
Several of  thern, Indians, thev hired them 
53-55  ne:'  ne:'  ak<;'  k<;:s  hne:' ne:'  ka<;kwa'  nhQ: ah<;nanataf  setting 
ASS  EVID  usuaJly  ASS  ASS  somewbat  place  tbey.camp.set 
tho:k~h  n<;'  k<;:s  n<;:ky~  ath<;:na:t  hne:' 
that  and.then  usuaJly  this  they.danceed  ASS 
So it seerns whenever they stopped sornewhere camping then 
these people danced. 
56  --- "War !)ance" kaya:sQh  background 
it.is.named 
It was called the "War Dance ". 
57-62  n<;'  n<;'  ak<;'  kp  tho:ky~ hne:' n<;h  ath<;:mi:t  ne:' ak,"'  background 
and.then EVID  usuaJly  that  ASS  wben  they.danced  ASS  EVID 
, 
k<;:s  tho:ky~ hohtsakw'enQ:nf:  ky<;'Q  1<;'  kwa' ho'W 
usuall y  tbat  be.fist.made  EMPH  wbat  some  kind 
ak<;'  tho:ky~ hne:'  hatihyatQhkhwa' otkw<;hts'ia: ak<;' 
EVID  that  ASS  tbey.write  it.is.red  EVID 
ni:y6ht  "ink"  hya:  kayasQh 
iUs.sucb  for.now  it. was.named 
And that one (the grandfather), when they would dan ce he's 
got his hand closed up (like a ./ist), sornething, it was that one 
what they  used to  write with,  the  red one,  it was ca  lied 
Hink". 
63  ne:'  ne:'  ak<;'  k<;:s  tho:ky~ hohtsakw' enQ:nf:  th<;'  hne:'  ,  background 
ASS  EVID  usually  that  be.fist.made  NEG  ASS 
l'  eoy<;:teht  1<;'  haha:'  ky<;:' 
NEG.it.know.possible wbat  be.take  EMPH 
He got his hands closed up, it doesn 't show what he holds 
64-65  ne:'  ne:' ak<;' k<;:s  a:y~:'  athQwanQMhk  se'  tho:ky~  n<;'  event 
ASS EVID usuaJly it.seems be.scaJp.picked.up after.aJl that and.then 
And it seems he scalped hirn really that one (the man he 
danced with) 
66-69  n<;h  n<;h  ne:'  tho:ky~h athatoM:k  akatiya:kf  n<;:ky~ hne:'  event 
wben  ASS  that  be.pressed  they. went.oul  this  ASS 
ne'  otkw<;hts'ia  niyohsok6't<;: 
REF  it.is.red  it.color.kind 
And when it was that that one (the grandfather) squeezed it 
the red color. 
58 70-72  oe:'  oe:' alq,'  k~:s  oe:'  k<;:s  to:s  ne'  kaehnYQ' Qh  event 
ASS  EVID  usually  ASS  usually  cenainly  REF  tbey(f).are.wbite 
akonahlrQhk  akyakotihe:ht  ak\;'  k<;:s  akonikQhahtQ 'irQ:' 
it.scared.them  they.sbouted  EVID  usually  they.mind.lost 
And the  white  women,  really  they  got jrightened  they 
screamed, they all jainted. 
73-76  --- thohke hne:'  ky~:' niy6ht  o:n~  hne:'  ahatk~htsfhs tho  ki'  background 
there  ASS  EMPH  it.is.sucb wben  ASS  be.was.old  then DECL 
k~ : s  tshQ: kwahs  ni:yQ:  hne:'  kyotkQ:t  haya'!aQnyQh 
usually only  really  it.is.amount ASS  always  be.picture 
k~:s  tho :ky~ nQha' 
usually  that  merely 
And then that's how it is when he became old, it'sjust mostly 
this what it was he was always painting, that one, merely. 
77-82  --- ahsQ ki'  hne:' wa'ne:'  hahS\;nowa:n~h ne'  hatihnyQ' Qh  background 
still  DECL ASS  today  be.name.is.big  REF  they  .are.  white 
hQwati:howanahtQ  sh~h threhs  hoy~ti'Qhne:' ha'te:YQ: 
they-bim.thing.is.big.make COMP too!very  be.knew  it.is.amount 
ho '~ ' hne:' hni' hne:'  haya'taha'  hni' 
kind  ASS  also  ASS  be.paint  also 
Still it is today he has a big name (is jamous), white people 
hold him high because he was so very good at it,  alt kinds oj 
things and his painting too. 
83-84  --- ka~kwa'  kY~'Q  hne:'  nhQ:  nikakehQ:'  thone:'  background 
somewbere EMPH  ASS  place  it.lie.around  possibly 
hQwatihninQnyQ'  ahsQ  hoti : y~:tQ' 
they.bougbt.them  till  they.lay 
Somewhere I guess they lie around, those who have bought 
them still have them 
85-86  --- a:y~:'  ki'  tho  tshQ:  ni:yQ:  hne:' akahsha:'s  closing 
it.seems  DECL  there  just  it.is.amount ASS  I.remember 
~'  ho'tf a:ki' 
wbat  kind  I.said 
It seems that's just all that I can remember, what I said. 
87-88  oe:'  oe:' ki'  hne:'  ky~:' ka:tQ  hne:' hakhsotk~h~ :'  closing 
ASS  DECL ASS  EMPH  I.say  ASS  be. was.my .grandfather 
That's what it is, what I say is about my grandjather. 
59 89-90  ne:'  ne:' ki'  hne:'  n\):ky~ ne'  i:'  Alta Doxtador  ni:  closing 
ASS  DECL  ASS  Ihis  REF  !SG.PRO 
!SG.PRO 
kY:l:sQh 
I.am.named 
So as to me, aslar as I am concerned my name is Alta 
DoxtadoT. 
The 'Grandfather Story' consists of several more or less independent episodes in which the 
speaker teils about her late grandfather. Some of the episodes are small narratives with' their 
own event line, others are descriptive and lack a successive structure. The text contains eight 
instances of initial ~.  The particle starts Ihe  introduclory phrase as weil as two closing 
remarks at the end of the text. In two cases, ne:'  -initial discourse units express the setting for 
an episode, and in one case a unit expresses background information. Two further units that are 
introduced by the particle are classified as events. They express the clirnax and punch line of an 
anecdote. Again, some units that start with ne: ' express a change of subject or discourse topic. 
Unit (22-25) starts a new episode within the text and thus introduces a new discourse topic. In 
(70-72) the subject changes from the grandfather to the white women. The 'Grandfather Story' 
shows four discourse units with initial ~  or neh. Three of them express events and in one 
case  the  temporal  particle  introduces a  description  (unit  (57-62»  and  is  classified  as 
background information. The ~-initial discourse units are spread throughout the text while 
the temporal particles occur around the middle of the story, 
2.4.4 How to hunt rabbits 
This text consists of two smaller ones which describe different hunting methods. It belongs 
in the class of procedural texts, Sources of this category typically have a sequential structure 
that reflects the successive order of acts which compose the described procedure - rabbit 
hunting in this case. This sequential structure is the equivalent of event lines in narratives, The 
text is composed of two time lines which interact and eventually meet. One refers 10 the actions 
of the rabbit before the hunter appears at the scene (going here and there, leaving tracks, etc.), 
and one explains what the hunter is supposed to do (following the tracks, finding the rabbit, 
. etc.). It is not easy to distinguish events from habitual background actions because the text as a 
whole describes a habitual procedure. The classification of discourse units by their information 
type turns out to  be  more difficult in this source than in the narratives. The entire text is 
presented in a descriptive style. The instructions to the prospective hunter are only sei  dom 
expressed as such, as in the case of unit (7)  'You will go into the bush'. More often they are 
irnplied in a comment as in (62)  'Maybe there will be a small bush'. This comment has to be 
understood as the instruction 'and then you look for a bush', since in the continuing instruction 
the bush is crucial for setting the trap and is therefore not to be considered as background 
information. Another example is unit (14) 'lt is easy to notice where it has jurnped away'. This 
comment describes the event 'and then you will notice where it has jurnped away'. 1 classify 
all discourse units that express an irnplied or open indication of what the hunter is supposed to 
do as 'events'. This category also includes what the hunter will see or notice. 
60 Unit  Particle  Cooteot  Iofo Type 
1  oe:'  oe:' ne' n<;:gy<;h  ne' gwa'YQ' gp  agwa:d6:wa:s  intro 
Ibis  is  how  it  rabbit  used.to  we.hunt 
.  tshige:ksa:' ah . 
when.l.was.a.child 
This is how we used to hunt rabbits when I was a child. 
2  oe:'  oe:' gy~: ' e:'  gado:g~:  n~hsye: '  <;hsa:d6:wa:t  background 
Ibis  then  again  certain.way  how.you.will.do  you.will.hunt 
to:gy~h ne' i:s6' wagyes'  ageh. 
Ibat  is  much  it.is.easy 
Now there is a certain way to hunt that is a lot easier. 
3  oe:'  oe:' ga:o' ni:yQ:  ~hsatahahk.  background 
Ibat  less  sO.mucb  you.will.walk 
You have 10 walk a Lot less. 
4  --- Gwahs  'Q:  gfhni'  wa'ne:' g<;:s  a:y<;:'  toh  nf:yoht  background 
just  I.guess  reaIly  today  usually  one.could.say  Ibat how.it.is 
~'  ~hshadiy~:di:  wa'ne:'  h<;nQ:gwe' dase' shQ:' Qh. 
not  do.lbey.know.any.more  today  tbey.young.men.are 
The young men oltoday do not really seem to know how 10 
do it. 
5  oe:'  oe:' gi' hQ:ni' ahf:'  gy~:gwa' hne:hwa' a:gatr6:wi'  background 
Ibat  just wby  I.lbougbt  maybe  perbaps  1. would.tell 
gy~ : gwa '  hne:hwa' sQ:ga:'ah <;hodi'nikwa<;da'  n<;:gy~h 
if  perbaps  someone  tbey.will.understand  Ibis 
hwa  sh<;h  niga:y<;:. 
and  bow  so.it.is.done 
That is why I thought perhaps I might tell about it so that 
they might understand how it is done. 
6  oe:'  oe:' gy<;:'  g<;:s  to:gy~h hwa' ne'  gy~:gwa' sad6:wa:s  setting 
Ibis  is  usuaIly  Ibat.is  and  Ibis  maybe  you.bunt 
oe:' n<;h  o'grQ:gyQhne:'. 
Ibat  wben  it.bas.snowed 
Now maybe you are hunting when it has snowed. 
7  --- Ka:gQ:h  h<;hse:'  event 
in.lbe.busb  you. will.go 
You will go into the bush. 
8  --- OnatactenyQ'  se'gy<;:'  ne'  gwa'YQ'·  background 
Ibey.bave.roads  you.know  tbese  rabbits 
These rabbits have roads, you know. 
61 9  --- OnatadenyQ'  sh",nhQ:  deganadaw",nye'ta'  .  background 
they.have.roads  wbere  tbey.travel 
They have roOOs where they traveI. 
10  ne:'  ne:' g",:s  to:gy~h hwa' daga:gy",:ht  tQ:  toh  ha'ge:'  event 
that  usually  tbat  is  I.started. witb  tbe.one there  I. went 
sh",nhQ:  onatade:nyQ'  . 
wbere  their .roads.are 
The first thing I would normnlly do would be to go where 
their roads are. 
11  --- ~hsegy",h  to:gy~h  hwa'  gy~gwa'  onadQgohdQh  event 
you.will.see  that  is  maybe  tbey.bave.passed 
1\;'  gwahs  t'  eswe'  geh. 
not  too  it.is.long.ago 
You will see whether they have passed not too long bejore. 
12  --- TohQ:  ",hs6hfre:'  to:gy",h.  event 
there  you. will.follow  tbat 
That is where you will jollow. 
13  o:n",h  O:n",h  ",hse:g(  gy~:gwa' ska:t  otaM:gw",h.  event 
then  you. will.see  if  one  itbas.left.the.road 
Soon you will see if  one has lejt the road. 
14  --- Oy~:deht  to:gy~h hwa'  sh",nhQ:  ha'deyona'skoti'Qh.  event 
it.is.noticeable  tbat  is  wbere  it.has.jumped.away 
It is easy to notice where it has ;umped away. 
15  --- A:y",:'  g",:s  toh  n'aga:ye:'  ne'  f:nQh  nyo:'  event 
one.could.say  usually tbere  it.does  that  far  a.long.way 
ha'dw~n'asgwahk  'awataM:go'  . 
it.jumps.away  itJeaves.the.road 
One could Say  it would gene  rally jump quite a Way  away 
!rom the road. 
16  --- Tkwt:hQ:  gihne:  g~:s  1\;' .  event 
sometimes  this  usually  not 
Sometimes this is not the case. 
17  ne:'  ne:'  gi' thQ:  \;hsyanh",:'  o:n\;h  to:gy\;h.  event 
that  just tbat.one  you.will.follow.its.tracks  tben  tbat 
That is the one whose tracks you will jol/ow. 
18  --- 0:  tohdzf:hah  sht:h  n'  adegana'  skwe:sQ'  s.  event 
ob  quite.a.bit  how  so.its.jumps.are.long 
Oh,  it can jump quite a ways. 
19  --- TQ:  n\;h  wa'heh  \;wataha:go'  .  event 
that.one  when  until  it.will.leave.tbe.road 
Then the hops shorten up when it is going to leave the patch. 
62 20  --- ~hsa:s  ga~nhQ:  n~:gy~h  ha:y6:da'.  background 
it.is.seeking  wben  !bis  it.sleeps. tbere 
It is looking for a p/ace to sleep. 
21  ne:'  ne:'  se'gy~:'  g~:s  to:gYCh  hwa' n~h  sQheh  n~h  background 
!bis  you.know  usually  !bat  is  when  nigbt  wben 
gadidaksenQgye's  sh~nhQ: ohadenYQ'. 
!bey.run.around  ,  wbere  roads.are 
This  is how it is,  you know,  at night, when they run around 
near their roads. 
22  ne:'  ne:' gi'  tQ:  ~hsyanh~:  event 
!bat  just  tbe.one you.will.track 
That is the one you will track. 
23  --- TQ:  gwahs  tohdzf:hah  sh~h n'adegana'skwe:s.  background 
!be.one  just  quite.a. way  how  so.jumps.areJong 
That is the one whose jumps are quite 10nR for a ways. 
24  oe:'  ne:'  g~:s  to:gy~h  a:y~:'  daodo 'kda:gye'  sh~h  background 
!bat  usually  !bat  one.could.say  it.lessens  bow 
n'adegana'skwe:s. 
so.jumps.are.long 
Then the jumps seem to lessen in length. 
25  --- 0:  a:y~:'  gi'  hne:' g~:s  ~' gwahs di' i:nQh ne:'  background 
Ob  one.could.say  just  !bis  usually not  too  far  tbis 
n~h  ~hsyanhae:'  t6:gy~h. 
wben  you.will.track  !bat 
It gene rally seems like it is not too far that you have to follow 
the tracks. 
26  --- Daodo'kda:gye'  sh~h n'adegana'skwe:s.  event 
it.lessens  bow  so.jumps.are.long 
Then the hops become shorter. 
27  o:n~h  O:n~h  ~hsatkaQ:'.  event 
now  you. will. watcb 
Now you will watch. 
28  --- Sg~:nQ:'  Qh  sh~h  n,hse:gwe:ni'  tc.hsatahahk.  event 
slow  as  so.you.will.be.able  you.will.walk 
Walk as slowly as you can. 
29  ne:'  ne:'  n~h  syan~h~:wi' o:n~gwa'  a:y~:'  to:gy~h  hwa'  event 
!bis  now  you.track  now  one.could.say  !bat  is 
nc:tshQ:  n'adesgana'skwe:sQ's 
less  so.jumps.are.long 
As you follow the tracks, the hops seem to get shorter and 
shorter. 
63 30  --- Heyohe:'  \;hs' nikwa:k  t6:gy\;h.  event 
more  you. will. walk.carefully  that 
Now you will walk more carefully. 
31  --- N\;:gwa'  g\;:s  hne:'  t6:gy\;h  n~:  tshQny6:'  hese:nQ  event 
and.now  usually  this  that  lill.  little.far  you.have.gone 
o:n\;h  t6:gy\;h  a:ye:'  ona:tk' ade'  gadiyanaQnyQ' 
then  that  one.could.say  they.are.may  their.tracks 
t6:gy\;h. 
that 
After you have gone a little way, it will seem like they have left 
many tracks. 
32  oe:'  oe:'  gi'  t6:gy\;h  tsha'gay'ada:t ogyanahsehdQh  background 
this  just  that  the.sarne.body  it.has.hidden.its.tracks 
awagyanahseht  g\;:s  oe:'  tQ:  hQ:ni'  a:y<;:' 
it.hides.its.tracks  usually  that  the.one  why  one.could.say 
~:tshQ:  ha' dedzona' skoda'  Qh. 
all.over  it.has.hopped.there 
They all belong to the same one who has hopped all over to 
hide its tracks. 
33  --- A:y<;:'  onatk'ade'  'Qh  netoh  gadiyanaQnyQ'.  background 
one.could.say  they.are.many  it.seems  there  they.leave.tracks 
It appears that a Iot of  rabbits have left tracks. 
34  oe:'  oe:'  gi'  o:n<;h  tohQ:  ~hsda'  event 
that.is just  now  there  you.will.stop 
That is where you will stop. 
35  --- TohQ:  to:gy<;h  o:n<;h  ~hsatgahdQ : nYQh.  event 
there  that  when  you. will.look.around 
That is where you will look around. 
36  --- TohQ:  iwa:k'ah  tohQ:  g<;tsko:t  ga\;gwa'nnhQ:.  background 
there  near  there  it.sits  somewhere 
Near there somewhere is where it will be. 
37  oe:'  oe:' se' hQ:ni'  ogyanahsehdQh  background 
that  is  because  it.has.hidden.its.tracks 
That is because it has hidden its tracks there. 
38  oe:'  oe:' gi'  g\f:s  to:gy\;h ne' n~h  'awat~hfrQnihs'  a:'  background 
this  just usually  thaUs  this when  it.gets.ready 
ga\;gwa'nhQ:weh  n\fwa4!hseht 
somewhere  so.it. will.hide 
This is when it is /?ettin/? ready to hide somewhere. 
64 39  ne:'  ne:' g<;:s  tQ:  degan'asgwe:s  ga<;gwa'  nyo:'  background 
that  usually  that  il.bas.long.bops  il.is  far 
ha' deyona' skwahgw<;h  toh  nyo:'  t6:gy<;h 
il.bas.jumped.away  tbat  far  tbaUs 
That is usually when it has hopped quite a ways. 
40  o:n<;h  O:n~h  di'  fhse:t  gy(;:'  n6ne:'  ~hsatkahQ:nYQhs.  event 
now  then  you.stand  there  you.look.around 
And now you will stand there lookinf(. 
41  --- Gy(;:gwa'  t\;'  k'atoh  o:n(;h  (;thsatwada:se'  sg(;:nQ:' Qh.  event 
if  not  nowbere  now  you.will.come.around  easy 
Ifit's nowhere around, you will circle around carefully. 
42  --- <;thsatwada:se'  ga(;gwa'  gwae  h(;hse:'  t~hsatkllhtQ:nYQ'  event 
you.will.come.around  wbicbever  way  you.will.go  you.will.look 
Whichever way you go, look around. 
43  ne:'  ne:'  seg(;:s  gy(;:' hQ:ni:'  tga'de'  ohQ:da:k'ah kraida:k'ah  background 
that  usually  il.is  because iUs.mucb  near.a.busb  near .a. tree 
gish(;h  hQ:  g<;tsgo:t 
or  there  il.sits 
That is how you have to do it because milny times it happens 
that it will be sittinf( near a bush or a tree. 
44  --- <;thsatwada:se'  sg(;:nQ:' Qh.  event 
you.will.come.around  easy 
You should come around carefully. 
45  --- (;hsatka:iyohs  t6:gy<;h.  event 
you. will.make. your .eye.good  tben 
You should peel your eyes. 
46  --- tohgeh ne'  ne:'  se 'gy<;: ,  gwahs  <;hsat'eny~:d<;' ne'  event 
then  tbis  thaUs  you.know  most  you.will.try  tbat 
t\;säkllhnra' k  . 
il. will.look.al. you 
Then, you know, the hardest part is when it is looking at you. 
47  ne:'  ne:'  hQ:ni:' to:gy(;h  onQ'a:'geh  (;hsf:'a:k  event 
thal.is  wby  that  on.its.bead  you.will.sboot 
And that is because you will shoot at its head. 
48  --- I:nQh  di'  nyo:'  h<;hse:'  (;thsatwada:se' .  event 
far  tben  away  you.will.go  you.will.come.around 
You will go a long ways around. 
65 49  --- T~hsek.ahnra'k di'  sh\;nQ:  \;hse:'  toh  'Q:  event 
you. will.look  then  where  you.will.think  there  it.seems 
hQ:  nig~drQ'  . 
where  it.stays 
You will look where you think it might be. 
50  oe:'  oe:'  n\;h  \;thsatwada:se'  o:n\;h  gao' n'ad~:thse:'  event 
that  then  you. will.come.around  now  back  you.will.come.back 
lf  you can 't see hirn, go one way or the other, making a track 
in a circle, then coming back. 
51  o:n\;h  O:n\;h  d6:g\;hs  tQnhQ:  tga'de'  \;hse:g\;'  \o:n\;h  hne:'  event 
when  in.fact  that.time  it.is.much  you.will.see  now  this 
desakllhne: ' 
it.is.looking.at. you 
Often that is when you will see it lookin/? at you. 
52  o:n\;h  O:n\;h  \;hsat' edrQ:ni' .  event 
now  you. will.aim 
Now you will aim 
53  oe:'  ne:' se'  hQ:ni' onQ'a:'geh  \;hsf:'a:k  t\;'  tha:hsretg\;ht  event 
this  that  why  on.its.head  you.will.shoot not  for.you.to.ruin 
o'wahQ' 
meat 
You  will shoot it in the head so that you will not ruin the 
meat. 
54  --- Toh  niga:y\;:  n~:gy\;h  ne'  a:hsyanihsa:k.  background 
there  so.it.is.done  this  this  for.you.to.track 
Ihat is how tracking is done. 
55  --- ehsyanihsak  se'gye:'  wa'heh  o:n\;h  oe:'  hQ:ni'  background 
you.will.look.for.tracks  you.know  before  now  this.is because 
heyohe:  wagyes'ageh 
more  it.is.easy 
You lookfor the tracks first,  because it is easier. 
56  --- Tohgeh  o:ya'  hni'  g\;:s  niyagwaye:ha' .  background 
then  other  also  used.to  so. we.did.it 
Ihere is another Way we used to do it. 
57  oe:'  oe:' hne:' to:gy\;h ne'  agwa\;'h6:ta'  agwayasta'  background 
this  ~  that  this  we.set.traps. with.bushes  we.call.it 
Ihis is the one where we set traps. 
58  oe:'  oe:'  h\;'  hne:'  tQ:  sh\;nh6:  onatade:nYQ'  gwa'YQ'  setting 
that  where t!lli.  the.one  where  their.roads.are  rabbits 
We do it where the rabbits' roads are. 
66 59  --- SQh\;h  gy\;: '  none:'  ga:dQh  deyonadaw\;nye' .  background 
at.nigbt  you.know  I.say  !bey.  walk.around 
As I said, at night, they walk around. 
60  ne:'  ne:' gi'  ne'  n\;h  o'ga:s'ah  toh  h\;hse:  '  to:gy\;h  event 
!bis  just !bat  wben  it.is.evening  !bere  you.will.go tbat 
sh\;nhQ: onatade:nYQ' 
wbere  !bey.have.roads  , 
And in the evening, you will go to the plaee where they have 
their roads. 
61  ne:'  oe:' e:'  to :gy~h hwa'  tohQ:  \;hsr\;'hod\;'  sh\;nhQ:  event 
!bat  again  !bat  is  !bere  you.  will.set.a.trap  wbere 
otQ :d~ : ni:  ka:gQ:h  se'gy\;:' none:' 
!bere.are.many.  busbes  in.tbe.woods  because  you.know 
ohQdagQhshQ' 
in. tbe. busbes 
That is where you will set a trap this time, somewhere in the 
woods, beeause there is a lot 0/  brush there, you know. 
62  --- Gy\;:gwa'  ohQ:do:t  n~:tshQ :  niyohQ:da'.  event 
if  '  small.busb.stand  a.little  small.sapling 
Maybe there will be a small bush there. 
63  ne:'  ne:' ~hsehsage:t  e:gwa:dih  h\;hsoda:  event 
!bat  you.will.bend.it  o!ber.side  you.  will.bookjt 
\;:n n' aohaha:dih  degyohQ:do:t  tohQ: h\;hsoda: 
on.!be.o!ber.side.of.!be.road  ano!ber.wbip  !bere  you.will.book.it 
You will bend it and hook it onto another whip on the other 
side of  the road. 
64  ne:'  ne:'  to:gy\;h ne' \;hsr\;'ho:d\;'  gaya:sQh  background 
!baUs  !bat  is  you. will.set.a.trap  itjs.called 
That is what you eall setting a trap. 
65  o:n\;h  O:n\;h h\;hsoda:  netoh h\;hsni:yQ:d\;'  event 
!ben  you. will.book  !bere  you. will.bang.it.!bere 
Then you will hook the hoop on there so it hangs down. 
66  --- \;hs\;' nigahani:YQ:d\;'  ne'toh.  event 
you.will.bang.!be.boop  !bere 
You will hang the hoop there. 
67 67  --- gwabs sh<;h  nitga:de'  w<;ni' kllha:nf:YQ:t  ne' <;tgadakse'  event 
just  bow  so.it.stands  tbe.boop. will.bang  tbat  it. will.run 
ne:'  gi'  ne'  h<;w<;nQhwa:wi 't  sh<;h 
thaUs just  that  it.will.stick.its.bead  wbere 
wlfni  'kgha:nf:YQ:t 
the.boop.is.banging.there 
The hoop will hang just high enough so that when the rabbit 
comes running, it will stick its head right inside 01 it. 
68  ne:'  oe:'  n<;h  toh  n<;ya:w<;h  h<;watgatsha't shlfnhQ:  event 
thaUs wben  tbat  so.it.will.bappen  it.will.come.off  wbere 
hesoda:hQh  n~:gy<;h hwa' ga<;ho:t 
you.bave.booked.it  tbis  here  . trap 
And when that happens, the part 01 the trap that you hooked 
on will come right off. 
69  o:nlfh  O:n<;h  g<;:s  hne:'  toh  gaya'danf:YQ:t  settsi:hah  event 
then  usually  tbis  tbere  the.body.is.banging  very.early 
tO:GYlfh. 
thaUs 
Then,  usually,the body will be hanging there in the moming. 
70  o:n<;h  O:n<;h  hne:'  f:s  s<;nQhdQ  do:  nf:YQ:  <;hse:'  background 
now  ~ you  it.is.up.to.you  bow  many  you. will.think 
Ifhs<;' nikllhani:YQ:d<;' 
you.will.bang.boops 
Now,  then, it is up to you how many hoops you think you will 
hang. 
71  ne:'  oe:'  seg<;:s  ne'  swe'ge:hah  h<;nar,.hnf:nQh  g<;:s  ne 
, 
background 
that  usually  that  long.ago  they.sell  used.to  this 
gwa'YQ'  gYIf:' 
rabbit  tben 
A long time ago, they used 10 seil rabbits. 
72  --- 10:  otga'de'  gi'  ni:  g<;:s  ne'  wllhsh<;:  background 
Ob  it.is.mucb  that  I  used.to  that  ten 
niwak'<;nikl!ha:nf:yo:t  ne'  swghsQ:da:t 
so.boops. were.banging  tbe  one.nigbt 
I would often have as manyas ten hoo/Js hanging each night. 
73  --- 0:  otga'de'  hne:'  g<;:s  ne'  tgwabaQ:'  hye:i',  0:  background 
Ob  it.is.mucb  ~ used.to  tbat  sometimes  six  ob 
tgwabaQ:'  dza:gahk 
sometimes  seven  , 
Oh, sometimes I used to catch as many as six or seven. 
68 74  --- I:nQh  gi'  gaQ:  ne'  gwe:gQh  h~yodiyenaha:k.  background 
far  but  not  that  all  tbey.will.be.caugbt 
But  I wouldn 't very often catch alt 01 them 
75  ne:'  ne:'  gih hne:'  kY.QhfIthtgQh  do:  niyo:we'  h~hse:'  background 
that  all depends on  it.follows  how  so.it.is.far  you. will.go 
It all depends on how lar you go. 
76  --- ~ga:gwe:ni'  gish~h  hne:'  d6:g~hs ne'  gwe:gQh  background 
it. will.be.possible  perhaps  ll!JU  in.fact  that  all 
hQyodiyenaha:k. 
they.will.be.caught 
Perhaps all of  them will catch something there. 
77  ne:'  ne:' gth hf hne:' wagyes'ageh ne' a:hsad6:wa:t  evaluation 
this  also  also too  it.is.easy  the  for.you.to.hunt 
Also, it is an easy way to hunt, as weil. 
78  --- ~'  hne:' skhao'df ta'deyodohw~dz6hQh  kao'da' ne:'  background 
not  tbis  anything  not.is.it.needed  gun  tbat 
gish~h ne' ad6da:'  n~:gy~h 
or  that  bow  this 
You don 't need any equipment, no Run or bow or anything. 
79  --- T~'  skhao'df  ta'  deyodohw~dz'  ohQh.  background 
not  anything  noUs.needed 
Nothing is needed. 
80  ne:'  ne:'  he:g~:  ~hsya'  daniyQdakwaQ:'  background 
that  necessary  you. will.unhang.bodies 
All Y2u have to do is take the bodies down. 
8!  --- Toh  a:y\;:'  niga:y\;:  a:had6:wa:t  ne'  i:so'  evaluation 
there  one.could.say  so.it.is.done  for.him.to.hunt  the  mucb 
wagyes' ageh. 
it.is.easy 
I seems a Iot easier to hunt this way. 
82  --- a:y\;:'  gp  wa'ne:' h\;:ne:'  ne:'  'Qh  he:g~:'  background 
one.could.say  usually  today  they.think  that  it.seems  necessary 
It seems as if  nowadays, they gene  rally think that all you have 
to do to see them is to go into the bush. 
69 8219  --- Tf gi'  6:n\;h,  w\;:do:  gy\;: ,  n\;:gy\;h  background 
not  juS!  now  it.is.difficult  tO.be  this 
daesadaw\;nyeha:k  t\;' d'  aQ:  a:hse:gf  t6:gy\;h 
for.you.to. walk.around  not.is.possible  for.you.to.see  that 
That is just not true anymore; it's difficult to see them while 
just out walking around. 
83  --- T6h  gi'  e:'  ni:yQ:'  ahi:'  n\;:gy~h  hwa'  background 
there  just  again  sO.many  I.thought  this  and 
gy\;:gwa'  sQga:'ah  hadeway~:sta'  a:had6:wa:t 
if  someone  he.is.learning.how  for.him.to.hunt 
gwa'YQ'  tgwahQ:'Qh  a:hsade'ny\;:d\;' toh  na:hsye:' . 
rabbit  sometime  you.might.try  there  so.you.would.do 
Again, I just thought if  anyone is learning to hunt rabbits, 
you might try to do this sometimes. 
84  --- l:so'  t6ne:'  wagyes'ageh  evaluation 
much  there  iLis.easy 
Mind you,  it is a lot easier this way. 
85  --- Heyohe:'  gi'  wa'ne:'  trehs  t\;'  t'esgadina:gre'  background 
more  juS!  today  because  not  not.are.animals.may 
gwa'YQ' 
rabbits 
That is even more true today because there are not so many 
rabb/ts. 
86  --- l:so'  t'aodo'kda:gye' sh\;h  niy6htQhne: '  tshige:ksa' ah  background 
much  it.is.lessening  how  so.it.used.to.be  since.I. was.a.child 
There are a lot fewer than there were when I was a kid. 
87  --- 0:  i:so'  gy6:do'k  wa'ne:'  sh\;nQhgeh  ne'  odzQ'da'  background 
oh  much  it.is.lessend  today  even  the  fish 
ga:dQh  gy\;: ,  wa'tsih 
Lsay  it.is  a. while.ago 
There is a lotless of  everything nowadays, even fish, as I was 
saying just a while ago. 
88  --- i:so'  gy6:do'k  ne:'  ne'  hwis  niwahsh\;:  niy6hfrage:  background 
much  it.is.lessened  that  only  five  tens  so.years.number 
It has diminished a lot in only fifty years. 
89  n\;h  N\;h  hwa'  wa'ne:'  t\; ,  t'  esganagre'  background 
and  now  today  not  they.no.longer.live 
And nowadays, there aren 't very many around anymore. 
19The mi stake in  the numbering appears  in  the original text. 
70 90  --- To:gy\;h  'Qh  hne'  h\;:yohtQ:gye'  toh  background 
there  il.seems tbat  so.il. will.be  there 
h\;yogwad6 'ktas 
il. will.run .out.for. us. there 
I guess it will keep on this way until everythinR has run out. 
91  --- Ha'  de:YQ:  deyodenyQhQgye'  o:n\;h  a:y~:'  background 
many  differenubings.cbange  now  il.seems 
It seems like a lot of  things are changing. 
92  --- T6t'iQ: ni:yQ:  ne:' ahi:'  aeswatQ:d~h  closing 
that  so.mucb  tbat  I.tbougbt  you.  would.bear 
And that is about as much as I thought you would like to 
hear. 
Thirty discourse units start with the particle ~,  arnong them the introductory phrase of 
the text. Fifteen ~-initial units express background information, two express settings and one 
contains an evaluation. Twelve discourse units are classified as events. The ~-initial  units are 
spread throughout the entire text except for the last part where the procedural description ends 
and the speaker comrnents more generally on the change of the world. The text shows nine 
occurrences of ~  in initial position. Seven of them introduce events, and two introduce 
background information. 
2.4.5 Children's version of the Thanksgiving Address 
Unit  Particle  Content  Info Type 
1  --- f:  ska:t  d~dwhadatnQhQnYQ:  ' 
me/myself  one  we give thanks amoog our selves 
ohwlf.iageh  e:tyin(o)'wha'  deyetinQhQhkwa' 
on.eartb  our.mother  we.aIl.care.for.ber 
We bring our minds together and we give thanks as one. We 
have a great caring for our mother the earth. 
2  --- odehadQ:ni:  ohwahta'  gQwadig6wan~h 
trees  maple  is.tbe.leader.of.them 
We give thanksfor the trees, and the maple is the lead tree, 
3  --- gwe:gQh  ohnegaonyQ' 
aJl  water  .Iying. there 
and  for all the waters that we have. 
4  --- gwe:gQh  gadi:ny6:  dewahQhde:s  gQwadig6wan~h 
aJl  wild.animaJs  deer  is.tbeir  .leader 
And we give thanks for all the wild animals and the deer is 
the lead anima/. 
71 5  ne:'  ne:' hni'  gwe:gQh 
also  aJl 
jid~hsQah (short for  jid~'~sQah)  aw~heg6:wa' 
birds.of.many.variety  eagle 
gQwadig6wan~h 
iS.lheir.leader 
We give thanks for all the birds and the eagle is the leader of 
the birds. 
6  --- gwe:gQh ne' gahyani:yQtha'  jihsQ:dahk  gQwadig6wan~h 
a11  ART  fruits  strawbwerry  is.their.leader 
Ami we give thanks for alt the fruits and the lead of  those is 
the strawberry. 
7  ne:'  ne:' hni:' gwe:gQh sQgwad~na'trae:wih  n~g~h 
also  all  the.food.lhal.he.bas.given.us  this 
ohw~ageh  de:dwad~nQhQyoha'  h~' ne:' 
on.earth  we.all.give.thanks  and.also 
Ami we give thanks for all other  foods that the creator has 
given uso 
8  --- atedwanQhQnyQ:' hni' ne' hadiw~nodagye:'s 
we. thank.hirn  also  ART  thunders (they sing around) 
ohnegan6hs  hadiha:wi' s  . 
water  they.carrie 
We give thanks for the thumiers for bringing alt the water. 
9  ne:'  ne:' hni'  deyo:wa:w~nye' 
also  wind( the air is going around) 
Ami we give thanks for that we still have winds. 
10  --- atedwanQhQnyQ: '  ne'  sQhe:hka:  ga:hgwa:h 
we.give.thanks.lo.hirn  ART  nighl  shape (?) (= the moon) 
etihs6:t  deyetinQhQhkwa' 
our.grandmother  we.have.great.care 
deyohsQdahsha: '  hni:' 
(crowed of).stars  also 
We give thanks for the moon our gramlmother we have great 
care for her and also for the stars. 
11  ne:'  ne:' hni:'  ~ndeka: ga:hgwa:h  sedwahjah 
also  day  shape  (= sun)  our.big.brother 
deshedwanQhQhkwa' 
we.care.a.great.dealJor.bim 
{We} Kive thanksfor our brother the sun, 
72 12  --- ge:  nih~:nQ:  hadihya'ky6:ng' deyokinyfnyadg' 
four  of.men  tbe.guardians  wbo.prolect.us 
And also to the Jour guardians oJ our minds. 
13  oe:'  oe:' hni:  atedwanghQ:'  sganyadaiy6  '  ne(:)' 
also  we.give.tbanks.IO.bim  Handsome.Lake  ART(?) 
n~k~  ohwc;jageh  gaehkwf:y6:  hohka'w~h 
tbis  on.eartb  tbe.good.word  tbal.be.left 
[We} give thanks to Handsome Lake who brought us 
Gaehkw[:yo:. 
14  --- (?)  ne(:)'  heska:gQ:t  ~tedwanghgnYQ:  '  ne' 
?  for.tbe.lasl  we.wiU.give.lbanks.IO.bim  ART 
sggwayadfhsgh  gwe:ggh  hohka'w~h  ohw~jageh  ne' 
creator  all  be.put.bere  on.eartb  ? 
i: '  \;yagwanikwi:yoha:k 
also  tbat.we.wiJI.bave.a.satisfied.good.mind 
And the last we thank the creator Jor every thing that he has 
I  put on this earth so that we are sansfied. 
15  da : ne~(h)6h  closing 
tbal's.all 
This source shows five discourse units that are introduced by ~.  20  All of them express 
an item or concept that is given thanks for. In some sense, each ~-initial unit introduces a 
new discourse topic that is talked about for a short time. Not all Cayuga discourse units include 
an overt expression of 'we give thanks' (the translation does, however), but in all cases ~  is 
followed by the particle!J.ni..:..:.  'also', which establishes the relation to the last mention of the 
main verb. The Thanksgiving Address is  the only source in  which the cluster ne:'  hni:' 
introduces discourse units instead of smaller segments. It was mentioned in section 2.3 that the 
entire text can be considered the single speech act 'we give thanks for x'. I have classified this 
source as  'hortatory'  and thus as  [- succession]  foIlowing  Longacre (1976).  Of course, 
through the text-teIling itself there is a successive structure, and since the expression 'to give 
thanks' is not the description of an act, but an action itself one could classify the expressed 
information as 'events'. However, these 'events' do not contrast with 'non-events' as in the 
other sources, and I therefore find the use of the term misleading in this context. 
2.4.6 Summary 
Discourse units that are introduced by the particle ne: '  are found to express events (in 
about one third of the cases) as weIl as non-events (in about two thirds), while the temporal 
particles ~,~,  and ~  introduce  events  in  almost aIl  instances  (with  only four 
exceptions). These findings confmn Woodbury's Onondaga-based claim that the temporal 
particles are discourse markers that introduce events. The assumption, however, that the 
201  assume  tbat  tbe  initial  particle  in  discourse  unit  (14) is  tbe  article-like element nt:, bowever, 1 could 
not determine witb certainty wbetber tbe particle bas a long or a sbort vowel. 
73 particJe ne.:.:. (Onondaga naJ marks non-events is not supported by the Cayuga data. It appears 
that the discourse function of  ne.:.:. is not the opposite of event marking but it is independent of 
the marking of events or non-events. In this respect, the apparent opposition between ne.:.:. and 
the temporal particles is based more on their complementary distribution than on their meaning 
or function. 
TomIin  (1985:  90,  cited  in  Serzisko  1992) suggests a  distinction  between  'pivotal 
information', "which describe[s] the most irnportant events in the narrative" and 'foreground 
information', "which describe[s] successive events in the narrative". The ne.:.:.-initial events in 
the narrative texts generally fit Tomlin's description of 'pivotal information'. They contain key 
information for the understanding of the story, describe moments of highest tension, and 
express the punch line or climax of the texts. I would like to argue that non-events can also be 
pivotal or non-pivotal. Settings and background information that provide the set-up for the 
story typically introduce the time frame and location, as weil as the participants. In that sense 
they provide key information before the event line even started. Also, they can only consist of 
new information, as in the case of presentational utterances. Introductory and closing remarks 
have special status in that they comment on the text-telling itself. In many cases, ne.:.:.-initial 
discourse units were found to express changes of the subject or discourse topic. 
The procedural and the hortatory text do not show the same distributional pattern of the 
particles as the narrative sources. In 'How to Hunt Rabbits', ne:' -initial discourse units are in 
the  overwhelming majority compared to  those  introduced  by ~,  and  the  children's 
Thanksgiving Address does not incJude any unit-initial temporal particJes. In both sources, a 
distinction between pivotal and non-pivotal information is not easy to establish. 
74 3 Analysis as a focus marker 
In this chapter I explore the view that ne: ' is an indicator of focus, as has been suggested by 
several authors as summarized in Chapter One. Sasse (1988, 1993a) considers focus marking 
to be the basic function of ne: ' and Bonvillain (1988) lists focus as one meaning among others 
expressed by  the particle. Woodbury (1980) makes a similar assertion  in  stating that the 
particle marks contrast, a notion strongly related to  the one of focus.  Michelson's (1985) 
description of the particle as emphatic element provides further support for the interpretation of 
ne: ' as a marker of focus. Other functions that the particle has been c1aimed to have seem less 
compatible with of focus marking. I discuss various of these functions and their possible link 
to the concept of focus in the course of this chapter. 
The question that has to be posed is whether the assumption of focus marking can account 
for the  variety of uses  the  particle has  and  its  apparently different functions  in  different 
contexts.  Before  I  try  to  answer this  question,  an  understanding  of the  term  'focus'  is 
necessary. In section 3.1  I give abrief (and incomplete) overview of how the term 'focus' is 
used in the literature and what its position is with respect to related terms. 
3.1 Focus 
In the Iinguistic literature, the term 'focus' has been used differently by different authors. 
Taking a more or less theory-independent approach, one can say that 'focus' refers to elements 
that are highlighted in  comparison to  other parts of an  utterance.  Bussmann (1983:  144) 
defines it as the "information center of a sentence" ("Informationszentrum des Satzes"), and 
Crystal (1985:  123) describes 'focus'  as the "center of communicative interest". In  another 
view,  focus  is  "the part that is  asserted  in  a  declarative utterance  or  questioned  in  an 
interrogative utterance" (Van Valin, 1993:  16). Similarly, König (1991 : 11) says "the focus of 
a sentence can be defined as that part that corresponds to the WH-phrase in an interrogative, to 
which it  provides an appropriate answer". 
Vallduvi (1992) summarizes different approaches to 'information packaging' in sentences. 
Depending  on  the  approach,  'focus'  is  considered  to  be  the  complement  of  'topic', 
'presupposition', or 'open-proposition', which are accessible from the previous dis course or 
the extra-linguistic situation. 'Topic' for example is considered to be "accessible in the hearer's 
memory"  (Hajicova 1984:  193,  cited in  Vallduvi 1992).  lackendoff (1972: 230,  cited in 
Vallduvi 1992) defines 'presupposition' as denoting "the information that is assumed by the 
speaker to be shared by hirn and the hearer". For her definition of 'open-proposition', Prince 
(1985: 65, cited in Vallduvi 1992) alters this idea of 'shared knowledge' to "what the speaker 
assurnes  about the  hearer's beliefs".  In  Chafe's (1976)  terms,  'presupposition'  refers to 
'background knowledge'. The 'information packaging' of focus vs.  topic, presupposition, or 
open-proposition, respectively, bears a relation to the Prague School notions of 'theme' and 
'rheme', where 'theme' is the anchoring or vehicular part of an utterance and 'rheme' denotes 
the informative part. In contrast to the notions of focus and presupposition etc., 'theme' and 
'rheme' refer to the endpoints of a continuum. One can, thus, speak of a degree of thematicity 
or rhematicity for each element of an  utterance. Firbas (1964:  272, cited in  Vallduvi 1992) 
states that "the theme is constituted by the sentence element (or elements) carrying the lowest 
75 degree(s) of eommunieative dynamism within the sentence". The rheme is, therefore, the part 
of the sentenee whieh earries the highest degree of eommunieative dynamism. Finally, 'foeus' 
is related to the notion of 'eomment', where 'eomment' is one side of abi-partite sentence, 
opposed 'topie'. In this distinetion 'topie' is  what the sentenee is  'about' , and 'eomment' is 
what is said about the topie. The notions of 'foeus' and 'eomment' are not equivalent but they 
overlap, as illustrated by Dahl (1974) with the example in (140). 
(140)  What does lohn drink? - "-"'''-'----'-'  ......... '''''''-+-'''''''''-
(1974, e.g. 3, cf. Vallduvf p.44) 
3.1.1 Types of focus 
Lambreeht (1987, in press) posits different types of foeus in  his theory of information 
strueture. He distinguishes between broad and narrow foeus, and divides these eategories in 
turn into two subtypes. Broad foeus covers the eoneepts of 'predieate foeus'  and 'sentenee 
foeus', while the  subtypes of 'narrow foeus'  are  labeled  'marked and unmarked narrow 
foeus'. Figure I shows Lambreeht' s taxonomy of foeus types as  summarized by Van Valin 
(1990:  181). 
Figure 1 
Foeus  . 
Broad (-) ___________  Narrow (+) 
. ----------- --------------- PredICate (-)  Sent~  (+)  Unmarked (-)  Marked (+) 
The symbol (-) indieates the unmarked member of an opposition, and (+) indieates the marked 
member. The most eommon and therefore least marked type is predieate foeus. Construetions 
of this kind normally show the opposition of 'topie' and  'foeus'. The topie is  typieally the 
subjeet, while the foeus of the utteranee is the predieate. English normally shows pronominal 
subjeets in such eonstruetions (an indieation of its presupposed status) and primary stress on 
the predieate as  indieated by  the aeeent mark in  the following examples (the examples are 
adapted from Lambreeht  1987). 
(141)  (Wh at happened to your ear?)  It broke down. 
Sentenee foeus is  the marked type of broad foeus. In this kind of eonstruetion no part is 
presupposed oraeeessible from the previous diseourse. The utteranee eonsists entirely of new 
information, and so there is no bi-partition into topie and foeus. The utteranee as a whole is the 
center of eommunieative interest, and thus foeused. In English, utteranees with sentenee foeus 
typieally show primary stress on the subjeet, whieh is presented as a lexical NP.21 
(142)  (What happened?)  My car broke down. 
21 The  nation  of predicate  foeus  VS,  sentence  foeus  is  related  to  the  distinction  between  categorical  vs. 
thetic statements. For discussion of these,  see Kuroda (1972,  1984), Lambrecht (1987), and  Sasse (1987). 
76 In the ease of narrow foeus, a single eoneept is pieked out and highlighted. This ean result 
in eontrast, if one eoneept is highlighted as opposed to another one from the same paradigm. 
Narrow foeus ean fall on basieally any element of an utteranee. In English the foeused element 
earries primary stress. 
(143a)  (What broke down?)  The ear broke down. (Not the vaeuum cleaner.) 
(143b  (Whose ear broke down?)  My' ear broke down. (Not hers.) 
(143e)  (Is your ear still running well?)  No, it broke down. 
An  utteranee in  isolation ean be ambiguous with respeet to its information strueture. 
Example (I43e) with narrow foeus on  the verb ean only be distinguished from the predieate 
foeus eonstruetion in (141) when the eontext (e.g. the question) is known. Lambreeht' s foeus 
types differ in  whieh parts of a sentenee are highlighted - in what is marked as the 'center of 
eommunieative interest'. In most utteranees it is the predieate, but in  special eases it ean be 
other eonstituents or the entire sentence. 
In the following, I will make use of Lambreeht's terminology. It should be pointed out, 
however, that the eoneepts of 'predieate foeus', 'sentenee foeus', and 'narrow foeus' have been 
established primarily on the basis of languages such as English, German, Freneh and Italian, 
as weIl as Japanese. A polysynthetie language like Cayuga does not neeessarily allow the same 
distinetions. In  theory, one ean assume the same foeus types for any  given language; the 
problem is to  identify them in  praetiee, espeeially in  lroquoian languages, in  whieh verbs 
eannot be distinguished from clauses or sentenees in  that a single verb eonstitutes a clause 
beeause of the obligatory pronominal prefixes. 
To avoid eonfusion I see the need to cantrast my use of the term 'foeus particle' to other 
elements that have been referred to by this label in the literature. König (1991) diseusses sealar 
(or quantifieational) partieles such as  'only', 'also', 'even', ete. as  'foeus particles'. These 
elements are·eategorized in two main groups: inclusive (or additive) particles and exclusive (Dr 
restrietive) particles. The lexieal meaning of 'also' or 'only' for example ean be deseribed as, 
respeetively, including or excluding an  alternative. König states the hypothesis !hat, "Foeus 
partieles eontribute quantifieational force to the meaning of a sentence, i.e. they quantify over 
the set of alternatives ... brought into play by the foeusing itself' (p. 33). In eontrast to that, 
there are partieles whieh König (p.  3) refers to as  'pure' or 'Iexieally empty' foeus markers. 
Such partieles only  mark the  'foeusing itself'  and  do  not express additive or exelusive 
meaning. In  using the term  'foeus particle', I refer to this latter group of elements. Their 
funetion is primarily the indieation of foeus, while the particIes diseussed by König express 
primarily  lexieal  meaning.  The  assumption  that  sealar partieles  are  foeus  markers  is 
eontroversial. For example, Dryer (1994) suggests that the English particIe 'only' interaets 
with foeus strueture but does not mark foeus itself. He argues "that there is no grammatieal 
link between foeal aeeent and the eonstituent whieh is assoeiated semantieally with only"  but 
that "foeal aeeent in  elauses with only is  determined by the same pragmatie prineiples that 
determine foeal  aeeent in  general" (p.2). Vallduvf (1992:  150) expresses similar claims in 
suggesting "that the tendeney - not requirement - to associate only with foeus is due to faetors 
77 wh ich  are  c1early  nonlinguistic.  . . .  due  to  the  pragmatic  unlikelihood  of nonfocal 
exhaustiveness, we only accept anly's partner as nonfocal in presence of compelling contextual 
pressure". The distinction between 'pure' focus markers and scalar particles is  important for 
the discussion of the Cayuga particle. If ne:' is a focus marker, it can only belong to the class 
of 'pure' or 'lexically empty' focus particles. It is, however, found to interact with particles like 
'also' and 'only'.22 
3.2 ne:' as a focus particle 
3.2.1 Evidence from previous research 
Several of the Iroquoian examples presented in Chapter One are found to support the claim 
that ne: ' and its cognate forms are expressions of focus, under the notion of focus described 
above. Sasse (1993a: 213) presents examples of contrastive function which, in  Lambrecht's 
terms, constitute instances of narrow focus. The examples are repeated with new numbering. 
(I  44a) 
(144b) 
(I  44c) 
tw~:W\;:t 
ne:' twe:w\;:t 
tw~:W\;:t ne:' 
it is a duck 
that's a duck 
what it is,  is a duck 
(weak contrast) 
(strong contrast) 
In comparison to (144a), the examples in (144b) and (l44c) are contrastive, they show narrow 
focus on  twew,,:t 'duck'. Following Sasse, ne:' preceding the focused word expresses weak 
contrast, while following  ne: '  marks strong contrast in  this example. Woodbury (1980: 4) 
gives a pair of Onondaga examples in wh ich, again, the particle triggers contrastive meaning. 
(145a)O ne'tho  nihatiye:ha' 
thus  so.they.do.it 
... haw they da it. 
(I  45b)  ne'tho  na'  nihatiye:ha' 
thus  so.they.do.it 
... haw they da it.? 
The particle seem to express narrow focus on the pronominal prefix hati- 'they'. It is unclear to 
me whether this is  the only possible reading. It might also be the  previous context·  of the 
utterance that indicates what part of the verb nihatiye:ha' is focused, i.e. one must ask whether 
the sequence na' nihatiye:ha' can also mean ' ... how they do it' in a suitable context. In other 
words, I suggest that it might be pragmatically determined which part of a word is highlighted 
by ne:'. 
It has been said that "the focus of a sentence can be defined as that part that corresponds to 
the wh-phrase in an  interrogative to which it  provides an appropriate answer" (König 1991: 
11).  Thatallows the  interpretation of ne: '  as  marking focus  in  the  answer phrase of the 
following example quoted by Sasse (1988:  195). 
22The COQccurrence  of a  pure foeus  marker and  scalar particles  can  be  considered evidence  against  the 
foeus  funetion of the sealar particles if both the pure foeus  marker and the sealar particle modify the same 
element. 
78 (146)  sQ:  hne:' 
who  is 
Who is that? 
n'  aht  tho :ky~h? 
that 
ne:'  ki'  teyakyanQhsane:k~: 
that.is  we are  neighbors 
That's my neighbor. 
The content word teyakyanohsane:ke: 'we are neighbors' constitutes the answer to the question 
'who is that'. In the English equivalent, a distinction between focus and non-focus is possible. 
Only the underlined part in  'That is my neighbor' constitutes the ans wer to the question. Due 
to the different conceptualization such a split is not present or possible for the Cayuga answer. 
The complete content word teyakyanohsane:ke: 'we are neighbors' constitutes the focus and is 
introduced by the particle cluster ne:' ki'. Note that the question word &  'who' is followed by 
the particle hne: '  which, as  mentioned in  section 2.2.1.1, is  described as  an  expression of 
contrast and emphasis. Sasse considers this form to be a variant of ne: '. The presence of hne: ' 
in this position is noteworthy given the fact that question words constitute the focus of content 
questions. Furthermore, if hne: ' is indeed a variant of ne: ' example (146) shows a c1ear parallel 
to the Oneida question discussed by Lounsbury (1953: 98). 
(147) Oe Nahte'  ne:  thikA  sAnhoskwAnhutatih? 
wh.t  Is.11  that  to.you.mouthful.protruding.in.cheek.going along.is 
What is that mouthful of  stuffthat you're going along with? 
Lounsbury (p.  100) interprets the first two elements nahte' ne: as the predication "what is it?", 
which is  followed  by  a descriptive phrase elaborating it.  In  this  construction, ne:  can be 
interpreted as focus marker that modifies the question word nahte' 'what' . 
Woodbury (1980: 5) presents an example to demonstrate the declarative function of the 
Onondaga particle na' (Cayuga ne:'). The utterance in  (I48a) is a question and the one in 
(149b) is a declarative statement. It appears that this difference in iIIocutionary force is marked 
by the particles kM and na' . 
(148a)O eksa'kona  kh~  katf  ehse :h~h 
pretty.girl  QU  ALT  she.is.cross 
Is she pretty or is she cross? 
(l48b)  eksa'kona  na'  kf ' sh~h  ehse:h~h 
pretty.girl  ALT  she.is.cross 
(Either) she's pretty or she's cross. 
In  my  thinking these examples demonstrate the  focus  function  of na' rather than  its 
expression of declarative mood. First, the example pair does not contrast a  ques~ion with a 
declaration. The sentence in  (l48a) is an alternative question and, thus, belongs to a special 
class of questions. Alternative questions lie somewhere between content questions and yes-no 
questions. Neither do they contain a content question word nor can they be answered with 
'yes' or 'no'. In addition, the Onondaga question particle lli  (Cayuga W obligatorily marks 
yes-no questions. To demonstrate that na' has declarative function it would be necessary to 
show that it cannot occur in  either content questions or yes-no questions or imperatives. 
79 Although not testified in  the avaliable data, my  assumption is that Onondaga na' as weil as 
Cayuga ne: ' can oeeur in interrogative and imperative statements. In that ease they eannot be 
indieators of deelarative mood. Still, the parallel positions of  kM and  na'  in  Woodbury' s 
example is eurious and seems to express some kind of an opposition. König (1991:  13) notes 
about  question  partieles  like  khe:  "In  languages  in  whieh  yes-no  interrogatives  are 
distinguished from declaratives not through word order, but through the addition of eertain 
particles, these partieles are often added to the foeus eonstituent". This explains the parallel 
strueture ofWoodbury's example: In the declarative statement in (148b) the foeus lies equally 
on both alternatives. This is marked by the foeus particle oeeurring between the alternatives 
together with the particle kl' sh(;h  'or'. In the interrogative statement the question marker takes 
this position, expressing the focus and the interrogative mood. In other words, the sentence in 
(148a) is marked for interrogative mood and shows an overt indication of the foeus structure 
by  the  position of the question  particle.23  The statement in  (148b)  on  the other hand  is 
unmarked for illocutionary force and is by default declarative. The particle na' is an indication 
of the special focus structure. 
Also other scholars have looked at the particle in relation to  illocutionary force.  Foster 
(1989, ms.) claims that the particle performs declarative funetion, and Sasse (1993b) glosses 
the particle as  'assertion' in the 'Grandfather Story'. Wall ace Chafe (1993, p.c. cf. Chap. one) 
suggests that eertain ne: ' -initial particle clusters mark assertions in expressing a meaning close 
to English 'it is the ease that...'. I interpret this statement as the suggestion that these particle 
clusters express a certain type of illoeution, namely that they mark declarative sentences (as 
opposed to questions and eommands). I do not adopt the approach that ne:' is an indication of 
declaration sinee not all declarative utterances are marked with the partiele. If  ne:' does have 
declarative meaning at all, it must either be an  option al  marker with random oeeurrenee, or 
indieate special instances of declaration. In  the latter ease the 'special instances' have to be 
specified.  Considering  the  terms  'declaration'  and  'assertion'  from  a  more  eolloquial 
perspeetive reveals some connotations that might be relevant in this eontext. Webster's Ninth 
New Collegiate Dietionary (1991: 330) defines the verb 'declare' as e.g.  'to make clear', 'to 
make known formally or explicitly', and also as  'to state emphatieally'. The verb 'assert' is 
defined as  'to state or declare positively and often forcefully or aggressive' (p.109). In this 
more  eolloquial  use,  the  labels  'deelarative'  and  'assertive'  do  not  refer  to  a  type  of 
illocutionary force. They have to be understood as marking not declaration in general but only 
certain instances' of declaration, namely those of special importance. In this use the relation to 
discourse focus as described above is obvious and the terms 'declarative' and 'assertive' are 
highly misleading. 
The literature also reports interactions between the Oneida form of the particle, ne:, and the 
pronominal paradigms (see section 1.4). In the paradigm provided by Karin Michelson (1993, 
p.c.), the particle stands between the pronouns and the possessive expressions. 
23  lassume that the Onondaga question  particJe nonnaJly appears in  final  position as  in  Cayuga. 
80 (I 49)Oe  f:  ne:  akwa:wA  it is mine 
, l.pers  l.sg.belonging 
i:se  ne:  sa:WA  it is yours 
2.pers  2.sg.belonging 
laulha:  ne:  lao:wA  it is his 
3.pers.m  3.sg.m.belonging 
akaulha:  ne:  aka:wA  it is hers 
3.pers.f  3.sg.f.belonging 
The occurrence of ne: in these possessive constructions seems compatible with the function 
of focus marking. The focus function of ne: in the paradigm presented by Clifford Abbott is 
less obvious because the particle seems to replace the third person pronouns. 
(I50)Oe  f:  akwa:wA  it is mine 
l.pers  I.sg.belonging 
i:se  sa:wA  it is yours 
2.pers  2.sg.belonging 
ne:  lao:wA  it is his 
3.sg.m.belonging 
ne:  aka:wA  it is hers 
3.sg.f.belonging 
The occurrence of the particle can be understood in  relation to principles of typological 
markedness. The omission of third person pronouns is crosslinguistically common because 
the third person is taken to be the typologically unmarked member of a person paradigm, it is 
likely to be forrnally unmarked as weIl. But besides that, Abbott's paradigm shows the particle 
ne: only in the third person possessive expressions. It does not occur in the constructions with 
the first and second person. Thus ne:  appears as an exclusive feature of the third person 
possessors  and can be reinterpreted as  the emphatic third person pronouns.  A  possible 
explanation is that the use of ne:' results in a more coherent paradigm with the pronouns t  (I. 
pers) and i:se (2. pers), since the third person pronouns laulha:  (3.pers.sg.m.),  akaulha: 
(3.pers.sg.f), aulha: (3.pers.sg.zoic) are much longer and more complex in their phonological 
shape. At this point it  is unclear whether speakers stick to one paradigm or vary in what 
constructions they use. 
3.2.2 Evidence from the text sampIe 
The question I address in this section is how the data from the text sampIe supports the 
claim that ne:' is a focus marker. Furtherrnore, Iexamine whether focus types a  la Lambrecht 
can be distinguished and possibly be identified in correlation to the distribution of the particle. 
The material in  the previous section was largely presented in minimal pairs or sets of 
questions and answers. The identification of the focus of an utterance in real discourse is more 
difficult, especially when working with written versions of spoken texts. In the data used in 
81 this projeet the intonation and aeeent pattern is available for neither the Cayuga material nor for 
the English translation. In the following I present examples from the text sampie in whieh ne:  ' 
appears in eonstruetions of different foeus types. It has to be noted that given that the English 
stress pattern is unknown, my interpretation of the foeus strueture of some examples might not 
be the only one possible. 
3.2.2.1 Narrow focus 
In several eases the partieIe oeeurs in narrow foeus eonstruetions. It is in some eases found 
to  interaet with elements like 'only' and  'also' that are sometimes eonsidered to  be foeus 
markers themselves (cf. König 1991). Whether one eonsiders these elements to be aetual foeus 
partieIes or to  be eorrelated with foeus  strueture through pragmaties (Dryer 1994, Vallduvi 
1992), their eooeeurrenee with ne:' eonfirrns its involvement in foeus marking. Consider e.g. 
the following example where ne:' is followed by the partieIe  hni'  'also'. 
(151)  hoy~ti'Qhne:'  hne:' 
he.knew  ASS 
he was good at whatever he was doing 
haya'taha' 
he.paint 
he was a painter 
oe:'  hoi'  haky~n'atha'  hni'  k~:s 
ASS  also  he.actor  also  usually 
and he was also a performer. (Or6-8) 
The partieIe ne:' indieates the foeus on the word hakyen'atha' 'actor', whieh is modified by the 
additive partieIe hni'  'also'. Both partieles preeede the eontent word. The data eontain six 
further examples of the same strueture (cf. seetion 2.3.1.4). Similarly, in example (152) below, 
ne:' indieates narrow foeus on the word ohta'kehsh6:' 'the low spots' whieh is  modified by 
the exelusive partieIe tshQ:  'only'. 
(152)  ne:' 
that.is 
ak~' 
EVID 
tho:ky~h 
that 
a:yf  ahatshahni'k  thrl;hs  he'tk~h  niyo:we' 
iLseems  he.goLscared  too  high  far 
But it seems he got scared, it is far tao high. 
ahf  ak~'  ohta'kehshQ:'  oe:'  tshQ:  nl;ka:tQ:koht 
he.said  EVID  foot.Locative  that.is  only  I.will.pass 
So he said: It is the low spots only that I will pass. (064-66) 
The English translation of the example shows narrow focus on  'the low spots', indieated in 
the gloss by a eleft eonstruetion. The eoneept of 'the low spots' stands in eontrast to 'the high 
spots' whieh were rnentioned earlier in the discourse (see seetion 2.4 for eontext). Unlike the 
previous example, both the partieles ne:' and tshQ:  follow the foeused eontent word. Sasse 
(1993a, cf. seetion  1.2) states that ne: '  preeeding the  foeused eonstituent expresses weak 
82 contrast and ne: ' following the focus indicates strong contrast. This might also be a factor for 
the word order difference in  (151) and (152). The next example shows a further variation of 
the position of ne:' with respect to the focus of the utterance. In (154) the particle ne:' and the 
form  ~isheh 'or'  which  signals  alternatives stand between the  focused  elements of this 
utterance, the two listed alternatives kao'da' 'gun' and ad6da:'  'bow'. The utterance is parallel 
to the Onondaga example in (148) quoted by Woodbury. 
(154)  tli'  hne:'  skhao'df  ta'deyodohwlidz6hQh  kao'da' 
not  this  anything  not.is.it.needed  gun 
ad6da:'  nli:gYlih 
bow  this 
ne:' 
that 
gish~h 
or 
You don 't need any equipment, no gun or bow or anything. (R78) 
ne' 
that 
The following set of utterances allows two different interpretations. Either ne: ' modifies 
only a following particle, in which case that element constitutes the focus of the sentence, or the 
focus lies on the particle following ne:' and the domain of that particle's scope. Consider the 
example in (155). 
(155)  skahsiyani:YQ:tQ'  tshQ:  ne'  hothrQ:ni: 
s!ring.hang  just  ART  he.wears.it 
ohQtakQhshQ:'  kYIi:'  ne:'  ~:t shQ:' 
bush.in  EMPH  that.is  all.about 
His clothes were hanging in strings - through the bushes, all about. (G79-80) 
The focus of the utterance lies either only on the particle 6:t sho:' 'all about', or it covers also 
the expression skahsiyani:yo:t6' 'through the bushes'. I consider the latter interpretation more 
powerful  because it  is  parallel to  the examples in  (151)  to  (154)  where both ne:' and a 
following particle modify the focused constituent. Since it allows a more general description I 
am in favor of this analysis. The same focus structure is found in the examples below. 
(156)  ne:'  he:gli:  lihsya' daniyQdak:waQ:' 
that  necessary  you.will.unhang.bodies 
All you have to do is take the bodies down. (R80) 
(157)  a:YIi:'  gli:s  wa'ne:'  hli:ne:'  ne:'  'Qh  he:gli:' 
one.could.say  usually  today  they.think  that  iLseems  necessary 
It seems as if  nowadays, they gene rally think that all you have to do to see them is to go 
into the bush. (R82) 
Both ne:' and  M:~t;:' 'necessary' modify the predicate (which follows in the first case and 
precedes in the second). This interpretation is similar to the instances where ne: ' interacts with 
elements like 'only' and 'also'. I suggest a similar interpretation for the example in (158), with 
narrow focus on the particle ~a:o' 'Iess'. 
(158)  ne:'  ga:o'  m:YQ:  tt;hsatahahk. 
that  less  sO.much  you. will. walk 
You have to walk a lot less.  (R3) 
83 The next example shows narrow focus on the verb. I do  not consider this an instance of 
predicate focus  because the verb has contrastive meaning, as  becomes clear through  the 
preceding context ('he was  pretending to  be  asleep', cf.  section  2.4.2)  and  through  the 
translation 'and in reality ..  .' which overtly signals a contras!. 
(159)  nl;' 
.nd.then 
shl;  ne:' \ 
COMP  thaLis 
teshakokahn'e:  tl;' 
he. watched.her  what 
tl;'  ho'W  niYQkyeha' 
what  kind  she.da 
ho'W 
kind 
And in reality he was watehing her what she was doing, (028-29) 
A further instance of narrow focus is  where ne:' modifies an  independent pronoun. The 
textsampIe includes one example where ne:' precedes the free emphatic pronoun of the first 
person. 
(160)  'o:n~ gyf  'agfhsakha' 
I. wenLta.laak.far 
gi' ne' osthg:dra' 
(same).hay 
thl;'drg'  nl;gy~nhwa'  ganedagg: 
he.was.living.there  Ihis  in.the.Lawer.End 
tho nhQ:we  ha'ge:' I 
that  place  (where)  I.wenLthere 
gwa:dfh  I ne:'  nl;:ky~ neo  I 
direction  this 
khnoha'  degaQdl;hng:de:'  ne:'  f:' 
my .mather'  S  brother  we 
ne'  khno'z~ 
my.unc1e 
n~ : h I  thiinghQkhwa' I 
this  I.was.related.to 
khn6'  z~  thiinghQkhwa' . 
my.unde  I.was.related.ta.him 
So I went looking for some over where my uncle lived in the Lower End of  the 
reserve -- my mother's brother, my uncle as I was related to hirn.  (A4) 
Three examples in  the  text sampIe show variants of the first and second person emphatic 
pronouns with initial n. One is repeated in (161). 
(161)  ne:'  ki'  hne:'  nl;:ky~  ne'  i:' 
ASS  DECL  ASS  Ihis  REF  lS.PRO 
So as to me, as far as I am concemed 
Alta Doxtador  ni: 
IS.PRO  I.am.named 
my name is Alta Doxtador. (Or89-90) 
Since Bonvillain (1985) reports a contraction between the particle under discussion and a 
following free pronoun, this possibility has to be considered for Cayuga. The n-initial pronoun 
forms are norrnally described as  'contrastive', implying narrow focus on  the pronoun and, 
thus, supporting this hypothesis. 
In a number of cases, ne:' -initial particle clusters that include a demonstrative show a 
specific pattern in the English translation. A scheme that appears frequently is 'that is' or 'this 
is' followed by a headless relative clause. Consider the example in (162). 
84 (162)  ne:'  gi'  thQ:  \)hsyanh\):'  o:n\)h  t6:gy\)h. 
that  just  that.one  you.will.follow.its.tracks  then  that 
ThaI is the one whose tracks you willfollow. (R17) 
Prince (1978:  905) refers to constructions like that in the English translation of (162) as 
'inverted wH-e1efts'. Like it -clefts and regular wH-e1efts, inverted WH-e1efts  are a structural 
means of identifying the focus domain of a proposition. The information in the WH-e1ause is 
marked as known, given, or accessible; it expresses the presupposition. In  the text sampIe, 
constructions of this kind are especially frequent in the procedural text 'How to hunt rabbits'. It 
has been shown in section 2.4 that the distribution and e1assification of ne:'  -initial discourse 
units in the procedural text is  quite different from the narratives. The utterance-internal 
information structure in texts of this type can be expected to be different for an obvious reason: 
procedural texts have a built-in reference frame of presuppositions through the subject that they 
describe. This is similar to the  'restaurant script' described by Schank and Abelson (1977), 
where 'the  wine' or 'the  waiter' can be mentioned without being introduced first (e.g. 'there 
was a waiter') because these concepts are implied in  the frame of a restaurant visit.  In  a 
procedural text Iike the recipe for a tomato sauce, the tomatoes are obviously presupposed. A 
procedural text such as  instructions how to set a table in a restaurant presupposes a whole 
range of things such as  silverware, china, glasses, etc. The same is true for  'How to hunt 
rabbits'. Instructions for rabbit hunting presuppose that one is looking for a rabbit, that one will 
track it down, and lots of other things. The utterance in example (162) occurs as discourse unit 
(17) in the following context. 
13  O:n\)h  \)hse:gl) ,  gy~:gwa' ska:t  otaha:gw\)h. 
then  you.will.see  if  one  it.has .lefuhe.road 
Soon you will see if  one has left the road. 
14  Oy~:deht  to:gy~h hwa'  shl)nhQ:  ha'  deyona' skota'  Qh. 
it.is.noticeable  that  is  where  it.has.jumped.away 
It is easy to notice where it has iumped aWQ)l. 
15  A:y\):'  g\):s  toh  n'aga:ye:'  ne'  i:nQh  nyo:' 
one.could.say  usually  there  it.does  that  far  a.long.way 
ha'dw~n'asgwahk  'awataha:go' . 
itjumps.away  it.leaves.the.road 
One could sai' it would 2enerallyjump quite a way away from the road. 
16  Tkwl)hQ:  gihne:  g~:s  tl)' . 
sometimes  this  usually  not 
Sometimes this is not the case. 
17  ne:' gi' thQ:  \;hsyanh\): '  o:n\)h t6:gy\)h. 
that  just tbat.one  you. will. follow .its.  tracks  then  that 
ThaI is the one whose tracks you will follow. 
The demonstrative tho:  'that one' in example (162) (= unit 17) refers back to an entity that has 
been identified in the previous discourse,  i.e. it refers to 'the rabbit which did not jump quite a 
way away from the road'. The information  'whose tracks you will follow'  is  presupposed 
through the theme of the procedural text. The fQcus  domain of the English sentence is the 
demonstrative 'that'. In  order to draw conelusions for the Cayuga utterance, one must be 
willing to assurne that the speaker chose this translation because it approximates most e10sely 
the information that was expressed in Cayuga. The discourse unit contains the demonstrative 
85 tho:  'that one' wh ich is preceded by the particle sequence ne:' gi '. One analysis seems, thus, to 
be that ne: '  indicates narrow focus on the demonstrative. The following examples show a 
similar structure. 
(163)  oe:'  gi'  tQ:  (:hsyanhlf: 
that  just  the.one  you.will.track 
That is the one you will track. (R22) 
(164)  oe:' 
that 
glf:s 
usually 
tQ: 
that 
degan'  asgwe:s  galfgwa' 
it.has.long.hops  it.is 
toh  nyo:'  t6:gylfh 
that  far  thaLis 
nyo:'  ha'  deyona'  skwllhgw(:h 
fa  it.has.jumped.away 
That is usually when it has hopped quite a ways.(R39) 
(165)  oe:'  tO:gylfh  ne'  (:hsr(:'ho:d(:'  gaya:sQh 
that.is  that  is  you.wil!.set.a.trap  it.is.called 
That is what you call setting a trap.  (R64) 
(166)  oe:'  hne:'  tO:gylfh  ne'  agwalf'h6:ta' 
this  this  that  this  we.seUraps.with.bushes 
agwayasta' 
we.cal!.it 
This is the one where we set traps.  (R57) 
(167)  oe:' gi'  g(::s  to:gy(:h  ne'  n~h  'awatl<hfrQnihs'a:'  ga(:gwa'nhQ:weh  nlfwat.1!hseht 
this  just usually  that.is  this  when  it.gets.ready  somewhere  so.it.wil!.hide 
This is when it is getting reCidy to hide somewhere. (R38) 
(168)  oe:'  se'gy(::' 
this  you.know 
g(::s 
usually 
sh(:nhQ:  ohadenYQ'. 
where  roads.are 
to:gy~h 
that 
hwa'  n(:h  sQheh  n(:h  gadidaksenQgye's 
is  when  night  when  they.run.around 
This is how it is, you know, at night, when they run around near their roads.  (R21) 
In all examples above, the focused demonstrative refers back to something that is identified in 
the previous discourse (see section 2.4.4 for context). As opposed to the anaphorical reference 
in these examples, the demonstrative in the introductory phrase below refers to the entire 
following text24 
(169)  oe:'  ne'  n(::gy(:h  ne'  gwa'YQ'  g(::s  agwa:d6:wa:s  tshige:ksa:'ah. 
this  IS  how  it  rabbit  used.to  we.hunt  when.I.was.a.child 
This is how we used to hunt rabbits when I was a child. (R  1) 
Examples of this type do not only occur in  'How to hunt rabbits'. The introduction of the 
'Grandfather Story' and the 'Ohost Story' show the same structure. 
(170)  oe:'  ky(::'  n(::ky~  ne'  h(:ska:thro:wf' 
ASS  EMPH  this  REF  I.will tell.you 
This is what I will tell you. (Or1) 
24Note that in  (169)  'how' is  not to  be understood as  a litoral gloss of the  proximal demonstrative n,:gwh 
'this' . 
86 (171)  ne:'  ki'  kYI;:'  nl;:ky~ hwa' 
that.is  DECL  EMPH  this  this.time 
This is what we are talking about n0r"  (G  1) 
Although the eIeft constructions are a feature of the English translation and not of the Iroquoian 
examples, their structure is noteworthy. The inverted WH-clefts in the English sentences above 
are composed of a demonstrative and a predicative element (the copula 'be'), followed by a 
headless relative eIause. The Cayuga partieIe ne:' (and its cognate forms in other Northem 
Iroquoian languages) has been called deictic-predicative, copular-like element, as  wtlll  as 
demonstrative. The possibility has to be considered that these labels go back to the particle's 
translation by deictic andJor predicati ve elements into English. Its translation as such concepts, 
however, does not necessarily mean that the partieIe is  deictic or predicative, or that it has the 
function to express these concepts. It has been discussed above that the function of English 
cleft constructions is the indication of focus. They fulfill this function by means of predicative 
and deictic elements. I would like to argue that the particle's frequent translation by predicative 
and deictic elements is a way to paraphrase its focus-marking function by English elements 
that perform similar functions. 
3.2.2.2 Predicate focus 
It has been stated that predicate focus is the typologically unmarked, default type of focus. 
Overt marking of predicate focus  constructions is  thus redundant and as  one might expect 
cross-linguistically not very common. Nevertheless the partieIe ne:' does occur in utterances 
with predicate focus constructions. For example the partieIe is found between the two parts of 
the discontinuous Cayuga negation construction. Parallel to examples of the previous section 
ne: '  modi fies  another partieIe and its domain of scope, namely the negation marker and the 
predicate it  modifies. The focus  of the examples in  (172)  and  (173)  is  thus  the negated 
predicate. 
(172)  thohkeh  tl;nihsa'keh 
then  wall.on 
ka' ahthrani:yg:t 
it.basket.himg 
kl;:S 
usually 
There used to hang a basket on the wall. 
tl;'  kwa'  ho'tf 
what  some  kind 
thl;'  kl;:S  t'aQ  a:hQwaho:wf'  tf  ho'[f  f:wa:t 
NEG  usually  NFG  she.would.tell.him  what  kind  was.in 
There was samething in it but she wouldn 't tell hirn what it was. 
a:kf  akl;'  kp 
she.said  EVID  usually 
th~'  ne:'  t'eo:wl;h  ne'  eks'ashQ:':ih  nl;hna:ye:ye:' 
NFG  that.is  Neg.belong  ART  children  with.hands.do 
She said all the time: It is not meant for children to touch. (G 11-16) 
87 (173)  thf  oe:'  k\?:s  t'ehahyatQhsra\;tf:  ne:'  tshQ:  sh\;h 
NEG  ASS  usually  Neg.he.papeLknew  ASS  just  COMP 
It's true that he didn 't know the paper (=didn 't know how to readY 
thohke  ky\;:'  ni:yoht  ne:'  thohke  nhQ:  ky\;:' 
there  EMPH  it.is.such  ASS  there  place  EMPH 
that'  show it used to be that time 
ne'  hatik\;htsihshQ'  thf 
REF  they.are.old  Neg 
the old men didn 't 
oe:'  k\;:s  ahsQ  t'ehatihyatQhsra\;tf' s 
ASS  usually  still  Neg.they.paper.know 
yet know how to read. (Gr18-21) 
The presence of the focus marker in these predicate focus constructions can be explained by the 
relatively marked status of negated predicates.25 
3.2.2.3 Senten  ce focus 
Some examples of the text sampie allow an interpretation as senten  ce focus based on their 
context and the English translation. Consider for instance the utterances in (174) to (176). 
(174)  n\;h  kwa'  oe:'  saeyo'  ne'  hohso:t 
when  same  that.is  she.enter  ART  grandmother 
In the meantime his grandmother came back. (G73) 
This utterance reintroduces the grandmother to the discourse. This suggests a reading of the 
English sentence with primary stress on 'grandmother' rather than on  'came back' and thus a 
reading  as  sentence  focus  rather  than  as  predicate focus.  The  next  two  examples are 
presentational and thus sentence focus constructions. 
(175)  ne:'  swe'keh 
thaUs  long.time.ago 
i:so'  kaha:to:tQhk 
many  ittree.stood 
sh\;  nhQ:  k\;:s  enakrenYQhk  ne'  QkwehQ:weh 
COMP  pi ace  usually  they.lived  ART  real.person 
A long time ago, there was a lot ofwood where the Indians used to live. (G2-4) 
25 An alternative interpretation would be that L  modifies the  negation marker itself. Tbe translation and 
the context of the utterances, however, does not suggest a reading with special emphasis on the negation. 
88 (176)  oe:' 
thatis 
ak~' 
EVID 
sh~  nhQ: 
COMP  place 
kae'trQ' 
they.lived 
n~:ky~ skanQhsa:t 
this  house 
hQwayat*'ah 
be.grandmother.and.grandchild 
There was this hause, where a grandmother lived with her small grandsan. (G5-
G8) 
However,  theparticle eannot be  eonsidered a general  marker of senten  ce foeus.  As  the 
preeeding diseussion has shown, many examples do not allow such an interpretation. Neither 
do all instanees of ne: ' sentenee foeus express, nor are all instanees of sentenee foeus marked 
with  the  particle.  Aeeording  to  the  English  translation,  the  example  below  shows  a 
presentational eonstruetion and thus an instanee of sentenee foeus. The Cayuga utteranee does 
not include the particle ne: '. 
(177)  thohkeh  t~nihsa'keh 
then  wall.on 
ka'ahthrani:yQ:t 
it. basket.hang 
k~:s 
usually 
There used to hang a basket on the wall. (G 11-12) 
So far, the unit-initial instanees of the particle eould not be assigned to any special type of 
foeus. It remains unelear how initial ne: ' is related to foeus marking and when it does appear. 
The following seetion suggests an analysis. 
33 Discourse Focus 
The question is whether the examples with ne:' -initial particle clusters that modify entire 
utteranees ean  be  interpreted as  foeus  eonstruetions. I  will  argue that they ean.  For this 
approach, it is neeessary to broaden the notion of foeus. In the following seetion I introduee an 
idea of foeus whieh is distinet but closely related to foeus as defined earlier. 
Based on the definition of foeus as the 'information center of a sentence' and the 'center of 
eommunieative  interest'  mentioned in  seetion  3.1,  a  broader  notion  of 'foeus'  ean 'be 
established. I will argue that the eoneept whieh I will eall 'discourse foeus' differs from the 
foeus idea used so far primarily in its domain of applieation. The domain of foeus as diseussed 
in 3.1  is the utteranee or sentenee. It refers to the utteranee-intemal strueture - the information 
strueture or information paekaging. In the following I will eall this notion 'struetural foeus'. 
The domain of the broader notion of foeus  is  the discourse. Again, foeus  is  the eenter of 
eommunieative interest,  and  parallel  to  Bussmann's (1983)  definition  above,  it  ean  be 
considered the 'information center of the discourse '. Criteria for discourse focus are coneepts 
such as  importance and unexpeetedness of information. The examples in (181) shall clarify 
89 this  use of 'foeus'. The utteranees in  (l81a) and  (l81b) show exaetly the same internal 
information strueture. However, on a broader level the utteranee in (181 b) ean be eonsidered 
foeused. 
(l8Ia) I heard a noise outside and so I looked out the window. 
There was a dog in my back yard. 
(l81b)  I heard a noise outside and so I looked out the window. 
THERE WAS A GIRAFFE IN MY BACK YARD.26 
That there was a giraffe in  my backyard is  unexpeeted and quite noteworthy in  the given 
e.ontext. The information is  thus  likely to  be eonsidered 'more important'  than  the same 
statement about a dog. In terms of the strueture of the sentence, the giraffe in  (181 b)  is not 
'more  foeused'  than  the  dog  in  example  (l8Ia).  The  giraffe  is  the  'Ioeus'  of  the 
unexpeetedness and importanee, but the entire statement is marked as foeal. Importanee and 
unexpeetedness are flexible notions that eannot be defined on formal grounds. They depend to 
some extent on the interpretation by the hearer and the intentions of the speaker. Apreeise 
formal definition of foeus in this domain is thus diffieult if not impossible. In seetion 3.1  the 
relation of foeus and the Prague Sehool term 'rheme' was mentioned. The idea of dis course 
foeus  is  closely  linked  to  the  gradual  notion  of rhematieity.  Adapting Firbas'  (1964) 
deseription,  discourse foeus  falls  on  utteranees  or  elements  with  the  highest degree of 
eommunieative dynamism within the discourse. Therefore, discourse foeus stands in relation 
to  the discourse funetion  of 'c1assifying the eommunieative conte  nt of an  utteranee'  as 
diseussed in  2.2.2. The indieation of discourse foeus elassifies the eontent of an utteranee as 
important, noteworthy and/or unexpeeted. 
A further eoneept that is c1early related to the idea of discourse foeus is Mithun's (1987) 
'newsworthy-first prineiple'. Using this pragmatie prineiple, she deseribes the word order of 
three polysynthetie languages - among them Cayuga. The author states: "An element may be 
newsworthy beeause it represents signifieant new information, beeause it introduces a new 
topie, or beeause it points out a signifieant eontrast " (p. 304). The relation to foeus as defined 
in  3.1  beeomes  even  elearer  through  the  test  Mithun  suggests  for  newsworthiness: 
"Presumably in  normal eonversation, the most important eonstituent of an  answer is  that 
whieh eorresponds to the interrogative word of the question" (p. 304). Mithun applies the idea 
of newsworthiness to elements of the utteranee. Adapting it to the level of discourse, one ean 
say that an  utterance may be newsworthy beeause it represents signifieant new information, 
beeause it introduces a new topie, or beeause it points out a signifieant contrast. In seetion 2.4, I 
have shown that discourse units whieh are  introdueed by  ne:'  typieally  express pivotal 
information, contain a discourse topie or subjeet change, and introduee new paragraphs. 
Discourse foeus has to be distinguished from the notion of sentenee foeus. In both eases it 
is an entire utteranee whieh is foeused. Sentenee foeus, however, refers to the internal strueture 
of the utteranee (i.e. there is no bi-partition of foeus and topie). Discourse foeus, on the other 
hand, refers to the status of the utteranee in eomparison to other statements in the discourse. It 
ean fall  on  utteranees with any  internal strueture. Discourse foeus and sentenee foeus ean 
26Special  thanks to' Matthew Dryer for the  lovely example. 
90 overlap, and I will argue that this is normally the case. Since utterances with sentence focus 
contain all new information, their content is likely to be perceived as unexpected and important. 
Nevertheless,  the  notions  of sentence focus  and  discourse  focus  are  distinct,  and they 
characterize an utterance from different perspectives. 
3.4 Scope 
Woodbury (1980) posits three levels of scope for the particle, over a discourse unit, over a 
sentence or c1ause,  or over a word or morpheme (cf.  section  1.1).  In  section 2.2.3  I have 
argued that there is no hierarchical distinction between the scope over a discourse unit and the 
scope over a c1ause. That suggests a binary distinction of broad scope (modifying clauses or 
larger units) and narrow scope (modifying single  lexical  items or morphemes).  Since  in 
Cayuga single lexical items can be complete clauses, however, this binary distinction is far 
from being c1ear-cut. 
The question of scope is crucial for an analysis of the focus marker. If the scope of ne: ' can 
be determined for any given instance it should be possible to identify the foeus of an utterance. 
It has become clear, however, that the scope can not be predicted by  the particle's position 
since it  can  precede or follow  the focus  or stand between focused elements. Neither the 
distinction of whether ne: '  is  part of a cluster or stands as  a single particle showed clear 
correlation to  broad or narrow scope. My  interpretation of the  scope of ne:' is  that it can 
modify elements of various size which it can precede or follow (or stand within). The particle's 
scope is basically open but is normally specified by other particles in its environment. When 
ne: '  occurs  as  a single particle (as  opposed to  part of a cluster) its scope is,  thus,  most 
ambiguous. It can modify an entire discourse unit or a single lexical item. While the position of 
the particle does not predict its scope but it can give c1ues. In medial position of a discourse 
unit it is more likely to modify parts of the utterance - a single word or c1ause - rather than the 
entire discourse unit. At the beginning of an utterance it is more Iikely to modify the complete 
utterance. However, the initial position is  not a sufficient condition for broad scope. In the 
examples below, ne:  ' appears as a single particle at the beginning of the discourse unit. It"is 
unclear, whether it modi fies the following word only or the entire utterance. 
(182)  ne:'  ga:o'  ni:yQ:  t~hsatahahk. 
that  less  sO.much  you.will.walk 
You have to walk a lot less. (R3) 
(183)  ne:'  t~hsehsage:t  e:gwa:dih  h~hs6da:  ~:n n'aohaha:dih  degyohQ:do:t 
that  you.will.bend.it  other.side  you.will.hook.it  on.the.other.side.of.the.road  another.whip 
tohQ:  h~hs6da: 
there  you.  will.hook.it 
You will bend it and hook it onto another whip on the other side of  the road. (R63) 
Nothing in the written version of these sentences can disambiguate the scope of the particle. 
Possibly intonation or speech rhythm of the spoken utterances c1arifies what is focused. But 
maybe the focus  structure of these utterances is  simply not c1early  specified. Most often, 
however, the particle is  accompanied by  elements that disambiguate its scope. When ne: ' 
91 modifies entire discourse units it is normally accompanied by particles that indicate this broad 
scope. Because this is not the case in example (182) and (183) above I consider it more likely 
that the focus lies on the following elements and not on the discourse unit (but nothing in the 
examples proofs this assumption). The pattern seems to be that ne: ' modifies certain elements 
plus their domain of scope. Thus, it modi fies  the negation partic1es plus the predicate over 
which their have scope, it modifies the particles  tsho:  'only', hni:' 'also',  gisheh  'or' plus the 
concepts modified by them. In section 2.2.1 I have argued that certain particles of ne:'  -initial 
clusters have more 'weight' and determine the character of the cluster more than others. This is 
so because certain particles are relatively rigid in their scope and, therefore, determine the scope 
of the entire cluster. I have discussed the distinction between the M.:. and hni ' which are both 
translated as  'also'. While M.:. modi fies  entire utterances, hni' has  a more narrow scope, 
similar to the particle tsho:  'only'. Other elements seem to be as variable and open in what they 
modify as the focus particle itself. This seems to be the case for the emphatic particle~,  the 
customary element~ , and the contrastive particle hne:' (which is claimed to be a variant of 
ne:'). It can be expected that further research will reveal a hierarchy of scope-bearing elements 
that cooccur. 
In the seetion on narrow focus I have discussed examples of ne: ' -initial particle clusters 
that  indicate narrow focus  on  a demonstrative. The English translations of the  examples 
showed inverted WH-cle_ fts.  Not all utterances that contain initial particle sequences with ne: ' 
and a demonstrative show cleft constructions in  their translation. Consider for example the 
following utterances. 
(184)  oe:'  g\;:s  to : gy~h hwa'  daga:gy\;:ht  tQ:  t6h  ha'ge:' sh\;nhQ: onatade:nyQ'. 
that  usually  that  15  l.staned.with  the.one there  l.went  where  their.roads.are 
The first thing I would normally do would be to go where their roads are. (R  10) 
• 
(185)  oe:'  gi'  t6:gy~h  tsha'gay'ada:t  ogyanWlsehdQh  awagyanahseht  g~ : s 
this  just  that  the.same.body  it.has.hidden.its.tracks  it.hides.its.tracks  usually 
oe:'  tQ:  hQ:ni'  a:y~ : '  ~:tshQ:  ha'dedzona'skoda'Qh. 
that  the.one  why  one.could.say  all.over  it.has.hopped.there 
They all belong co the same one who has hopped all over to hide its tracks. (R32) 
(186)  oe:'  ak~' 
that.is  EVID 
tho:ky~h 
that 
a:yf  ahatshahnf'k  thr~hs  he'tk~h  niyo:we' 
it.seems  he.got.scared  too  high  far 
But it seems he got scared, it is far too high. (G65) 
The question is  whether these utterances differ from the ones .with the cleft construction 
only in  the structure of the translation or as  weil in Cayuga. I would like to  suggest that the 
examples differ in  the orientation of the demonstratives. The demonstratives in the narrow 
focus constructions (i.e.  the ones with the cleft translation) refer to  something outside the 
utterance. In most cases they are anaphoric referential expressions, in some cases they refer to 
the following  text as  a wh oIe.  The demonstratives in  the examples above (without cleft 
translation) refer to something within the same discourse unit. This is also the case in  (187) 
92 where according to the translation the demonstrative nt':ky6 'this' modi fies the content word 
skanohsa:t 'house'. 
(187)  ne:' 
that.is 
ak~' 
EVID 
sh~  nhQ: 
COMP  pI ace 
kae'trQ' 
they.lived 
n\;:ky~ skanQhsa:t 
this  house 
hQwayatr~:'  ah 
be.grandmother.and.grandchild 
There was this house, where a grandmother lived with her small grandson. (05-08) 
Thus, the demonstrative elements playaspecial role in the ne:'-initial clusters. Apparently, 
they can refer to the following clause, modify a following content word, or refer to entities 
outside  the  utterance  in  wh ich  they  occur.  In  most  cases,  however,  the  status  of the 
demonstratives remains unclear. Often they are neglected in the translation and obviously, they 
have a wider distribution than the demonstrative elements in English. 
93 4 Conclusion 
The purpose of this study has been to describe and to analyze the Cayuga particle ne: '. A 
challenge for accomplishing this task has been the fact that it occurs in almost any syntactic and' 
semantic environment but is not obligatory in any context. Also, it has been said to perform a 
broad range of apparently unrelated functions. Finally, the particle's scope does not seem to be 
generally predictable. 
The distributional analysis of the particle has revealed that its position within discourse 
units largely correlates with the nature of the neighboring elements. As the first element of 
specific particle clusters, ne: ' most often occupies the initial position of a discourse unit. When 
it is not part of such clusters, the particle tends to appear in medial position. 
The scope of the particle is flexible: It can cover single lexical elements, clauses, or entire 
utterances. When ne:' is not accompanied by certain particles, its scope is ambiguous. In the 
majority of cases, however, it occurs with  scope-determining elements such as  negation 
markers, scalar particles; or others. It is the presence of these elements which disambiguate 
what the particle ne: ' modi fies in a given context. 
An  analysis as  focus marker allows a coherent description of ne:', accounting for the 
variety of its occurrences. For this analysis to  be viable, the notion of focus - traditionally 
restricted to  the level of the sentence - has to  be broadened and applied to the domain of 
discourse.  On  this  basis, ne: '  can be described as  having the same basic function  in  all 
contexts,  varying mainly in  which  types of elements it modifies.  As  a focus  marker, the 
particle highlights certain information. When ne:' modifies a single word, this word receives 
focus within the utterance. When ne: ' modifies an entire utterance, the utterance as  a whole 
receives focus in the larger discourse. The modified elements are alike in that they have pivotal 
status in the context of their occurrence. 
Thus, a particle that appears to perform a set of unrelated functions and to occur randomly 
in  alm ost any  syntactic and semantic environment can be described parsimoniously if its 
distribution is considered from a wider perspective, taking into account discourse structure and 
variation in scope. 
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